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1

SLASH PHOTOGRAPHS AND SLIDES

A group of assorted vintage photographs, slides, and reproduction photographs.
Largest, 10 by 12 inches
$400-600

2

3

A group of assorted vintage photographs, contact sheets and
reproduction photographs.

A group of assorted performance, event and promotional
photographs or photo reproductions.

Largest, 10 by 12 inches

Largest, 10 by 12 inches

$400-600

$600-800

SLASH PHOTOGRAPHS AND CONTACT SHEETS

10
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SLASH PHOTOGRAPHS

4

SLASH FRAMED PHOTOGRAPHS
A set of two color photographs: one of
Velvet Revolver, and one of Slash and
Scott Weiland.
Larger, 16 by 13 inches
$200-400

5

SLASH KARL LARSEN
PHOTOGRAPH OF
VELVET REVOLVER

A color photograph of Velvet
Revolver onstage. Signed and
dated illegibly lower right in
silver marker pen.
$400-600

6

SLASH KARL LARSEN
PHOTOGRAPH OF
MYLES KENNEDY

A color photograph of Myles
Kennedy onstage. Signed
lower right, edition number
1/25.
17 by 20 inches, framed
$400-600

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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7

SLASH JANET MACOSKA
SIGNED PHOTOGRAPHS

A pair of Janet Macoska signed
Slash performance
photographs. Unframed.
11 by 14 inches
$200-400

8

SLASH GUNS N’ ROSES
PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

A group of items including three black and
white headshots; two Sunset Strip original
flyers and a Troubadour ticket dated
January 4, 1986; a “Yesterdaze” newsletter
from April 1999; a “5 of the Best” Guns N’
Roses tablature; and a Use Your Illusion
tour 1993 booklet with two inserts.
Largest, 14 by 12 1/2 inches
$600-800

9

SLASH ALL ACCESS PASSES

A group of passes to various events:
KIIS-FM Jingle Ball, Hard Rock Cafe Star
Ceremony, 2008 Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame Les Paul, World on Fire Slash Tour,
and two passes for Kings of Chaos World
Tour 2013.
Largest, 5 3/4 by 3 1/2 inches
$100-200
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10

SLASH ASSORTED ITEMS

A group of items including a Vacheron
Constantin leather wallet, two novelty
lighters, an embroidered skull and text
artwork in a frame, and a group of Rock
& F’ N Roll rubber wristbands.
Wallet, 4 by 9 1/2 inches
$300-500

11

SLASH DRAWINGS, STATIONERY, AND RUBBER STAMPS

A pair of Slash Velvet Revolver hand drawings on hotel stationery, together with a box of cream with navy border stationery marked “Saul
Hudson,” a box of Boatman Geller note cards marked “Slash,” and two rubber stamps: a top hat and a letter “S” with a snake in a top hat.
Largest box, 8 1/2 by 6 1/2 inches
$1,000-2,000

12

SLASH DESIGNED DORA THE EXPLORER BACKPACK
A limited edition Nickelodeon Dora the Explorer backpack
designed by Slash for charity, benefiting Variety’s Future Kids
program in 2010. Made of embossed faux leather, studded detail,
and hand spray-painted design. In original Nickelodeon box.
Edition number 2/6.
13 1/4 by 10 1/2 by 4 inches
$200-400

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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13

SLASH BATUSIS VINYL ALBUM

A sealed Batusis vinyl record album (Smog Veil
Records, 2010).
12 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches
$25-50

14

SLASH’S SNAKEPIT AIN’T LIFE GRAND CDs

A group of 18 sealed copies of the CD Ain’t Life Grand by
Slash’s Snakepit.
$100-200

15

16

A group of approximately 80 rock ‘n’ roll cassette tapes from
bands with names beginning with A through L from Slash’s
personal collection.

A group of approximately 80 rock ‘n’ roll cassette tapes from bands
with names beginning with M through Z from Slash’s personal
collection.

$200-400

$200-400

SLASH CASSETTE TAPE COLLECTION A-L
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SLASH CASSETTE TAPE COLLECTION M-Z

17

SLASH LASERDISC
MOVIE COLLECTION

A group of approximately
115 LaserDisc movies, some
in original shrink wrap.
$400-600

18

SLASH LISA JOHNSON PHOTOGRAPHS

A pair of color photographs of guitars printed on matte paper.
9 by 11 1/2 inches
$200-400
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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19

SLASH ZAKK WYLDE SIGNED BOOK

A copy of the Zakk Wylde biography Bringing Metal to the Children (New York:
William Morrow, 2012), inscribed “[Guitar drawing]/ Zakk Wylde.”
9 1/4 by 6 1/4 inches
$100-200

21

SLASH RONNIE WOOD SIGNED BOOK

A copy of the Ronnie Wood biography Ronnie
(London: Macmillan, 2007), signed “Ronnie/ ‘07.”
9 1/2 by 6 1/4 inches
$200-400

20

SLASH ROSS HALFIN PHOTOGRAPH

A Ross Halfin color photograph signed and dated lower right, inscribed “Los
Angeles Jan 2004,” edition number 2/9. Unframed.
12 1/4 by 16 inches
$200-400
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22

SLASH PLAYBOY: THE COMPLETE CENTERFOLDS
PUBLICATION

A copy of Playboy: The Complete Centerfolds (Chronicle Books,
2007) in the original black leather briefcase.
25 by 13 1/4 by 4 inches
$200-400

23

SLASH THE GUITAR COLLECTION: SOLIDBODY ‘54 EDITION BOOK

A limited edition book with text by Walter Carter, edition number 15/1500, in
leatherbound guitar case box. Print signed and dated “Peden ‘11.”
5 1/4 by 31 1/2 by 13 inches
$600-800

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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24

SLASH STATEMENT T-SHIRTS

A group of seven statement T-shirts in
assorted sizes.
$400-600

25

SLASH STATEMENT T-SHIRTS
A group of seven assorted T-shirts,
most size tags removed.
$400-600

26

SLASH STATEMENT T-SHIRTS

A group of eight statement T-shirts,
most black, most tags removed.
$400-600

18
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27

SLASH ILLUSTRATED BLACK T-SHIRTS
A group of seven T-shirts with complex
illustrations, in assorted sizes.
$400-600

28

SLASH AFFLICTION LONG-SLEEVE SHIRTS

A group of three Affliction Black Premium brand shirts: a black and grey plaid shirt, size M; a solid grey
shirt, size M; and an olive green shirt, size L.
$150-250

29

30

A group of seven white graphic T-shirts in assorted sizes.

A group of seven assorted T-shirts, two size M, one size L, most
with size tags removed.

SLASH GROUP OF WHITE T-SHIRTS
$400-600

SLASH COTTON GRAPHIC T-SHIRTS

$400-600

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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31

32

A group of seven assorted graphic T-shirts, some
size L, some tags removed.

A group of seven graphic T-shirts in assorted
colors, one size L, one size M, most size tags
removed.

SLASH ASSORTED T-SHIRTS

$400-600

SLASH ASSORTED COLORED T-SHIRTS

$400-600

33

34

A group of seven T-shirts, most size tags removed.

A group of seven assorted T-shirts in various sizes.

SLASH ASSORTED T-SHIRTS
$400-600
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SLASH ASSORTED T-SHIRTS
$400-600

35

SLASH VINTAGE THEMED T-SHIRTS
A group of seven T-shirts in assorted colors,
most of the size tags removed.
$400-600

36

SLASH ASSORTED CARTOON T-SHIRTS

A group of seven mostly cartoon themed T-shirts,
one size L, one size XL, most size tags removed.
$400-600

37

SLASH SNAKE, SKULL, AND
DINOSAUR T-SHIRTS

A group of seven assorted T-shirts,
most size L.
$400-600

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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38

SLASH ASSORTED T-SHIRTS

A group of seven restaurant or vice
related T-shirts, most size tags
removed.
$400-600

39

SLASH GROUP OF T-SHIRTS

A group of seven T-shirts by Conart,
McLee, and others, in assorted
sizes, many tags removed.
$400-600

40

SLASH HORROR THEME T-SHIRTS

A group of seven mostly skull or horror
themed graphic T-shirts in assorted sizes.
Sizes vary
$400-600
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41

43

A black suede button-down shirt-jacket marked
“4YOU.”

A brown suede button-down shirt marked
“Conart.”

Size M

$200-400

SLASH BLACK SUEDE SHIRT

SLASH SUEDE SHIRT

$200-400

42

44

A brown suede button-down shirt by maker Calvin
Klein.

A black leather motorcycle shirt with snap
closures. No maker or size tags.

Size S

$200-400

SLASH BROWN SUEDE SHIRT

SLASH LEATHER MOTORCYCLE SHIRT

$300-500

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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46

45

SLASH GIANNI
VERSACE SHIRT

SLASH DKNY SHIRT
A pewter colored shirt
with pearlized buttons.

A metallic silver shirt
with French cuffs.

Size 15 1/2 34/35
Size M
$200-400
$400-600

47

SLASH CASUAL SHIRTS

A group of three casual shirts: a black and
red plaid hooded flannel shirt marked “Red
Dragon Apparel,” size M; a grey short-sleeve
cotton blend button-down shirt with a logo
and patches marked “Red Kap,” size XL; and
a charcoal synthetic blend shirt labeled
“Nautica” (size S).
$200-400

48

SLASH SHIRTS

A group of four shirts: a blue and white striped cotton blend shirt marked “Sharagano,” size L; a black with silver
striped cotton blend shirt marked “Royal Underground,” size L; a faux snakeskin embossed black synthetic blend shirt
marked “Royal Underground” (size L); a faux-snakeskin embossed black synthetic blend shirt marked “Atlantic
Connection” (size L); and a burgundy silk velour shirt labeled “Marrika Nakk” (no size tag).
$300-500
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49

SLASH LEATHER
MOTORCYCLE SHIRT

A thick black leather
motorcycle jacket with silver
Indian Head nickel buttons.
No maker or size tags.
$300-500

50

SLASH EMBOSSED LEATHER JACKET

A blue faux-crocodile embossed leather jacket
marked “Christian Lauren New York/Paris.”
Size S
$300-500

51

SLASH LEATHER JACKET

A black leather jacket with silver
buttons and black rhinestone skull
and bones decoration on the
back. Marked “Jaded by Knight.”
Size S
$400-600

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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52

SLASH BLACK LEATHER BLAZER

A black leather blazer with velvet scroll
pattern decoration and red and gold
Chinese dragon silk lining, labeled
“Lords USA.”
Size 50
$600-800

53

SLASH JIMI HENDRIX
MOTORCYCLE JACKET

A Gina Alexander designed
Jimi Hendrix Collection black
leather motorcycle jacket with
a printed image of Hendrix
on the reverse. From a limited
edition of 500.
Size L
$800-1,200
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54

SLASH DISTRESSED LEATHER
MOTORCYCLE JACKET
A black distressed leather jacket, no
maker or size tag.
$300-500

55

SLASH SUPERCHARGER
MOTORCYCLE JACKET

A black leather jacket with American
Flag style accents and suede whipstitching on the sides.
No size tags
$400-600

56

SLASH LEATHER
MOTORCYCLE JACKET

A brown leather motorcycle jacket
marked “Alan Michael USA.”
No size tag
$300-500

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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57

SLASH SAUCONY RUNNING SHOES

A pair of black and gold Saucony Pro Grid
Triumph 4 running shoes.
Size 11
$200-400

58

SLASH CONVERSE ALL STAR
HIGH TOP SHOES
A pair of blue canvas Converse All
Star high top shoes with beige
laces.
Size 10 1/2
$200-400

59

SLASH CONVERSE ALL STAR
HIGH TOP SHOES

A pair of burgundy canvas Converse All
Star high top shoes with black laces.
Size 10 1/2
$200-400
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60

62

A pair of black canvas Converse All Star high top shoes with
black laces.

A pair of black canvas Converse All Star high top shoes with
black laces.

Size 10 1/2

Size 10 1/2

$200-400

$200-400

61

63

A pair of black canvas Converse All Star high top shoes with
white laces.

A pair of white leather Converse All Star high top shoes with
white laces.

Size 10 1/2

Size 10 1/2

$200-400

$300-500

SLASH CONVERSE ALL STAR HIGH TOP SHOES

SLASH CONVERSE ALL STAR HIGH TOP SHOES

SLASH CONVERSE ALL STAR HIGH TOP SHOES

SLASH CONVERSE ALL STAR HIGH TOP SHOES

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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64

SLASH WORN LUCCHESE BOOTS

A pair of ostrich and leather cowboy
boots with red and white embroidered
stitching.
Size 10
$800-1,200

65

SLASH CUSTOM SNAKESKIN BOOTS

A pair of Red Diamond leather and snakeskin
cowboy boots with Slash’s name and skull and
crossbones logo printed on the leather. No
size marked.
$1,000-2,000
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66

SLASH LEATHER BELTS

A group of three belts: a black leather belt with silver conchos (two missing),
labeled “Bill Graham Presents”; a cream colored leather belt with bronze
suspended charms (three missing), marked Ronald Pineau, size L; and a brown
and black leather belt illustrated with people engaging in sex acts (size 30).
$600-800

67

SLASH BELTS

A group of three studded or beaded belts: a black leather Linea Pelle belt with studs and chains (no size
marked); a black studded leather belt with silver buckle (no size marked); and a black leather rhinestone
studded Great China Wall belt with white painted skulls (no size marked).
$600-800
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68

SLASH BLACK HATS

A group of three black hats: a New York Hat Co. black felt top hat
with grosgrain ribbon, size S; a Capas Headwear linen newsboy
cap (One Size); and a leather cap with quilted lining (no tags).
$300-500

69

SLASH RED, WHITE AND BLUE HATS

A group of four hats: a stiff stars and stripes top hat, size L;
two soft Uncle Sam top hats; and a tall soft Union Jack hat.
$400-600

70

SLASH FEDORA HAT

A Golden Gate Hat Co. Casablanca black beaver
fedora with a black grosgrain ribbon.
Size L
$400-600
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71

SLASH COLLECTION OF BASEBALL CAPS

A large group of approximately 36 baseball caps with rock, sports, and food themes.
$600-800

72

SLASH COLLECTION OF HATS AND CAPS

A group of approximately 25 baseball caps, beanies and hats, including a red suede Winfield Cover hat with
feather band, size L, and a Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Inductees 2012 baseball cap.
$600-800
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73

SLASH HOMBURG HAT

A Locke & Co. black beaver Homburg
hat with a black grosgrain ribbon.
Size 7 1/4
$200-400

74

SLASH EMBROIDERED LEATHER TOP HAT

A custom leather top hat with buildings around the band, embroidered
“Slash/ Road Recovery” by Zotis Rock Couture.
No size tag
$600-800
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75

SLASH SIGNED TOP HAT

A J Hats black felt top hat signed with drawings
by Slash in silver marker pen.
No size tag
PROVENANCE From the Collection of
Slash and Perla Hudson
$400-600

76

SLASH CUSTOM WIDE-BRIM FEDORA

A black beaver wide-brim fedora marked inside
the brim in gilt lettering “Custom made especially
for Slash/ Guns N’ Roses.” Made by Standard
Hat Works, Waco, Texas.
Size 7 1/4
PROVENANCE From the Collection of
Slash and Perla Hudson
$600-800
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77

SLASH BOWLER HAT

A custom-made Baron Hats Gran Marca
Cerva black beaver bowler hat with a black
grosgrain ribbon, worn by Slash at the 2010
National Association of Music Merchants
show held in Anaheim, California.
No size
$800-1,200

photo: Associated Press
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78

SLASH SUNGLASSES

A pair of sunglasses with black metal
frames and black polarized lenses,
marked “Made in China.”
$200-400

79

SLASH SERENGETI SUNGLASSES
A pair of Serengeti sunglasses with black
metal frames and brown lenses, style
5223, in original case.
$300-500

80

SLASH VONZIPPER SUNGLASSES
A pair of VonZipper Fernstein sunglasses
with silver metal frames and grey
polarized lenses, in a black case.
PROVENANCE From the
Collection of Slash and
Perla Hudson
$300-500

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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81

SLASH RAY-BAN SUNGLASSES

A pair of Ray-Ban Wayfarer sunglasses with black plastic frames
and black lenses, in original case.
$300-500

82

SLASH JEAN PAUL GAULTIER SUNGLASSES

A pair of Jean Paul Gaultier 56-41778 round silver-framed blue
lens glasses from the 1990s in original case.
$800-1,200
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83

SLASH BOX OF GUITAR
PICK NECKLACES

A group of approximately 350 Hard
Core Elegance brand silver metal Slash
guitar pick necklaces.
Box, 5 by 13 by 7 1/2 inches
$300-500

84

SLASH ASSORTED JEWELRY ITEMS

A group of items including a rhinestone
encrusted gun-shaped metal belt buckle, a
leather cuff bracelet reading “I Wanna Rock
N’Roll All Night,” and a Hard Core Elegance
guitar pick necklace.
Buckle, 4 by 4 1/2 inches
$300-500

85

SLASH BERGE WRISTWATCH

A well-worn Berge quartz wristwatch in a black
leather band with metal rivets. Together with a
metal cuff and a Puma Trail Boss switchblade.
Blade, length, 5 1/2 inches
$200-400

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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86

SLASH WORN SILVER BELLY CHAIN

A sterling silver belly chain with a clasp that
goes around a decorative lock worn by Slash
frequently as a belt or belly chain between
1995 and 2000. 130 grams gross. An online link
to an image of Slash wearing this item is
available upon request.
Length, 32 inches
$1,000-2,000
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87

SLASH HANDWRITTEN
CARD WITH DRAWING

An apologetic card from Slash
to Perla Hudson that reads
"we will never have to go
through anything like this
again - I promise you., Sorry
that you are having to deal
with all the piled up strain."
Slash has additionally drawn a
celebratory image with "H
7 1/4 by 4 3/4 inches
$800-1,200

88

SLASH HANDWRITTEN CARD
WITH DRAWING

A handwritten card by Slash to Perla
Hudson with pre-printed "I Love You"
that reads in part "I don't fuckin know
why? But you're the woman I want to be
with always regardless of whatever...
there you have it Slash [sic]." Slash has
additionally drawn a c
8 by 5 1/4 inches
$800-1,200

89

SLASH HANDWRITTEN CHRISTMAS CARDS

A pair of Christmas cards, one from 1988 and one from
2009/2010, handwritten from Slash to Perla Hudson. In
the earlier card he writes in part "Always be with me,
always be my woman." In the later card he writes "our
1st xmas in iur new home, and its so awesome” [sic]
Each, 7 by 5 inches
$800-1,200

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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90

92

A black cotton blend shirt marked “Carhartt.”

A sheer patterned synthetic blend shirt marked
“Lords USA.”

SLASH BLACK LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
Size M
$100-200

SLASH LONG-SLEEVE DRESS SHIRT

No size tag
$200-400

91

93

A black zip-up hoodie with white Slash skull and crossbones
“R&F’NR” logo.

A blue suede coat from Melrose men’s shop Lords USA.

SLASH HOLLYWOOD SWEATSHIRT JACKET

Size S
$100-200

SLASH LORDS USA SUEDE COAT
Size 40

PROVENANCE From the Collection of Slash and
Perla Hudson
$600-800
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94

SLASH PAIRS OF PANTS

A group of two pair of pants: Lords
USA black ostrich pants, size 32;
and Lords USA red leather pants
with black whip-stitching and an “S”
monogrammed fly panel, size M.
$800-1,200

95

SLASH PAIRS OF PANTS

A group of three pair of pants: Lords
USA yellow coated and textured
black leather bell bottom pants, size
32; Agatha Blois patchwork leather
and canvas camouflage pants, no
size; and Jitrois coated leather pants,
size 38.
$800-1,200
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96

SLASH BROWN LEATHER VEST WITH CONCHOS

A brown leather vest with brown leather whip-stitching, marked
“Alan Michael USA.”
No size tag
$200-400

97

SLASH LEATHER BLAZER
A black leather blazer marked
“Stefano Peruzzi.”
Size 44
$300-500

98

SLASH LEATHER JACKET

A brown distressed soft leather jacket marked
“American Base New York.”
Size L
$300-500
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99

SLASH ERIN LAREAU VEST

A custom-made black leather vest with
ruffles down the front. Marked “Made
Expressly For You by Erin Lareau.”
No size tag
PROVENANCE From the Collection
of Slash and Perla Hudson
$1,000-2,000

100

SLASH LEATHER
DRUNK FUX JACKET

A black leather
motorcycle handpainted
jacket with the back
reading “Drunk Fux”
along with images of a
bottle of Jack Daniels and
a skeleton in a top hat.
No size tag
$2,000-3,000
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101

SLASH SKULL AND CROSSBONES DECANTER SET

A cut smoked glass decanter and six highball glasses, decanter
marked “Two’s Company.”
Decanter, height, 11 1/2 inches
$100-200

102

SLASH PEWTER GUNS N’ ROSES TANKARDS

A pair of official vintage 1991 Guns N’ Roses pewter tankards
marked “The Alchemy Carta/ 1991” on the underside.
Together with a metal top-hat-wearing skeleton figure.
Tallest, height, 12 inches
$200-400

103

SLASH GROUP OF SKULLS

A collection of six skulls: a candle, candle
holder, lamp, clock, and decorations.
Largest, 6 by 8 by 5 inches
$200-400
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104

SLASH LEATHER LIGHTER SKINS

A group of 38 lighter skins in black leather with a stamped Slash logo. Bic lighters included with each.
Box, 5 by 13 by 7 1/2 inches
$400-600

105

106

A sterling silver skull Bic lighter cover marked “Stanley Guess
2000/ 925” and signed “Stanley” on the underside. Gross
weight, 5.05 troy oz.

A group of three skull lighters, together with a large
martini glass full of matchbooks.

SLASH STANLEY GUESS SKULL LIGHTER COVER

Height, 2 3/4 inches

SLASH SKULL LIGHTERS

Glass, height, 10 1/2 inches
$100-200

$600-800

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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107

SLASH SPIKED DOG BOWLS

A pair of polished metal spiked dog bowls, marked “Unleashed Life.”
Largest, diameter, 12 inches
$25-50

108

109

A Pet Flys Puppy Love Super dog carrier.

A black framed wine cooler with 14 pull-out racks.

SLASH PET FLYS DOG CARRIER

48

SLASH N’FINITY WINE COOLER

12 by 10 by 18 inches

71 by 23 1/2 by 27 inches

$25-50

$400-600
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110

SLASH PERLA HUDSON WEDDING VEIL

A beaded and sequin top hat wedding veil with crystals on the hat and on the veil, worn by Perla Hudson at her wedding to Slash.
Hat, height, 4 1/2 inches
$400-600
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111

SLASH AND PERLA HUDSON
WEDDING CORKS

A group of three corks from Slash and
Perla Hudson's wedding ceremony in
Maui, Hawaii in 2001. Two of the corks
are champagne corks (Veuce Cliquot
Ponsardin and Laurent Perrier) with
quarters embedded. The third cork is a
Vine Cliff wine cork that has handwritten
“Maui 2001”
Longest, 2 inches
$200-400

112

SLASH WEDDING CAKE TOPPER

A sculpted plastic wedding cake topper
representing Slash and Perla with custom
fitted top hat, veil, and actual hair from
Slash and Perla.
Height, 5 inches
$200-400
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SLASH HANDWRITTEN ANNIVERSARY CARD

A "Happy Anniversary" card handwritten in black pen from Slash to Perla Hudson. The card has preprinted "Will this life of exploding
uncontrolled animalistic sexual passion and lust never cease?" Slash has written in part "anyway, thick or thin, up or down I love you
more & more than you know!!”
8 1/4 by 5 1/2 inches
$800-1,200

114

SLASH CUSTOM MADE AND HANDWRITTEN CARD

A custom made card by Slash with Betty Boop on the cover that signs off on the interior "I Love You, Slash A Roooo...!!!" Slash writes on
the interior "this was the hardest card I've ever made! But as silly as it might seem to spend so much time with a fucking machine, I love
you so much…” He signs off “[heart] Slash Summer of 97 xxxxoooo.”
8 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches
$800-1,200

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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115

SLASH HANDWRITTEN LOVE
LETTER WITH DRAWING

A sheet of lined notepaper with a
handwritten love letter in black pen
by Slash to Perla Hudson. The letter
reads "Happy Valentine's Day" in
large letters and has a heart and
crossbow drawing with a female face
that reads "To My Perla." Slash signs
off "I will always love you forever!
Slash.”
9 1/2 by 6 1/2 inches
$800-1,200

116

SLASH HANDWRITTEN CARD WITH DRAWING

A card with orange interior handwritten in black pen from Slash to Perla Hudson, who he addresses as "the light of my eye." He writes in
part "anyway, on frequent occasions I stop and think what a fucking awesome woman you are... I am a very happy man!" Slash has also
drawn a cigar smoking cat with a text bubble that reads “Hey?! Come over here - you foxy chick!” Accompanied by a blue envelope with
a drawing by Slash that reads “the one that owns my heart.”
Larger, 5 by 7 1/2 inches
$800-1,200
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117

SLASH HANDWRITTEN VALENTINE'S DAY CARD

A Valentine's Day card handwritten by Slash to Perla Hudson, reading in part "with everything we've been
throiugh, big, small - thick & thin here we are. Pretty fucking amazing huh?" Accompanied by a matching
envelope on which Slash has written "For Perla.”
7 by 5 inches
$800-1,200

118

SLASH HANDWRITTEN BIRTHDAY CARD TO PERLA HUDSON

A birthday card handwritten by Slash to Perla Hudson that begins "Happy Birthday Perla,
My Own Wonderful Girlfriend, friend & lover - is the Most Beautiful Woman I have ever
met!" Accompanied by the original envelope on which Slash has written "To my Dearest
Perla on her Birthday.”
7 by 5 inches
$800-1,200
119

SLASH HANDWRITTEN CARD
TO PERLA HUDSON

An apologetic card handwritten by
Slash to Perla Hudson that reads in part
"I apologize! I always recognize what
you're feeling & how important it is to
you. I'm not out to you to disrepect you
or your opinions... I might be stubborn
but I hear you loud & clear (almost)
always [sic].” He ends the card with
“Please forgive me, I love you, you
crazy bitch.”
7 1/4 by 4 3/4 inches
$800-1,200
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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120

SLASH VENTRILOQUIST DUMMY

A custom Slash ventriloquist dummy made of plaster, plastic, fabric, and wood. With hand
drawn tattoos on the arms.
Height, 32 inches
$2,000-3,000
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SLASH WWE CHAMPIONSHIP SPINNER REPRODUCTION TITLE BELT

A faux leather, gold-plated, rhinestone-encrusted belt with a three-dimensional
spinning WWE logo center plate.
$200-400

122

SLASH WWE CHAMPIONSHIP SPINNER REPRODUCTION TITLE BELT

A faux leather, gold-plated, rhinestone-encrusted belt with a three-dimensional
spinning WWE logo center plate.
$200-400

123

SLASH PAINTED BOXING GLOVE

A black Everlast boxing glove with a handpainted original
portrait of Slash. Signed illegibly and dated 2012.
12 by 7 by 5 inches
$300-500
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124

SLASH STEVEN TYLER/JOE PERRY WALL ART

A photomechanical reproduction of artwork depicting Steven Tyler and Joe Perry of
Aerosmith, printed on Claybord. From original Slash artwork. Not signed or framed.
15 3/4 by 24 inches
$200-400

125

SLASH JOE PERRY WALL ART

A photomechanical reproduction of
artwork depicting Joe Perry of
Aerosmith, printed on plywood with
charred edges. From original Slash
artwork. Not signed or framed.
14 by 8 1/4 inches
$100-200

126

SLASH JOE PERRY
ARTWORK

A group of reproduction
drawings of Joe Perry and
Steven Tyler by Slash.
18 by 12 inches
$100-200
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SLASH ORIGINAL VELVET REVOLVER ARTWORK

A group of original ballpoint pen drawings and reproductions, together with a notebook with Velvet Revolver logo sketches.
Largest, 12 1/4 by 9 inches
$600-800
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128

SLASH SKULL ARTWORK

A photomechanical reproduction of original artwork by Slash;
three versions of the same drawing.
Largest, 12 by 16 inches
$100-200

129

SLASH ORIGINAL TIDUS SLOAN ARTWORK

A ballpoint pen and pencil drawing signed “Saul Hudson ‘81,”
together with photocopies of a party flyer from the same era.
Largest, 15 1/2 by 11 1/2 inches
$600-800
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SLASH FLAT-TOP ‘43 C-PRINT

A color photograph print of Gibson’s The
Guitar Collection Flat-Top ‘43, signed
lower right “Peden ‘11,” stated to be
edition number 15/1500 but not officially
marked on the print.
11 1/8 by 23 inches
$200-400

131

RONNIE WOOD (BRITISH, B. 1947)

“Not For Beginners,” color lithograph on
paper, signed in gold pen lower right,
titled lower center, edition number 39/350.
Not For Beginners (2001) was the name of
Wood’s sixth solo album; Slash toured with
the band in promoting it. Unframed.
24 by 20 1/4 inches
$600-800
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SLASH REPLICA DINOSAUR SKULL
A resin and fiberglass skull.
9 1/2 by 14 1/2 by 8 inches
$50-100

132

SLASH CERAMIC SCULPTURE

A silver painted ceramic portrait bust sculpture
of Slash in a top hat with a snake around his
neck. Signed “Beaire” on the underside.
18 by 10 by 6 inches
$200-400
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SLASH SWORDFISH WALL SCULPTURE

A resin-coated wall sculpture of a swordfish. From the dining room at Slash’s house.
40 by 86 inches
$1,000-1,500
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SLASH LADY PIRATE STATUE

A painted resin and fiberglass lady pirate with a serving tray and
gilt hardware.
Height, 75 inches
$400-600
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SLASH PORTRAIT BAR STOOL

A custom studio carved wood bar
stool with a portrait of Slash for a
seat back.
43 1/4 by 18 1/4 by 12 inches
$800-1,200
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138

SLASH BRONZE
SERPENT TORCHIERE

An Art Deco style bronze
torchiere in the form of a
coiled serpent, after an
original design by Edgar
Brandt.
Height, 59 inches
$400-600

137

SLASH SACRED HEART LIGHT SCONCES

A pair of single-light iron wall sconces in the form of hearts with
flames and wings.
16 by 16 by 8 1/2 inches
$1,000-1,500
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139

SLASH LOUIS XV STYLE SIDE CHAIRS

A group of four modern side chairs with figural upholstered oval
backs and cushion seats.
37 1/2 by 20 by 16 inches
$200-300

140

SLASH GILT HALL CHAIRS

A pair of ornate Baroque style hall chairs with black leather upholstery,
gilt frames, and nail head trim.
45 by 28 by 24 inches
$400-600
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SLASH LIGHTNING BOLTS
CONSOLE TABLE

An aluminum table in the form
of two lightning bolts.
32 by 36 by 16 inches
$400-600

142

SLASH MICHAEL ARAM
SKELETON CHAIR

A polished aluminum and stainless
steel skeleton-form chair.
31 1/2 by 19 by 17 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection
of Slash and Perla Hudson
$300-500
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143

SLASH MARK BRAZIER-JONES TALLY HO CHAIR

A bronze and leather upholstered Tally Ho chair, or spanking bench, designed by
Mark Brazier-Jones. Purchased at the Kiki De Montparnasse boutique.
39 by 55 by 17 inches
$15,000-20,000
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144

SLASH BOMBE BUREAU PLAT DESK

A modern Louis XV style desk with three pull-out drawers and brass
mounted handles.
32 by 28 by 48 inches
$300-500

145

SLASH PARTNER’S DESK

A modern Georgian style partner’s desk with a gilt tooled inset leather top over a double-pedestal base.
31 by 70 by 45 inches
$400-600
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146

SLASH GAMES TABLE AND 12 CHAIRS

An oval mahogany double-pedestal games table with black leather upholstered rim, black felt top customized with
a Slash top hat and snake logo, and brass cups. Together with 12 black ultrasuede barrel-back chairs on casters.
Table, 30 by 100 by 55 inches; Chairs, 33 1/2 by 25 by 18 inches
$4,000-6,000
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148

A The Simpsons Pinball Party 2006 pinball machine by Stern
Pinball Inc., serial number 200966.

A Jersey Jack The Wizard of Oz limited edition pinball machine,
number 991/1,000, serial number 08701121, dated 2013.

77 by 29 by 58 inches

74 3/4 by 29 by 52 inches

$800-1,200

$2,000-4,000

SLASH THE SIMPSONS PINBALL MACHINE
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SLASH THE WIZARD OF OZ PINBALL MACHINE

149

151

A crystal tear-shaped Elmer Valentine award presented to Slash in
2010 at the Sunset Strip Music Festival in 2010, in original box.
Together with a 2014 SENA European Guitar award in original box.

A pair of awards: a 6 Towns Radio Stoke-On-Trent 2012 Local
Interest DVD Award presented to Slash - Made in Stoke and a Red
Rocks Theater 1997 Season Appreciation Award.

Taller, height, 12 inches

Larger, diameter, 9 1/2 inches

$200-400

$100-200

150

152

A group of three awards: a 30th NAMM TEC Les Paul Award
presented to Slash, in original box; a Canadian Center for Abuse
Awareness Award presented to Slash, in original box; and a
MusiCares Mapfund Award presented to Slash.

An award presented to Slash to commemorate worldwide sales of
the Geffen Records compact disc and cassette It’s Five O’Clock
Somewhere.

Largest, 12 by 7 1/2 inches

20 1/2 by 22 3/4 inches

$200-400

$300-500

SLASH AWARDS

SLASH AWARDS

SLASH AWARDS

SLASH’S SNAKEPIT IT’S FIVE O’CLOCK SOMEWHERE
AWARD

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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153

SLASH MYLES KENNEDY NEW
ZEALAND “GOLD” AWARD

An award presented to Slash by Sony Music
Entertainment (NZ) Ltd. in recognition of
“Gold” sales of the album Apocalyptic Love in
New Zealand.
22 1/2 by 25 3/4 inches
$300-500

154

SLASH ARIA “GOLD” AWARD

An Australian Recording Industry
Association award presented to Slash for
“Gold” sales of the album Slash from
Sony Music Australia in April 2010.
29 by 19 1/2 inches
$300-500

155

SLASH VELVET REVOLVER NEW
ZEALAND “PLATINUM” AWARD

An award presented to Slash by Sony BMG
Music Entertainment (NZ) Ltd. in recognition of
“Platinum” sales of the album Contraband in
New Zealand.
18 3/4 by 22 1/2 inches
$300-500
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157

A Certified Canadian Platinum award
presented to Slash to commemorate the sale
of more than 100,000 units of the RCA
recording Contraband, dated November 2004.

A Certified Canadian Platinum award presented
to Slash to commemorate the sale of more than
200,000 units of the RCA/Sony BMG recording
Contraband, dated March 2005.

20 by 10 inches

20 by 10 inches

$300-500

$300-500

SLASH VELVET REVOLVER CANADIAN
“PLATINUM” AWARD

SLASH VELVET REVOLVER CANADIAN
DOUBLE “PLATINUM” AWARD

158

SLASH CANADIAN “PLATINUM”
AWARD FOR SLASH

A Certified Canadian Platinum award
presented to Slash to commemorate the
sale of more than 80,000 units of the Dik
Hayd recording Slash, dated June 2011.
20 3/4 by 27 3/4 inches
$300-500
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SLASH MARSHALL CLASSIC ROCK ROLL
OF HONOR AWARD

A Marshall Classic Rock Roll of Honour Album of the
Year award, presented to Slash in 2010 for the album
Slash (no date on award). The gilt metal statuette is of
a female figure holding aloft a Flying V guitar;
mounted to a 3 by 3 by 3 inch gilt metal base.
Height, 11 inches
$2,000-4,000
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SLASH RIAA “PLATINUM”
AWARD FOR LIVE ERA ‘87-’93

An RIAA “Platinum” sales award
presented to Slash to commemorate
RIAA Certified Platinum sales of more
than 1,000,000 copies of the Geffen
Records album, cassette, and CD
Guns N’ Roses Live Era ‘87-’93.
24 1/4 by 35 1/4 inches
$600-800

161

SLASH RIAA MULTI-”PLATINUM”
AWARD FOR CONTRABAND

An RIAA certified sales award presented
to Slash to commemorate sales of more
than 2,000,000 copies of the RCA
Records compact disc Contraband.
18 1/4 by 26 1/4 inches
$600-800

162

SLASH G N’ R LIES RIAA
5,000,000 AWARD

An RIAA certified sales award
presented to Slash to
commemorate sales of more
than 5,000,000 copies of the
Geffen Records album,
compact disc and cassette G
N’ R Lies.
20 1/2 by 22 5/8 inches
$600-800
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SLASH BILLBOARD 200 NO. 1
HOT SHOT DEBUT AWARD

A Velvet Revolver Billboard 200 No. 1 Hot
Shot Debut Award presented to Slash for
Contraband, dated June 26, 2004.
22 1/2 by 22 1/2 inches
$300-500

164

SLASH VELVET REVOLVER GRAMMY NOMINEE
CERTIFICATE

A National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences medal and
certificate presented to Velvet Revolver in recognition of the
band’s nomination for Best Rock Album, Contraband, from the
47th Grammy Awards Year 2004.
17 1/4 by 14 1/4 inches
$200-400
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SLASH FRAMED GRAMMY NOMINEE CERTIFICATE

A National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences medal and
certificate presented to Slash in recognition of his nomination for
Best Rock Song, “Fall to Pieces” (Velvet Revolver), from the 47th
GRAMMY Awards Year 2004.
17 1/4 by 14 1/4 inches
$200-400

166

SLASH GRAMMY NOMINEE CERTIFICATE

A National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences medal and
certificate presented to Slash in recognition of his nomination for
Best Hard Rock Performance, G N’ R Lies, for the awards period
1989. Unframed.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$200-400

167

SLASH FRAMED GRAMMY NOMINEE CERTIFICATE
AND MEDAL

A National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences medal and
certificate presented to Slash in recognition of his nomination for
Best Rock Instrumental Performance for “Love Theme from The
Godfather” for the 45th GRAMMY Awards Year 2002.
22 3/4 by 13 1/2 inches, framed
PROVENANCE: From the Collection of Slash and Perla Hudson
$400-600
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SLASH ERNIE BALL POWER
SLINKY 20 YEARS WALL MOUNT

A framed plaque and set of Ernie Ball
Power Slinky guitar strings in a frame
reading “Celebrating 20 years/ Slash,
thank you for being a part of the Ernie
Ball family.”
9 1/4 by 21 inches
$200-400

169

SLASH HOLLYWOOD WALK OF FAME PLAQUE

A Hollywood Walk of Fame plaque presented to Slash on
July 10, 2012, by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce.
16 1/4 by 10 1/4 inches
$800-1,200
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171

A 2010 Japan “Gold” Disc Single of the Year Award to
Slash for “Sahara” featuring Koshi Inaba. The award is
a green glass trapezoid with a gilt circle.

A 2010 Japan “Gold” Disc Single of the Year Award to
Slash for “Sahara” featuring Koshi Inaba. The award is a
green glass trapezoid with a gilt circle, in original box.

Height, 10 inches

Height, 10 inches

$800-1,200

$800-1,200

SLASH JAPAN “GOLD” DISC AWARD

SLASH JAPAN “GOLD” DISC AWARD
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SLASH MTV MUSIC VIDEO AWARD

An MTV Music Video Award Moonman
trophy, presented in 1987-1988 to Slash for
Best New Artist in a Video for Guns N’
Roses’ “Welcome to the Jungle.”
Height, 12 1/2 inches
$15,000-20,000
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SLASH GUITAR PICKS

A group of approximately 200 Slash themed guitar picks in a brown
leather box.
Box, 4 by 8 by 5 inches
$200-400

174

SLASH BOX OF GUITAR PICKS

A wood cigar box with a collection of picks, ones stamped
Guns N’ Roses, Velvet Revolver, Slash’s Snakepit, Chic, and
Fender and others.
Box, 3 by 7 1/2 by 6 1/4 inches
$300-500

175

SLASH FRAMED PLAYED GUITAR STRINGS

A mounted set of guitar strings and Slash guitar picks
with a notice indicating the strings were all played by
Slash.
19 1/2 by 26 inches
$300-500
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176

SLASH CRYBABY WAH PEDAL

A red Jim Dunlop Slash Crybaby DCRIFC wah pedal in original box.
Box, 3 1/2 by 11 by 5 7/8 inches
$200-400

177

SLASH CRYBABY WAH
PEDAL PROTOTYPE

A black Jim Dunlop DCR-IFC
wah pedal in box marked
“Slash WAH Proto.”
Box, 3 1/2 by 11 by 5 7/8 inches
$300-500

178

SLASH CRYBABY WAH PEDAL PROTOTYPE

A red Jim Dunlop DCR-IFC wah pedal in box marked
“Slash WAH Proto.”
Box, 3 1/2 by 11 by 5 7/8 inches
$300-500
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179

SLASH SMALL MUSICAL ITEMS
A group of music-related items
including an LP tambourine, a
Hohner Bluesband harmonica, a
microphone covered in blue
grip tape, an Easton Ahead
Guns N’ Roses drumstick, and
a pair of Easton Ahead First
Anniversary Limited Edition
1993 drumsticks.

Drumsticks, length, 16 1/4 inches
$400-600

180

SLASH COFFIN GUITAR CASE

A black lacquer coffin-shaped guitar case
with a silver Slash logo emblem on the
cover and red velour tufted interior.
6 by 50 by 18 inches
$3,000-5,000
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SLASH ROAD CASE

A bright yellow Equilock road case.
13 1/2 by 52 by 16 3/4 inches
$400-600

182

SLASH HAND DECORATED ROAD CASE

A tour-worn road case with hand drawn art by Slash in
black marker pen.
12 3/4 by 13 1/4 by 6 1/2 inches
$1,000-2,000
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SLASH YOUNG GUITAR THE MASTER HANDS

A Young Guitar The Master Hands 2015 Slash metal plaque
with a handprint and Slash logo in original box.
10 1/4 by 8 1/4 inches
$100-200
184

SLASH SCHECTER DIAMOND
“LOS ANGELES KINGS” GUITAR

A Schecter Diamond Series limited
edition guitar with the neck inlaid “Los
Angeles Kings” in mother of pearl.
Length 41 inches
$300-500
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185

SLASH McSWAIN WICKED WITCH OF THE WEST GUITAR AND STAND

A Stephen McSwain Wicked Witch of the West guitar, signed in silver pen on the verso,
dated 1-13-07, edition number #0047. Also inscribed on the verso “For Perla, Merry
Xmas & Happy Valentine’s Day from your loving husband Slash.”
$4,000-6,000
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186

STAN LEE SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH

A Stan Lee and Spider-Man animated color photograph signed in silver marker.
Accompanied by letter of authenticity.
8 by 10 inches
$400-600

187

188

A color photograph of Stan Lee and Michael Papajohn signed in black and
silver marker. Accompanied by certificate of authenticity from PSA/DNA.

A Rawlings baseball signed by Stan Lee in black marker.
Accompanied by certificate of authenticity.

8 by 10 inches

$800-1,200

STAN LEE SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH

$400-600
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STAN LEE SIGNED BASEBALL

189

190

A copy of Rise of The Black Panther #1 Variant Edition (Marvel Comics
Group, March 2018) signed with black marker on the top cover by Stan
Lee. Written by Ta-Nehisi Coates with art by Paul Renaud. Includes
certificate of authenticity from Stan Lee’s Hands of Respect with Solvent
DNA Ink.

A copy of Rise of The Black Panther #1 Variant Edition (Marvel Comics
Group, March 2018) signed in blue marker on the cover by Stan Lee.
Written by Ta-Nehisi Coates with art by Paul Renaud. Includes
certificate of authenticity from Stan Lee’s Hands of Respect with Solvent
DNA Ink.

10 1/4 by 6 3/4 inches

10 1/4 by 6 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

$800-1,200

STAN LEE SIGNED
RISE OF THE BLACK PANTHER #1

STAN LEE SIGNED
RISE OF THE BLACK PANTHER #1
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191

STAN LEE SIGNED DEADPOOL’S
SECRET SECRET WARS #1

A copy of Deadpool’s Secret Secret Wars #1
Variant Edition (Marvel Comics Group, July
2015) signed in black marker on the bottom
cover by Stan Lee. Additionally signed by
Robert Liefeld. Written by Cullen Bunn with art
by Matteo Lolli. Accompanied by JSA
authentication.
10 1/4 by 6 3/4 inches

192

193

A copy of The X-Men #18 (Marvel Comics
Group, March 1966) signed in black marker on
the cover by Stan Lee. Art by Werner Roth and
Dick Ayers with cover by Jack Kirby, Roth, and
Ayers; story by Stan Lee. CGC Signature Series
Grade of 1.8. Features Magneto appearance.
CGC Signature Series certifies that the comic
was signed in the presence of a CGC
representative and that they guarantee it to be
genuine and authentic.

A copy of The X-Men Annual #3 (Marvel
Comics Group, 1979) signed in black marker
on the center cover by Stan Lee. CGC
Signature Series Grade of 9.0. Story by Chris
Claremont and artwork by George Perez with
cover by Frank Miller. CGC Signature Series
certifies that the comic was signed in the
presence of a CGC representative and that
they guarantee it to be genuine and authentic.

STAN LEE SIGNED
THE X-MEN #18

$800-1,200

$800-1,200
13 by 8 inches, overall
$800-1,200
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STAN LEE SIGNED
THE X-MEN ANNUAL #3

194

STAN LEE SIGNED MARVEL’S SPACE-BORN
SUPERHERO! CAPTAIN MARVEL #1

A copy of Captain Marvel #1 (Marvel Comics Group, May 1968) signed
in black marker on the center cover by Stan Lee. CGC Signature Series
Grade of 8.5. Story by Roy Thomas and cover and art by Gene Colan
and Vince Colletta. CGC Signature Series certifies that the comic was
signed in the presence of a CGC representative and that they
guarantee it to be genuine and authentic.

195

STAN LEE SIGNED IRON MAN #1

A copy of Iron Man #1 (Marvel Comics Group, May 1968) signed in
black marker on the bottom cover by Stan Lee. CGC Signature Series
Grade of 7.5. Story by Archie Goodwin, art and cover by Gene Colan
and Johnny Craig. CGC Signature Series certifies that the comic was
signed in the presence of a CGC representative and that they
guarantee it to be genuine and authentic.
13 by 8 inches, overall

13 by 8 inches, overall
$800-1,200
$1,000-2,000
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196

STAN LEE SIGNED
SPIDER-MAN
PHOTOGRAPH

A Spider-Man color photograph
signed by Stan Lee in blue marker
to the upper left corner.
Accompanied by certificate of
authenticity.
8 by 10 inches
$600-800

197

STAN LEE SIGNED AMAZING FANTASY
SPIDER-MAN BRONZE CARD #15
An Amazing Fantasy Spider-Man limited edition bronze
card #15 signed in silver marker by Stan Lee. Housed in
acrylic frame. Accompanied by certificate of
authenticity from Desert Wind Comics.
5 by 4 inches, overall

198

STAN LEE SIGNED PETER PARKER: THE
SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN #1 SKETCH EDITION

A copy of Peter Parker: The Spectacular Spider-Man #1 (Marvel Comics
Group, August 2017) with original sketch by Stan Lee and signed in
black marker on the center. CGC Signature Series Grade 9.8. Story by
Chip Zdarsky with art by Adam Kubert and Goran Parlov. CGC
Signature Series certifies that the comic was signed in the presence of a
CGC representative and that they guarantee it to be genuine and
authentic.

$400-600
13 by 8 inches, overall
$600-800
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STAN LEE SIGNED
ORIGINAL ARTWORK

An original artwork of Stan Lee by
Peter Ledger for the 1980 Marvel
Comics calendar. The artwork is
signed by Stan Lee in black marker
and features him giving a “Mystical
Message.” Accompanied by a copy
of the calendar.
Artwork, 11 by 17 inches; Calendar,
11 by 11 inches
$600-800

200
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An original sketch by Stan Lee of his most iconic creation,
Spider-Man. Rendered in black marker and signed at the
bottom, the work includes a letter of authenticity from James
Spence Authentication LLC (JSA). White matte over white paper.

An original self-portrait sketch by Stan Lee. Rendered in blue marker and
signed at the bottom, the work includes James Spence Authentication LLC
(JSA) registration in lower right.

STAN LEE SIGNED SKETCH OF SPIDER-MAN

STAN LEE SIGNED SELF-PORTRAIT SKETCH

$800-1,200
$800-1,200
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STAN LEE SIGNED SPIDER-MAN #35

A copy of Spider-Man #35 (Marvel Comics Group, June 1993) signed
in black marker on the lower cover by Stan Lee as well as noted
“2815/3000.” CGC Signature Series Grade of 9.0. Story by David
Michelinie and artwork by Tom Lyle and Scott Hanna. Features
appearances by Venom and Carnage. CGC Signature Series certifies
that the comic was signed in the presence of a CGC representative
and that they guarantee it to be genuine and authentic.
$800-1,200

STAN LEE SIGNED THE AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN #365

A copy of The Amazing Spider-Man #365 (Marvel Comics
Group, August 1992) signed in black marker on the
center cover by Stan Lee. CGC Signature Series Grade of
9.4. Stories and artwork by a variety of creative teams,
including a story by Stan Lee. Features a hologram cover.
Features the first appearance of Spider-Man 2099. CGC
Signature Series certifies that the comic was signed in
the presence of a CGC representative and that they
guarantee it to be genuine and authentic.
$800-1,200

204

STAN LEE SIGNED WEB OF
SPIDER-MAN #90

A copy of Web of Spider-Man #90 (Marvel
Comics, July 1992) signed in black marker on
the center cover by Stan Lee. CGC Signature
Series Grade of 9.6. Story by Howard Mackie
with art by Alex Saviuk and Sam De La Rosa.
Features a hologram cover. CGC Signature
Series certifies that the comic was signed in
the presence of a CGC representative and
that they guarantee it to be genuine and
authentic.
13 by 8 inches, overall
$1,000-2,000
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A copy of Superior Spider-Man #16 (Marvel Comics
Group, October 2013) signed in silver marker on the
bottom cover by Stan Lee. CGC Signature Series
Grade of 9.8. Story by Dan Slott, art and cover by
Humberto Ramos and Victor Olazaba. CGC
Signature Series certifies that the comic was signed
in the presence of a CGC representative and that
they guarantee it to be genuine and authentic.

A copy of The Spectacular Spider-Man #233 (Marvel Comics
Group, May 1996) signed in silver marker on the bottom
cover by Stan Lee. Written by Todd Dezago. Accompanied
by certificate of authenticity.

STAN LEE SIGNED SUPERIOR
SPIDER-MAN #16

STAN LEE SIGNED THE SPECTACULAR
SPIDER-MAN #233

10 by 6 3/4 inches
$800-1,200

13 by 8 inches, overall
$800-1,200

207

STAN LEE SIGNED THE
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #3

A copy of The Amazing Spider-Man
#3 (Marvel Comics Group, November
1966) signed in black marker on the
bottom cover by Stan Lee. Layouts by
John Romita; pencils by Don Heck;
inks by Mickey Demeo; lettering by
Artie Simek; written by Stan Lee.
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
10 1/2 by 7 inches
$800-1,200
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STAN LEE AND OTHERS SIGNED THE AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN #1 SKETCH EDITION

A copy of The Amazing Spider-Man #1 (Marvel Comics Group, June
2014) signed in black marker on the center cover by Stan Lee, John
Romita, and Todd McFarlane; signed and sketched by Humberto
Ramos; signed and colored by Edgar Delgado and Victor Olazaba.
CGC Signature Series Grade of 9.6. Stories and artwork by a variety of
creative teams. CGC Signature Series certifies that the comic was
signed in the presence of a CGC representative and that they
guarantee it to be genuine and authentic.

209

STAN LEE SIGNED THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #1

A copy of The Amazing Spider-Man #1 (Marvel Comics Group, June
2014) signed in black marker on the center cover by Stan Lee. CGC
Signature Series Grade of 9.8. Stories and artwork by a variety of
creative teams. CGC Signature Series certifies that the comic was
signed in the presence of a CGC representative and that they
guarantee it to be genuine and authentic.
13 by 8 inches, overall
$1,000-2,000

13 by 8 inches, overall
$1,000-2,000
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STAN LEE SIGNED THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #1

A copy of The Amazing Spider-Man #1 (Marvel Comics Group, March 1963) signed in black marker
on the cover by Stan Lee. Steve Ditko cover and art. First appearance of J. Jameson and
Chameleon. First Fantastic Four crossover. Origin of Spider-Man retold. Off-white pages. PGX
grade of 8.5 with slight restore.
13 by 8 inches, overall
$6,000-8,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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ROBOCOP FILM USED ROBOT

A custom-made life-size EM-208 OmniCorp robot used in
the filming of RoboCop (MGM, 2014). The robot consists
of four separate pieces: a silver and black glossy head with
painted molded portions, a torso with spinal column and
immobile pistons, and a pair of legs. The left leg has two
metal cord straps for attachment purposes. Accompanied
by a certificate of authenticity from MGM.
$1,000-2,000

212

SPIDER-MAN 3 BLACK COSTUME SPIDER-MAN BOOTS

A pair of custom boots made for the black version of the Spider-Man costume
from Spider-Man 3 (Sony, 2007) starring Tobey Maguire and directed by Sam
Raimi. In the film, the symbiote that would become Venom first assimilates
Spider-Man’s suit, bestowing Peter Parker with additional powers but also
drawing darkness from his personality. The boots were created with stretchy
material pulled over shoes, with rubber “webbing” on top. Accompanied by a
copy of the film.
$1,000-2,000
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ROBERT DOWNEY JR. CAST HAND PRINTS

A pair of hand prints from Robert Downey Jr. on a blue mold with “Robert
Downey Jr.” written above, mounted onto a black plaque with Downey’s
name printed in white. The hand prints were once exhibited at the Malibu
Cinemas in Malibu, California, until its closure in 2017.
16 by 28 inches
$800-1,200

214

ROBERT DOWNEY JR. CUSTOM-MADE SUIT

A navy blue pinstriped, single-breasted, two-piece wool suit
custom made for Robert Downey Jr., believed to be for the
Iron Man (Marvel) franchise. An interior label for the jacket,
size 40, is stamped “Downey Jr.,” and the matching trousers,
size 34L, are stamped “Downey.”
$2,000-3,000
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THE LORD OF THE RINGS TRILOGY
ORC MASK WORN BY SHANE RANGI

A full-head pullover Orc mask used in The Lord of the
Rings trilogy (New Line Cinema, 2001-2003) made by the
Weta Workshop prosthetics department from foam
latex. The mask is painted, and hair was hand-punched
by the makeup department. This particular mask was
worn by actor and stunt man Shane Rangi as an Orc
leader, and it was used several times and at different
filming locations. The mask originally came from the
collection of Warren Dion Smith, a client and friend of
the consignor, celebrity tattoo artist and CMT’s Tattoo
Titans winner Joe Riley. Smith gifted the mask to Riley
during one of their appearances at comic book
conventions. Accompanied by a copy of the film.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Joe Riley, CMT’s
Tattoo Titans; formerly from Warren Dion Smith of Weta
Workshop
$6,000-8,000
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ALICIA VIKANDER TOMB
RAIDER WORN
ENSEMBLE

A heavily stained and bloodied
grey tank top, a pair of cargo pants,
and three bandages, worn and
used by Alicia Vikander in her role
as Lara Croft in Tomb Raider
(MGM, 2018). No size or maker
labels. Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from
MGM, three wardrobe tags, and a copy of the film.

217

MILLA JOVOVICH RESIDENT EVIL:
AFTERLIFE WORN CATSUIT

A black catsuit with attached breastplate worn by Milla
Jovovich in her role as Alice in Resident Evil: Afterlife
(Constantin, 2010). The catsuit is custom made with no labels,
and the breastplate is attached with a snap-on button and
glue. Remnants of tape are left on the top of the breastplate
from attaching the harness and weaponry. Accompanied by a
copy of the film.
$1,000-2,000

$600-800
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HUGH JACKMAN AS WOLVERINE
CLAWS FROM X-MEN: THE LAST STAND

A pair of claws worn by Hugh Jackman in his role as Wolverine
in X-Men: The Last Stand (20th Century, 2006). Each piece has three
silver painted, pointed plastic claws attached to a metal frame. The
original owner obtained the claws from his uncle, who worked at 20th Century
Fox for 14 years. The studio had previously recalled the claws due to minor damage
to the knuckles. Accompanied by a display case with a base that reads “Wolverine’s
claws worn by Hugh Jackman in X-Men: The Last Stand.”
Claws, 10 1/2 inches; Display, 18 by 10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 118, “20/21 Pop Culture,” Sale 5818, Christie’s, South Kensington,
December 16, 2014
$20,000-30,000
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FINDING
NEVERLAND
FILM USED
FUNERAL
PROGRAM

FINDING NEVERLAND
FILM USED
PROGRAM

A program flyer for J.M.
Barrie’s Little Mary play at
Duke of York’s Theatre in
London used in the filming of
Finding Neverland (Miramax,
2004). Accompanied by a
copy of the film.

A funeral program for
Sylvia Llewelyn Davies,
played by Kate Winslet,
used during the funeral
scene of Finding
Neverland (Miramax,
2004). The card is tied
together by black
ribbon, and the cover
reads “In Loving Memory
of Sylvia Llewelyn Davies
Beloved Mother of George,
Jack, Peter & Michael.” It
also states the location in St.
Mark’s Church in London.
Accompanied by a copy of the film.

8 by 3 1/2 inches
$400-600

6 3/4 by 4 3/4 inches
$400-600

221

FINDING NEVERLAND TICKETS
FOR PETER PAN

A pair of red tickets for Peter Pan at the
Duke of York’s Theatre in London, for seats
U21 and U22, used in the filming of Finding
Neverland (Miramax, 2004). In the film, J.M.
Barrie, played by Johnny Depp, is inspired
by the Llewelyn family and finally produces
the successful play Peter Pan.
1 1/2 by 2 3/4 inches, each
$600-800
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JOHNNY DEPP FINDING
NEVERLAND WORN
HEADDRESS

A custom-made Native American style
headdress worn by Johnny Depp in his
role as J.M. Barrie in Finding Neverland
(Miramax, 2004). The rabbit fur and suede
headdress has a red, blue, and white
beaded headband with protruding
feathers on the back. No labels.
Accompanied by a glass display case and
stand and a copy of the film.
Case, 21 by 14 by 32 inches
$4,000-6,000
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DANNY DeVITO MATILDA SPORT COAT

A yellow, red, and green tweed sport coat made for Danny
DeVito to wear in Matilda (Jersey, 1996). A Motion Picture
Costume label within is printed “D. Devito No. 0524.”
$400-600

224

WILL FERRELL
CASA DE MI PADRE WORN ENSEMBLE

A khaki colored shirt with purplish grey pants worn
by Will Ferrell in the Spanish telenovela comedy
spoof Casa De Mi Padre (NALA, 2012). Both have
Wrangler labels, shirt size XL, pants size 38 x 34. The
shirt has “Armando,” Ferrell’s character’s name,
handwritten on the top. Ferrell can be seen wearing
the ensemble as he sings and plays instruments with
his friends around the campfire. Accompanied by a
copy of the film.
$600-800
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VIN DIESEL FAST & FURIOUS SHIRT

A grey sleeveless shirt with the sleeves ripped or cut off, created for Vin Diesel to
wear in his role as Dominic Toretto in Fast & Furious (Universal, 2009). The Dickies
label is marked “VIN 1 Hero FF 327.” Size medium. Accompanied by a copy of
the film.
$600-800

226

DWAYNE “THE ROCK”
JOHNSON THE FATE OF THE
FURIOUS PRISON JUMPSUIT

An orange prison jumpsuit with the
sleeves ripped off, created for Dwayne
“The Rock” Johnson to wear in The
Fate of the Furious (Universal, 2017), alternatively known as Fast &
Furious 8. The jumpsuit has no labels and reads “Hobbs,” the name
of Johnson’s character, within. Johnson wears several jumpsuits in the
prison breakout sequence of the film. Accompanied by a copy of the
film.
$600-800
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RISKY BUSINESS PRODUCTION BOARDS

A group of six panels of production boards for Risky Business (Geffen, 1983) starring Tom Cruise and Rebecca De Mornay, housed
in a hinged wood case. Each board has colored strips of cardboard paper containing information about the specific scene, scene
number, and location, such as “Entry: Call girl arrives to party.” The third panel contains an introduction to the production with the
title, director, producer, assistant director, and character names. Cruise was nominated for a Golden Globe award for Best
Performance by an Actor in a Motion Picture – Comedy or Musical.
16 by 10 1/2 by 2 3/4 inches, closed
$2,000-3,000
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PAMELA ANDERSON
BARB WIRE WORN
BUSTIER AND GLOVES
WITH POSTER

A black satin bustier with a lowcut V in the front with full-length
satin gloves worn by Pamela
Anderson in Barb Wire (Polygram,
1996). The bustier has a Trashy
Made in U.S.A. label, size 32D.
Accompanied by a display
mannequin and a promotional
poster that shows Anderson
wearing the bustier and gloves.
Height, 38 inches
$3,000-5,000

229

CHARLIZE THERON
JUMPSUIT AND BELT FROM
2 DAYS IN THE VALLEY

A light lilac velvet jumpsuit with painted
gunshot wound and blood splatter and a
double chain belt worn by Charlize
Theron, who plays Helga Svelgen in 2
Days in the Valley (Rysher, 1996). The
label reads “John David Ridge/ Ms.
Charlize Theron.” The sleeveless
jumpsuit has a turtleneck collar and a
peephole bust and zips in the back.
Accompanied by a wardrobe tag that
reads “Helga/ sc 65/ 69 69 A End/ 2
Days” and a copy of the film.
Belt, 31 inches
$600-800
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GENE HACKMAN CRIMSON
TIDE NAVAL JACKET

A black naval officer’s doublebreasted uniform jacket designed for
Gene Hackman in his role as Captain
Frank Ramsey in Crimson Tide
(Hollywood, 1995). The jacket has a Western Costume Co.
label within that is printed with “No. 23826-1/ Gene
Hackman/ Chest 47/ Sleeve 18.” The cuffs have gold stripes
and stars, and the buttons have an eagle and anchor crest.
$2,000-3,000

231

DELLA REESE HARLEM NIGHTS WORN GOWN

An evening gown with silver sequined halter straps on the front with
a black and silver sequin and beaded torso and a black mesh overlay
with silver embroidered vine skirt. The low-cut front has three silver
tassels. The gown was worn by Della Reese in her role as Vera in
Harlem Nights (Eddie Murphy, 1989). No labels within. The gown was
designed by Joe I. Tompkins, who was nominated for an Academy
Award for Best Costume Design for his work in this film.
Accompanied by a copy of the film.
$600-800
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SARAH JESSICA PARKER GOLDEN GLOBE AWARDS WORN GOWN

A black custom Dolce & Gabbana gown worn by Sarah Jessica Parker to the 75th Annual Golden Globe Awards in Los Angeles on
January 7, 2018. The delicate lace corseted top with elbow-length sleeves is juxtaposed against a heavy satin skirt with an ornate
rhinestone cluster on the waist. Parker also wore a “Time’s Up” pin, still present on the gown, to show her support of the “Time’s Up”
and “#MeToo” movements. Parker was nominated for a Golden Globe that year for her role in Divorce (HBO, 2016-present). The gown
was donated by Parker to the Time’s Up Legal Defense Fund.
$1,000-2,000
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CAST AND CREW GIFTS FROM FROM DUSK
TILL DAWN

A group of four items gifted by From Dusk Till Dawn director
Robert Rodriguez to his crew, including a faux bloody
bandana displaying the film’s logo and a caricature of a
scowling man, a handmade and handpainted “parking pass”
used during production, a small yellow lapel pin with the
film’s logo above text reading “1995 Crew - L.A.,” and a note
signed by the director and producer Elizabeth Avellan.
Consigned directly by a crew member who worked on this
now cult classic film released by Dimension Films in 1996.
21 by 21 inches and smaller
$300-500

234

CAST AND CREW
DUSTER JACKET
FROM FROM DUSK
TILL DAWN
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A dark brown heavy cotton
duster, in the traditional style
for this type of jacket. The From
Dusk Till Dawn film’s title logo
is stitched in maroon-colored
thread on the left breast. Label
reads in part “Encore/ Apparel
Co.” Size large. Consigned
directly by a member of the art
department who worked on this
1996 Quentin Tarantino/Robert
Rodriguez film.

An olive green wool jacket with a brown suede collar, two large
front pockets, the logo of Jack Rabbit Slim’s (the fictional
restaurant from the film) above the film title on the left breast.
Label reads in part “Since ‘73/ Roots/ Sporting Goods.” Size
large. Consigned directly by a member of the art department
who worked on this 1994 Quentin Tarantino classic.

$400-600

$400-600
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CAST AND CREW JACKET
FROM PULP FICTION

236

SCRIPTS USED ON THE SET OF FROM DUSK TILL DAWN

A set of two scripts from the film From Dusk Till Dawn released by Dimension Films in 1996. One has a white cover,
ownership signature of “Bruce” penned in blue ballpoint ink on center upper margin; screenplay by Quentin Tarantino,
dated “March 15, 1995,” marked “Draft,” 109 pages, the photocopied version used by “Bruce” on set. The other script
has a pink cover, same date, marked “Shooting Script,” 109 pages, numerous colored script change pages throughout,
another photocopied version used by “Bruce” on set. Both scripts are consigned directly by “Bruce.”
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$1,000-1,500

237

SCRIPT USED ON THE
SET OF PULP FICTION

A photocopy from the film Pulp
Fiction released by Miramax in 1994,
with goldenrod covers containing no
text. Screenplay by Quentin
Tarantino and Roger Roberts Avery,
dated “May 1993,” marked “Last
Draft,” 159 pages. This exact copy
was used on set by a member of the
film’s art department and who has
consigned it here.
11 by 9 inches
$1,000-1,500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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THE BIG BANG THEORY CAST SIGNED SCRIPT AND PHOTOGRAPH

A script for The Big Bang Theory (CBS, 2007-present), episode 179, #820, titled “The Fortification Implementation” used by Wil Wheaton and
signed by Wheaton and the cast in black felt pen on the cover. Cast signatures include Kevin Smith (who guest starred in that episode), Jim
Parsons, Kaley Cuoco, Mayim Bialik (who has additionally written “I [heart] animals”), Simon Helberg, Kunal Nayyar, and others. The script is a final
draft and dated March 9, 2015, and has a “Wil Wheaton” label on the top right. Wheaton’s lines are highlighted and annotated within. Together
with a cast signed promotional photograph taken in 2014.
The items were donated previously by Wheaton to benefit the Pasadena Humane Society, an animal shelter in Pasadena, California.
Script, 11 by 8 1/2 inches
$800-1,200

239

BACK TO THE
FUTURE II CAST
SIGNED HOVERBOARD

A colorful pink, green, and yellow
hoverboard made as a reproduction of the
one used by Michael J. Fox in Back to the
Future II (Universal, 1989), signed in black marker by
Fox, Christopher Lloyd (who has also written “Doc”),
Thomas Wilson (who has also written “Biff”), Lea Thompson
(who has also written “Lorraine”), and by screenwriter Bob Gale.
28 by 8 inches
$1,000-2,000
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THE SIMPSONS AMERICAN FILM
INSTITUTE AWARD CERTIFICATE

An American Film Institute Awards 2002 certificate presented to
Sam Simon, co-creator of The Simpsons (Fox, 1989-present), for
the show’s contribution to America’s cultural legacy.
11 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Sam Simon
$500-700

241

CHARLES ADDAMS (AMERICAN, 1912-1988)

{Morticia Addams - 1950}
An original ink and gouache illustration on board featuring
Morticia Addams from The Addams Family series created
by cartoonist Charles Addams. The illustration is signed by
Addams to the lower right and inscribed to the lower left
“For Irene Worth, with admiration, Chas Addams, March
1950.” Irene Worth was a Tony Award-winning stage and
screen actress perhaps best known for her role as psychic
Helga Ten Dorp in in the 1982 Pathe thriller Deathtrap.
Matted, 22 by 14 inches; sight, 16 by 8 1/2 inches
$5,000-7,000
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TOM SELLECK MAGNUM, P.I. WORN GLASSES

A pair of brown oversized glasses worn by Tom Selleck in his role as Thomas Magnum in Magnum,
P.I. (CBS, 1980-1988). Selleck wears the glasses in numerous episodes, including “Death and
Taxes,” “Transitions,” and “The Hotel Dick.” The glasses have “Logo Paris Frame France 145” on
one arm and “145 LP 245” on the other. The flat lenses were created by the prop master to prevent
glare from the camera during filming. Accompanied by a copy of a letter of authenticity from Rick
DiNieri, prop master for the show, and a copy of the episode titled “The Hotel Dick.”
$800-1,200

243

JOHN BELUSHI
THE BLUES BROTHERS WORN HAT

A black fedora hat with two Dobbs New York stamps and one from
Roos/Atkins California, worn by John Belushi in his role as “Joliet”
Jake Blues in The Blues Brothers (Universal, 1980). The hat has a
black grosgrain ribbon; no size present. Belushi gifted the hat to his
friend Mark Hertzan after filming. Hertzan and Belushi’s friendship is
mentioned in Bob Woodward’s book Wired: The Short Life & Fast
Times of John Belushi (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1984).
Accompanied by the book and a copy of the film.
Height, 3 inches
$2,000-4,000
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JAMES BOND LICENCE
TO KILL STORYBOARDS

A group of 12 facsimile
storyboards for the James Bond
franchise film Licence to Kill (Eon,
1989). Each is marked “Bond’s
Underwater Fight and Sea-Plane
Sequences” and “Revised 16 June
‘88” with nine action drawings per
sheet.
Each, 11 by 17 inches
$800-1,200

245

JAMES BOND LICENCE
TO KILL STORYBOARDS

A group of 11 facsimile pre-title
storyboards for the James Bond
franchise film Licence to Kill (Eon,
1989). Each is marked “Pre Title
Sequence” and “Revised 4 July
‘88” with nine action drawings
per sheet.
Each, 11 by 17 inches
$800-1,200
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JAMES BOND LICENCE
TO KILL STORYBOARDS

A group of 31 facsimile
storyboards for the James Bond
franchise film Licence to Kill (Eon,
1989). Each is marked “The Petrol
Tanker Sequence” and “Revised
4th July ‘88” with nine action
drawings per sheet. Each labeled
from sheet 1 to sheet 31.
Each, 11 by 17 inches
$1,000-2,000

247

JAMES BOND CASINO ROYALE
FILM USED POKER CHIP

A black and red clay poker chip for $100, marked “Casino Royale.”
The chip is one of multiple chips used in the James Bond franchise
film Casino Royale (Eon, 2006) during the high-stakes poker game
between Bond, played by Daniel Craig, and terrorist financier Le
Chiffre, played by Mads Mikkelsen. Accompanied by a copy of the
film.
Diameter, 1 1/2 inches
$400-600
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JAMES BOND QUANTUM OF SOLACE
ASTON MARTIN DBS CHAIR

A custom-made seat from an Aston Martin DBS
modified to accommodate an over-the-shoulder
camera rig used in the James Bond franchise film
Quantum of Solace (MGM, 2008). The leather and
suede fitted seat has “DBS” embroidered on the
headrest. The modified carbon fiber back and
headrest have been sliced at a 45-degree angle at the
rear to allow the chair to be folded over in order for
the cameraman to film from the back seat with a clear
view of Daniel Craig, who plays Bond. The seat can be
seen in the high-speed chase scenes of the pre-title
sequence. The two sections of the seat have been
reconnected with a locking pin to allow a return to its
natural form. Accompanied by a podium with a plaque
that describes the seat as well as “DBS Hand built in
England” plaques and a copy of the film.
Base and Chair, 25 by 27 1/2 by 56 inches
$4,000-6,000
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DANIEL CRAIG JAMES BOND SPECTRE DINNER SUIT

A two-piece Tom Ford dinner suit worn by Daniel Craig as James Bond in Spectre (Columbia, 2015). An ivory single-breasted silk blend
faille dinner jacket is labeled Made in Switzerland, with tailor’s label to interior pocket embroidered “Tom Ford, Daniel Craig, Bond 24.”
The care label with further details reads “Daniel Craig- James Bond” and size 48R. Black wool trousers have satin stripes to the side
seams. The trousers have a Tom Ford label and a care label that reads “Daniel Craig- James Bond.” Accompanied by a Tom Ford white
cotton dress shirt with pleated front and double cuffs with a care label that reads “Daniel Craig James Bond,” a black pleated silk
cummerbund labeled “Tom Ford,” black silk faille bow tie, white braces, and red fabric carnation. Accompanied by a copy of the film.
PROVENANCE Lot 8, “James Bond Spectre: The Auction,” Christie’s, London, Sale number 13116, February 18, 2016
$30,000-50,000
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M O O N L A N D I N G 5 0 t h A N N I V E R S A RY
2019 marks the 50th anniversary of the historic Apollo 11 lunar landing, the first time humans set foot on the
surface of the Moon. In the following pages we will take a brief look back through time, commemorating the
brave 20th Century explorers who made these feats possible, from the Space Shuttle era to the Project
Mercury era. The following items come from two important collections. The first is from the personal collection
of Carla Beachcomber [aka Carla Beach] socialite, pilot, and husband of Donn Beachcomber, founding father of
Tiki culture. Carla was fascinated by space travel. She befriended many astronauts, was known for her wildly
entertaining parties, and even played a Romulan on Star Trek: The Next Generation. The second is from the
archive of Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at the Boeing Space Center in Washington. The vintage prints from
this collection document some of the first views of a celestial world humans had ever seen. Mitchell’s collection
traces the development of NASA’s ultimate goal to send men to the moon, and beyond…

250

CARLA BEACHCOMBER ASTRONAUT PHOTOGRAPHS

A collection of approximately 40 original vintage photographs documenting a dinner party at Donn and Carla Beachcomber’s house, as well as a
Saturday glider excursion in Honolulu, Hawaii, on February 19, 1967. The guests included astronauts Al Worden, Ken Mattingly, Curt Michel, Joe
Engle, Fred Haise, Ed Mitchell, and tennis champion Françoise Dürr. Together with a newspaper clipping about the events and several additional
clippings about the glider club.
8 by 10 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE Purchased by the current owner from the personal Collection of Carla Beachcomber
$200-400
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ORIGINAL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS OF ROCKETS

Six original vintage color photographs (14-by-11-inches: largest) showing rockets in various stages of launch. Together with a large offset print
poster showing various stages of the first flight of NASA’s Apollo, Saturn V rocket.
27 by 22 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at Boeing Space Center
$300-500

252

ORIGINAL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS OF SPACE SHUTTLE AND DESIGN CONCEPTS

Seven original vintage color photographs (8.5-by-11-inches) and one original black and white photograph (8.5-by-11-inches) of the Space
Shuttle, Enterprise, and one color photograph of the NASA shuttle carrier plane. Together with 12 original vintage color photographs (nine 8.5by-11-inchs and three 8-by-10-inches) showing various models and illustrations pertaining to the design of the Space Shuttle as well as space
stations, satellites, and utility vehicles.
8 1/2 by 11 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at Boeing Space Center
$300-500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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NEIL ARMSTRONG HAND-WRITTEN
1965 ENVELOPE

An original envelope with a hand-written address by
Neil Armstrong to Carla Beach [Beachcomber] dated
January 29, 1965. Together with an offset printed
photograph of Armstrong with his fellow Apollo 11
crew members Michael Collins and Edwin “Buzz”
Aldrin, and an Apollo 11 pamphlet detailing the goals
of the historic moon landing mission. Accompanied by
a COA from Global Authentics.
8 by 9 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE Purchased by the current owner from
the personal Collection of Carla Beachcomber
$200-400
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ASTRONAUT SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION

A collection of seven vintage photographs signed by Apollo astronauts
Wally Schirra and Walt Cunningham (Apollo 7); James Lovell, Jack Swigert,
and Fred Haise (Apollo 13); Ed Mitchell (Apollo 14); two photos (one offset
print) of Dave Scott (Gemini 8, Apollo 9, Apollo 15); and Ron Evans (two
photos, one offset print), Gene Cernan, and Harrison Schmitt (Apollo 17).
Accompanied by six COA badges from Global Authentics.
12 1/2 by 14 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE Purchased by the current owner from the personal
Collection of Carla Beachcomber
$200-400
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ORIGINAL COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHS OF
APOLLO 15 AND ROVER

13 original vintage color
photographs (8.5- by-11-inches) of
the Apollo 15 Lunar Module,
Falcon, at the Hadley Rille
(Appennine Mountains) landing site
on the surface of the Moon, and 1
vintage color photograph (8.5-by11-inches) of the Apollo 15
subsatellite in orbit. Together with
seven original vintage color
photographs (4-by-5-inches) of the
LRV Moon buggy rover in a NASA
hanger, with one image showing a
license plate reading “LRV 001.”
8 1/2 by 11 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at
Boeing Space Center
$1,000-2,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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ORIGINAL LUNAR
SURFACE PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM SURVEYOR 1

Eight original vintage gelatin silver
photographs (8-by-10-inches)
showing close-up views of the Lunar
surface; among the first American
images to be taken directly from the
surface of the Moon. Recorded in
1966 by the Lunar soft-lander,
Surveyor I, the first American
spacecraft to successfully land on the
moon.
8 by 10 inches (each)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at
Boeing Space Center
$500-700

257

ORIGINAL LUNAR
SURFACE PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM ORBITER 1

Five original vintage gelatin silver
photographs (two duplicates)
showing the back side of the Lunar
surface, also known as the dark side
of the Moon, taken by Lunar Orbiter I
in 1966. The images include a view of
what is believed to be the first
American photograph of the far side,
as well as a pair of duplicate images
showing Mare Smythii on the far
Eastern edge of the moon where the
dark side begins. Accompanied by an
additional duplicate image on
cellophane overlay.
11 by 8 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at
Boeing Space Center
$300-500
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ORIGINAL LUNAR SURFACE PHOTOGRAPH FROM ORBITER 2

An original vintage gelatin silver photograph showing the Lunar crater, Copernicus. This was among the first and finest images to capture the
Moon’s surface from an oblique angle. The stunning landscape, recorded by Orbiter II on November 24, 1966, from 28.4 miles above the Lunar
surface, was reportedly described in a Life Magazine article as “The Picture of The Century.”
8 3/4 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at Boeing Space Center
$200-400

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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ORIGINAL LUNAR SURFACE PHOTOGRAPHS FROM RANGER 9

11 original vintage gelatin silver photographs (8-by-10-inches) showing single-framed, sequentially closer views of the Lunar crater, Alphonsus,
taken by the Lunar probe Ranger IX in March, 1965, as it descended and eventually crashed onto the Moon’s surface.
8 by 10 inches (each)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at Boeing Space Center
$500-700
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ORIGINAL LUNAR
SURFACE PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM RANGER 9

17 original vintage gelatin silver
photographs (8-by-10-inch) showing
quadruple-framed, sequentially closer
views of the Lunar crater, Alphonsus,
taken by the Lunar probe Ranger IX in
March, 1965, as it descended;
including the last image taken before
the probe crashed onto the Moon’s
surface.
8 by 10 inches (each)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at
Boeing Space Center
$800-1,000
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ORIGINAL EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS FROM DEEP SPACE

Three original vintage gelatin silver photographs showing the Earth as it appears from deep space. Taken by Lunar Orbiter 1 in 1966
(two photos) and Lunar Orbiter 5 in 1967 (one photo). Includes the very first “Earthrise” image (Orbiter 1, 1966). Together with a
large panoramic poster print of the “Earthrise” image titled “Historic First Photo of Earth from Deep Space”; a vintage press photo
of the Orbiter 5 image plotted with geographical locations; and the August 17, 1967, issue of Boeing News showing the Orbiter 5
image with an article discussing the image with Wernher von Braun, the German scientist who, following World War II, was
transported to the US where he became the chief architect of the Saturn V rocket that launched the Apollo crew to the moon.
20 1/4 by 45 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Daryl Mitchell, photolab director at Boeing Space Center
$500-700
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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CHARLIE BASSETT SIGNED 1965 CHRISTMAS CARD

An original Christmas card bearing a NASA themed cover image by artist Kenneth A. Maloney titled Gemini Christmas Constellation. The
card was given to Carla Beachcomber by astronaut Charlie Bassett and is inscribed “Dear Carla, Sincere best wishes for a joyous holiday
season and a prosperous new year. Sincerely, Charlie Bassett.” Basset was killed just two months later along with astronaut Elliot See when
their T-36 trainer jet crashed into the hangar where the Mercury spacecraft was built. Accompanied by an original photograph of
Beachcomber and Bassett with astronauts Michael Collins, Walter Cunningham, and Neil Armstrong, along with a COA from Global
Authentics.
8 by 10 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE Purchased by the current owner from the personal Collection of Carla Beachcomber
$300-500
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ALAN SHEPARD
SIGNED PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of five vintage original
photographs of astronaut Alan
Shepard, the first American in space.
Two of the photos are signed and
inscribed by Shepard “To Carla with
love, Alan” and “To Carla, from one
space expert to another and… to
our trip to the moon! Alan B.
Shepard 9/16/62.” Together with a
circa 1964 issue of NASA Fact Sheet
#290 featuring an image of the
Mercury Astronauts, including
Shepard, on the cover.
Accompanied by a COA from
Global Authentics.
10 1/2 by 8 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE Purchased by the
current owner from the personal
Collection of Carla Beachcomber
$200-400
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ALAN SHEPARD SIGNED ORIGINAL 1964 MOON SCRIPT

An original script for a 1964 episode of the ABC television program Discovery titled “Reaching for The Moon.” The script contains interview
segments with astronauts Alan Shepard and Neil Armstrong, as well as several doodles and mathematical notes written in the margins. The script
is believed to have been Shepard’s personal copy and was gifted to Carla Beachcomber with a note reading “Carla, as requested - here is script.
Really enjoyed it! Alan.” Accompanied by an article from the August 10, 1962 issue of Time Magazine also titled “Reaching for The Moon.”
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Purchased by the current owner from the personal Collection of Carla Beachcomber
$300-500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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ALAN SHEPARD SIGNED 1962 MOON FLIGHT ILLUSTRATIONS

Five original pages, mounted on scrapbook paper, containing illustrations and mathematical notations pertaining to how the Apollo Space
Program will successfully make the journey to the Moon and return to Earth. The illustrations were penned by Astronaut Alan B. Shepard, the first
American in space, and include Shepard’s signed inscription “To our trip to the Moon! Alan B. Shepard, 9/15/62 —- 1969 maybe.” The inscription
is dated September 15, 1962, just three days after John F. Kennedy’s famous “We Choose to Go to The Moon” speech. Accompanied by a COA
from Global Authentics and an illustration of our solar system from the October 8, 1962 issue of Newsweek Magazine.
13 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches (overall)
PROVENANCE Purchased by the current owner from the personal Collection of Carla Beachcomber
$6,000-8,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARIO PUZO THE GODFATHER SIGNED BOOK

A hardcover book with its original dust jacket, printed in 1969 but a
“twenty-fourth impression,” signed in blue ballpoint ink by the author
on the front free end paper “For Mike/ Who may be/ the next Steve/
McQueen/ Best/ Mario Puzo.” The reference to Mike is Michael
Newman, a production assistant on the film. Consigned directly by
Newman’s widow.

267

THE GODFATHER EARLY SCRIPT TREATMENT
BY MARIO PUZO TITLED “MAFIA”

A 323-page treatment for what would become the 1972 Paramount
film The Godfather, light blue covers with the studio logo in the
lower right corner, by Mario Puzo, dated “7/31/68,” marked
“Revision.” Pages are mimeographed but still legible. From the
personal files of Michael Newman, a young production assistant
who worked on the film; consigned directly by his widow.

9 by 6 by 2 inches
11 by 9 by 1 inches
$400-600
$400-600
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THE GODFATHER ORIGINAL SCRIPT

A 173-page script from the 1972 Paramount film The Godfather, black covers, screenplay by Mario Puzo and Francis Ford Coppola,
dated “March 1, 1971,” marked “Second Draft.” Handwritten annotation in red felt-tip ink on the title page reads “Copy 5/ (Rudy).”
From the personal files of Michael Newman, a young production assistant who worked on the film; consigned directly by his widow.
11 by 9 by 1 inches
$1,000-1,500
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DIANE KEATON SIGNED
AGREEMENT FOR THE
GODFATHER PART II

A contract between Diane Keaton
and Francis Ford Coppola
Productions Inc. for services in The
Godfather Part II (Paramount, 1974),
signed on the fourth page by Keaton
and Arthur N. Ryan, vice president of
Paramount Pictures Corporation.
Pages two and three are missing
from the contract.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$800-1,000

270

THE GODFATHER RICHARD BRIGHT PROP SUITCASE

A traditional style large tan leather suitcase with distinct metal hardware used in the 1972 Paramount film The Godfather directed by Francis
Ford Coppola. The suitcase is seen in the famous baptism sequence when actor Richard Bright (as Al Neri) is in his bedroom getting dressed as
a fake cop so he can later assassinate Richard Conte (as Barzini). Obtained on the set by Michael Newman, a production assistant who worked
on the film; consigned directly by his widow. (Please note this suitcase is now in very worn condition with evident leather loss and numerous
cracks and stains.) Accompanied by a copy of the film.
21 by 30 by 9 inches
$1,000-1,500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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AL PACINO
SUIT WORN IN THE GODFATHER PART II

A tan checkered two-piece suit worn by Al Pacino in his
role as Michael Corleone in The Godfather Part II
(Paramount, 1974). The single-breasted jacket has a
Western Costume label within that is stamped “No. 27031/ Al Pacino #4/ Chest 39/ Sleeve 17 1/2.” The pants have
a Western Costume label that is stamped “No. 2703-1/ Al
Pacino #4/ Waist 32/ Inseam 28.” Accompanied by a
mannequin on a stand that reads “The Godfather II,” and
a copy of the film.
PROVENANCE Lot 173, “A Century of Hollywood,” Sale
8395, Christie’s, New York East, May 24, 2000
Height, 65 inches
$20,000-30,000
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MARLON BRANDO
LIFE-SIZE WAX MANNEQUIN

A portrait painted fiberglass figure of Don
Vito Corleone, played by Marlon Brando in
The Godfather (Paramount, 1972). The
figure has hand glued hair, glass eyes, and
custom hands. Dressed in a tuxedo with
patent leather shoes.
Approximately, 71 inches
$1,000-2,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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“It still pleases me to be awake during the
dark, early hours before morning when
everyone else is still asleep. I’ve been that
way since I first moved to New York. I do my
best thinking and writing then. During those
early years in New York, I often got on my
motorcycle in the middle of the night and
went for a ride-anyplace.
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photo: MPTV Images

There wasn’t much crime in the city then, and if
you owned a motorcycle, you left it outside your
apartment and in the morning it was still there.
It was wonderful on summer nights to cruise
around the city at one, two, or three a.m.
wearing jeans and a t-shirt with a girl on the
seat behind me. If I didn’t start out with one, I’d
find one. ” –Marlon Brando

273

MARLON BRANDO OWNED 1969 HARLEY-DAVIDSON

A Harley-Davidson FLH Electra-Glide motorcycle purchased by Marlon Brando in 1970. Identification number CA976527, engine number
69(FLH-7643), showing 13,859 miles, in black. Accompanied by a Notice of Transfer mailed to the Department of Motor Vehicles in
Sacramento, California, by Harley-Davidson of Los Angeles stating that transfer of ownership to Brando had been made on April 8, 1970.
The card gives the engine number as the identification number. Brando’s image as a rebel on a motorcycle was established with his role as
Johnny Strabler in The Wild One (Columbia, 1953) as pictured here. Brando was known to ride around New York City before he became
famous. Later, he would often ride for miles on end on desert roads in the American Southwest.
$60,000-80,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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H.R. GIGER’S NECRONOMICON
VOLUMES I & II SIGNED BY GIGER

A limited edition of H.R. Giger’s Necronomicon
Volumes I & II (Morpheus International, 1992)
art book signed on the title page in silver
marker by Giger. The edition number of the
book is 661/666. Giger is known for his work in
Ridley Scott’s Alien (20th Century, 1979), which
earned him an Academy Award for Best Visual
Effects. The book is bound in black leather with
a black cloth slipcase. Together with the
original packing box from the publishing house
Morpheus that indicates the book title.
16 3/4 by 12 inches
$2,000-3,000

275

ALIEN FILM POSTERS

20th Century, 1979, set of six coordinating British
Crowns, two 30x40, four 30x20, starring Sigourney
Weaver and Tom Skerritt, near mint condition; unusual
posters for this cult film that rarely come up for auction.
30 by 40 inches; 30 by 20 inches
$7,000-9,000
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PLANET OF THE APES FILM USED GORILLA COSTUME
A group of costume items worn by a gorilla soldier in Planet of the Apes (20th
Century, 1968). The costume comprises a long-sleeve purple shirt with a
leather vest on the front, purple cotton pants, a pair of elbow-length black
leather gloves, a pair of black leather boots, and a crossbody leather carrier
with flap pouches. The shirt has a Western Costume stamp and label reading
“No. 2954-1 Chest 38.” The pants have a Western Costume label that reads
“No. 2954-3 Waist 34 Inseam 31.” The ensemble is clothed on a life-size foam
gorilla mannequin that is not original to the film. Accompanied by a copy of
the film.
$10,000-20,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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CHRISTOPHER REEVE SUPERMAN COSTUME

A blue nylon Superman tunic with the red and gold Superman “S” symbol on the chest, worn by Christopher Reeve in Superman
(Dovemead, 1978). The original Bermans + Nathans tag reads in typed font “Christopher Reeve/ 12312 with muscles/ Superman.” This
tunic was worn by Reeve in flight scenes and thus features two stitched holes to attach the harness. Four snaps at the top of the tunic
allow the cape to be attached.
$15,000-20,000
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ALCATRAZ PENITENTIARY MODEL USED IN ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ AND BY THE FBI

A miniature and highly detailed model of Alcatraz Penitentiary created by Federal Bureau of Prisons officer Richard Waszak and
used both by the FBI and in the filming of Escape from Alcatraz (Paramount, 1979). The model includes the different buildings of
the prison, the vegetation surrounding it, and the ocean as well. It is a multimedia construction that includes wood, cardboard,
fiberglass, soil, and other materials. Waszak was stationed in Alcatraz between 1958 and 1963, and he used aerial photographs to
create this model.
The model was stationed in the FBI office and used by both the FBI and the U.S. Marshall’s office when Frank Morris and the
Anglin brothers escaped from the prison in June 1962. The model was later used in Escape from Alcatraz and also was exhibited
in the 50th Anniversary of the United States Bureau of Prisons in 1980. Accompanied by a copy of the film.
Approximately 95 by 45 inches
$30,000-50,000
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BATMAN: THE MOVIE
PREPRODUCTION SET DESIGN PAINTING

A gouache (or acrylic) on board work by Leslie Thomas depicting the raucous
Ye Olde Benbow Tavern bar scene from Batman: The Movie. Created as
concept art for the 1966 20th Century Fox film starring Adam West, Burt
Ward, Cesar Romero, Burgess Meredith, Frank Gorshin and others, this piece
shows the main characters Batman (in a somewhat compromising position),
Robin, Catwoman, the Penguin, the Riddler, and the Joker among a number
of rowdy bar patrons. Unsigned but created by the illustrator who worked on
this film as well as on the campy 1960s ABC television series. This painting
was featured in a 2015 episode of the PBS television series Antiques
Roadshow, filmed in Santa Clara, California.
Matted and framed, 26 by 36 inches; work only, 18 by 27 inches
$6,000-8,000
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BATMAN: THE MOVIE
CAST SIGNED POSTER

An original U.S. 3-sheet linen-backed poster from
Batman: The Movie (20th Century, 1966) featuring
autographs by Batman creator Bob Kane, Adam
West (Batman), Burt Ward (Robin), Cesar Romero
(The Joker), Burgess Meredith (The Penguin),
Frank Gorshin (The Riddler), Lee Meriwether
(Catwoman, the movie), Julie Newmar (Catwoman,
the TV series), Yvonne Craig (Batgirl, the TV series)
and Jan Kemp (costume designer). All autographs
were personally obtained by film and television
historian John Field, well known in Fandom as an
expert on the classic Superman TV series. Some of
the autographs are personalized to Field.
41 by 81 inches
$2,000-4,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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2008 FORD MUSTANG GT K.I.T.T. FROM KNIGHT RIDER AND POSTER

A 2008 update to the original 1982-1986 Knight Rider television series included a new K.I.T.T., the acronym now standing for Knight Industries
Three Thousand. This one-of-a-kind 2008 Mustang was the primary car used in the 2008 Knight Rider NBC TV movie that served as the backdoor
pilot for the rebooted television series. It was the primary hero/screen-used car and was used for most of the filming of the movie and for the
publicity tour, including on NBC’s The Today Show. The car was patterned on the upcoming Shelby Mustang GT500KR that was not ready for
market at the time. Ford took a 2008 Mustang GT and turned it into the GT500KR with some one-off features. The car has a Ford Racing Whipple
supercharger bolted to a 4.6L V8 engine that produces 400+ horsepower. It also has an automatic transmission that is preferred for stunts and for
actors to concentrate on their lines. Other added studio equipment includes a Ford Racing handling package, high-flow Ford Racing X-pipe with
Ford Racing mufflers with stainless tips, 6-piston Brembo brakes, genuine Shelby GT500 fiberglass hood, front and rear fascia, spoiler, 20” forged
aluminum wheels, matte black LeMans stripes, matte finish rocker panels, and, most important, the K.I.T.T. sweeping red LEDs inserted into the
hood scoop. The interior was completely modified with custom racing seats, Momo U-shaped steering wheel, deleted radio and temperature
controls (to fit the computer screen), super computer in the rear with special molded rear back seats, and a center console that hid the automatic
shifter so it looked like K.I.T.T. was actually driving. The car is signed by Val Kilmer, voice of K.I.T.T.; Rebecca Holden, actress; Paul “Billy”
Campbell, actor; Ann Turkel, actress; Catherine Hickland, actress; Don Shanks, actor; Michael Scheffe, K.I.T.T. designer; Don Peake, music score
for Knight Rider; Jack Gill, stuntman; George P. Wilbur, stuntman; and James A. Smith, stuntman. The car is street legal and registered in
California but does not have airbags or HVAC controls (removed by production team). The car was recently serviced and has 1,500 original miles
and a clean title. Included with the car is a DVD of season one, a small rolled poster from the series, a California license plate reading “KITT 08,” a
set of keys, a photocopied pink slip (original will be transferred to new owner), DMV registration, a copy of 5.0 Mustang magazine, and a group of
paperwork related to the car.
$50,000-60,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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RICHARD LePARMENTIER’S ORIGINAL STAR WARS
SCREENPLAY “ADVENTURES OF LUKE STARKILLER”
AND OTHERS

Richard LeParmentier’s original production issued and used screenplay from his work on
Star Wars (20th Century, 1977) portraying Admiral Motti, who was famously Force-choked
by Darth Vader in an early scene in the original film. The screenplay is titled “ ‘The
Adventures of Luke Starkiller’ as taken from the ‘Journal of the Whills’ by George Lucas”
with a subheading of “(Saga I) STAR WARS.” It is the “Revised Fourth Draft” and dated
“March 15, 1976” in the bottom left corner; “Lucasfilm Ltd.” is in the bottom right.
“Richard LeParmentier” and some additional information is handwritten in the top
right corner. The script is bound in a black card stock cover with center cutout
revealing the script title on the interior. All pages are pink save for a section of blue
pages (presumably replacement pages). On the pages related to LeParmentier’s
scene as Admiral Motti are handwritten notations. An additional line of dialogue –
“I suggest we use it” – follows “This battle station is now the ultimate power in the
universe.” The word “fortress” later is underlined (“or given you clairvoyance
enough to find the rebel’s hidden fortress”) and immediately following, the line “I
have to laugh ... ah ...” is stricken through twice. There is an arrow between the
dialogue of Vader and Tarkin, and then with Vader’s line “As the Emperor wills it,
so it shall be,” “Emperor” is stricken and “Governor” is handwritten and
underlined just below it. LeParmentier originally auditioned for the role of Han
Solo and was later cast as Admiral Motti; he spent time practicing choking in
his dressing room in order to turn in a convincing performance, even developing the
ability to induce spasms in his neck. Also included is an archive of memorabilia related to
LeParmentier and his career, including a script for A Perfect Life, an achievement award, a plaque welcoming
LeParmentier as an honorary member of the Rebel Legion Spanish Base, photos from other celebrities personalized
to LeParmentier, other photos and promotional material related to his work in film, press clippings, and more.
12 by 9 inches
$10,000-20,000
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STAR TREK CAST
SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH

A photograph of the cast from Star Trek:
The Original Series (NBC, 1966-1969)
signed by cast members William
Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, DeForest
Kelley, George Takei, Nichelle Nichols,
Walter Koenig, and James Doohan. A
plaque below reads “Star Trek Original
Crew” with the cast names and roles
and “Limited Edition 940/2,500.”
20 by 20 inches, framed
$1,000-2,000
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WILLIAM SHATNER HANDWRITTEN ESSAY ABOUT LEONARD NIMOY

A two-sided essay about Leonard Nimoy handwritten by William Shatner on his personal stationery that
begins “My first impression of Leonard was his height. I mean he was really tall.” He also writes “actually
he was funny, intelligent, and friendly.” Nimoy would later serve as Shatner’s best man in his 1997
wedding to Nerine Kidd.
10 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches
$1,000-2,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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LEONARD NIMOY COLLECTION
FEATURING TWO ORIGINAL
SERIES STAR TREK SCRIPTS,
PERSONAL LETTERS, CANDID
PHOTOGRAPHS, AND OTHERS

A collection of rare Leonard Nimoy ephemera
showcasing the early portion of his career. This
very personal collection was curated by Dr. Toni
Spect, who appears to have been involved in the
burgeoning fan culture at the time. A number of
Leonard Nimoy fan clubs and fanzines in the late
1960s and early 1970s closely followed Nimoy’s
work (in and out of Star Trek) and wrote about his
career and projects in support of the actor.
Highlights of this collection include two original
scripts from the original Star Trek television series (Desilu/Paramount,
1966-1968) that were gifted to Spect by Nimoy (and as referenced in
personal letters from Nimoy that are part of this massive collection).
The first script has a red cover and is from the episode “Journey to Babel” by D.C. Fontana. This script is stamped “200” on the upper
right corner of the cover with “182” handwritten underneath. It is dated September 19, 1967, on the inside and noted as “2ND REV. FINAL
DRAFT.”
The second script has a goldenrod cover and is from the episode “The Enterprise Incident” by D.C. Fontana. This script is stamped “12”
on the upper right corner of the cover with “Roddenberry” handwritten to the left. It is dated June 7, 1968, on the inside and noted as
“FIRST DRAFT.”
Also part of this collection are personal letters, handwritten by Nimoy. One is a short, undated note on personalized “Spock” notepaper
(with a pen and ink illustration of Spock in the upper left corner) in which Nimoy writes to Spect, opening, “I am enclosing additional
photos etc. that you wanted. The script will follow.”
Another letter is on official “STAR TREK” letterhead and is dated March 27, 1968. This one-page letter is addressed to Spect and includes
within the message, “I hope the photo and script I sent you where [sic] satisfactory.” Nimoy also talks about an upcoming album release,
and he closes by offering that he would like to come see Spect the next time he returns home to Boston.
A letter on smaller notepaper dated July 27, 1969, has Nimoy again writing to Spect, describing his work on the Allen Ludden show,
mentioning his untitled upcoming album, and highlighting his work on Mission: Impossible (which “has been a ball,” noting that “the
people are marvelous, the production is excellent and the acting is challenging”). Nimoy closes the letter “with love” and in a postscript
writes, “[e]nclosed are some pix you may be interested in.”
Another personal letter is addressed to “Nan,” in which Nimoy describes his appearance at a convention in New York, his work starting
rehearsals for Sherlock Holmes, upcoming rehearsals for My Fair Lady, a role as host and narrator of a half-hour TV pilot “dealing with the
subject of UFOs,” the success of “I am Not Spock” and more. This letter also closes “with love.”
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Also included are a vintage Star Trek William
Shatner autograph and Here Come the Brides Mark
Lenard autograph circa late 1960s as well as a
Leonard Nimoy autograph on fan art of Nimoy as
Spock.
The collection also features a vintage frame with 12
original photos of Spect, her Bengal cat, and
Nimoy (on set for Star Trek as well as other candid
photos). Also included are dozens of publicity
photos and press clippings featuring Nimoy from
Star Trek, The Balcony, Deathwatch, Rhubarb,
Francis Goes to West Point, Queen for a Day, Kid
Monk Baroni, Satan’s Satellites, and Fiddler on the
Roof as well as some original album sleeves from
Nimoy’s music career (some of the actual records
are missing).
Many of the publicity photos are stamped on the
back “Gloria Lillibridge,” who served as vice
president of LNNAF (Leonard Nimoy National
Association of Fans), and there is an original photo
with Nimoy and Linda Stanley, who was very active
with Nimoy fan clubs and fanzines in the late 1960s.
There are also a number of professional headshots from various stages in Nimoy’s early career. This is a rare collection of Leonard Nimoy
memorabilia, much of it from around the time of his work on the original Star Trek television series.
$4,000-6,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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HUGE COLLECTION OF MOVIE STAR SIGNED
PHOTOGRAPHS

A large collection of approximately 200 photographs, mostly
all black and white headshots with a glossy finish, all later
prints from the 1970s and 1980s, all later signed in felt-tip ink
at places like autograph shows. Signatures include those of (in
alphabetical order) Lauren Bacall, Joan Bennett, James
Cagney, Ava Gardner, Paulette Goddard, Tippi Hedren, Joel
McCrea, Kim Novak, Lee Remick, Debbie Reynolds, Barbara
Stanwyck, James Stewart, and Lana Turner, plus countless
others, most of whom were B or C actors during Hollywood’s
Golden Era.
10 by 8 inches
$600-800

288

SOPHIA LOREN
LIFE-SIZE WAX
MANNEQUIN

287

RICARDO
MONTALBAN
FANTASY ISLAND VEST

A cream button-down vest
with floral embroidery custom
made for Ricardo Montalban to wear in Fantasy Island
(ABC, 1977-1984). The vest has a Screen Gems label with
Montalban’s name typed on and handwritten “Sony”
above the label.
$800-1,200
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A figure of Sophia Loren
with a wax head with glass
eyes, a wig, and hand
plunged hairline and a
custom fiberglass body.
Figure is wearing a floorlength black dress with
plunging neckline, black
shoes, and a parure of faux
diamond and pearl jewelry.
$1,000-2,000

289

290

JOHN WAYNE
GIFTED ROOSTER
COGBURN MUG

BURT REYNOLDS CUSTOM-MADE JERSEY

A mug with a gold-painted
handle that reads “Rooster
Cogburn” with an image of
John Wayne and Katharine
Hepburn on one side and
“Marvin from Duke” on the
other. The mug was gifted by Wayne to Marvin Weldon, the
script supervisor for Rooster Cogburn (Hal Wallis, 1975).
Wayne often had such mugs produced and would gift them
to the cast and crew members at the end of shooting.

A custom-made red football jersey with “Reynolds 22” on the back,
presented by Florida State University to Burt Reynolds in 2009. No
maker or size labels present. The jersey was gifted by Reynolds to a
former employee.
$600-800

Height, 3 1/2 inches
$600-800

291

THE LONGEST YARD ORIGINAL SCRIPT AND AWARD

A pair of items related to the 1974 Paramount film The Longest Yard starring Burt Reynolds. The first item is
a script, light blue covers, screenplay by Tracy Keenan Wynn, dated “September 6, 1973,” marked “Revised
Final,” 120 pages, numerous colored script-change pages throughout. The second item is an award in the
form of a football helmet cut in half and mounted to a board, plaque reads “Mike Newman/ The Longest
Yard/ Thanks/ Al Ruddy” [producer Albert S. Ruddy]. From the personal collection of Newman, who was a
production assistant on the film; consigned directly by his widow.
Script, 11 by 9 inches; Award, 12 by 15 by 6 inches
$1,000-1,500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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BOB HOPE MASSIVE ARCHIVE OF JOKES

A 1930s to 1950s-era collection of thousands of index cards, all
with typed jokes on them that Bob Hope used for decades on
stage and in radio, television, and film. Contained in three biggish
boxes, the jokes were written by Hope’s longtime gag man Al
Schwartz, brother of famed television producer Sherwood
Schwartz. Most of the cards are filed by topic, such as Clothes,
Dance, Detective, Doctor, Earthquake, Easter, Exercise, Opera,
Relatives, School, Stingy, Teeth, Traffic, Travel, Vacation, and
Vaudeville, among countless others. Though now dated, many of
these one-liners as well as more elaborate set-ups still pack a
punch, but they are more important as a historical trove that
reminds us what we thought was funny some 80 years ago in a
seemingly more gentle time.
Each Card, 3 by 5 inches; Containers, 11 by 17 by 6 inches and
smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the daughter of Al Schwartz
$3,000-5,000
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BOB HOPE GIFTED COCKTAIL SHAKER

An Art Deco piece made by Napier in the 1930s, silver-plated,
called Dial-a-Drink; the outside container turns to reveal
ingredients for different drink recipes, such as a Whiskey Sour, a
Side Car, a Palm Beach and other such old-school cocktails.
Engraved on the bottom is “To Al/ From/ Bob.” The reference to
Al is Al Schwartz, brother of famed television producer Sherwood
Schwartz and Bob Hope’s longtime joke writer.
Height, 11 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the daughter of Al Schwartz
$300-500

294

BOB HOPE
GIFTED TIFFANY & CO. DESK CLOCK

A rectangular-shaped gold-tone model 2202 desk
clock, top engraved “For Mimi & Al/ 1935-1985/ Time
makes no difference/ with friends like you./ Love,/ Bob
& Delores.” Gifted by Bob Hope to Al Schwartz,
brother of famed television producer Sherwood
Schwartz and Hope’s longtime joke writer. (Please note
oxidation stains appear throughout.)
5 by 7 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the daughter of
Al Schwartz
$300-500

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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295

HENNY YOUNGMAN AND LIFE OF RILEY RADIO SHOW ARCHIVE OF JOKES

A massive collection of 1930s to 1940s-era jokes and dialogue typed on individual index cards and then filed in index card boxes. All are from the
personal files of longtime Hollywood writer Al Schwartz, who wrote Bob Hope’s jokes for decades. The first part of the collection comprises three
green-patterned file boxes filled with hundreds of jokes for comedian Henny Youngman, who was known as the master of the one-liner, like his
famous “Take my wife – please.” Jokes are organized by topics such as Clothes, College, Divorce, Doctor, Football, Hotel, Income Tax, Jewelry,
Jewish, and the like. Though now mostly dated, the jokes serve as a time capsule illuminating what Americans thought was funny in the early part
of the 20th century. The second part of the collection comprises two plain olive green file boxes containing hundreds of index cards filled with
dialogue bits and plot scenarios from the 1940s radio show The Life of Riley, which starred William Bendix. It is fascinating to read through these
gag files and witness a more innocent time from our not-too-distant past.
File Box, 4 by 16 by 5 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the daughter of Al Schwartz
$1,000-2,000

296

GREEN ACRES COLLECTION OF SCRIPTS

A group of 19 scripts from the CBS Television series Green
Acres, which ran from 1965 to 1971 and starred Eddie Albert,
Eva Gabor, and Arnold the Pig. All have light blue covers and
writing credit by Jay Sommers and Dick Chevillat, various
dates in 1965 and 1966, most marked “Revised Final,”
numerous colored script-change pages throughout. All are
from the personal files of Al Schwartz, one of the writers on
the series and brother to famed television producer
Sherwood Schwartz. (Please note all are water damaged but
still legible.)
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the daughter of Al
Schwartz
$400-600
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297

THE BRADY BUNCH GROUP OF DOCUMENTS

PETTICOAT JUNCTION COLLECTION OF SCRIPTS

A group of approximately 30 scripts from the CBS Television series
Petticoat Junction, which ran from 1963 to 1970 and starred Edgar
Buchanan and Linda Henning. Most have red covers, with various writing
credits including Al Schwartz, various dates in 1966, most marked “Final
Draft,” numerous colored script-change pages throughout. All are from
the personal files of Al Schwartz, one of the writers on the series and
brother to famed television producer Sherwood Schwartz. (Please note
some are water damaged but still legible.)

A small archive of typed paperwork, mostly from the early 1970s,
related to the CBS television series The Brady Bunch, which ran
from 1969 to 1974. All are from the personal files of show writer Al
Schwartz, brother of Sherwood Schwartz, who created the series.
Pieces include script pages from episodes titled “Jan – The Only
Child,” “Peter, the Private Eye,” “Cindy Brady, Lady” and “Think
Before You Pucker,” among a few others; synopses of the show;
outlines for later sequels, such as “A Very Brady Christmas”; and a
couple of Al Schwartz’s contracts showing he worked on the show.

11 by 8 1/2 inches

11 by 8 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the daughter of Al Schwartz

PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the daughter of Al Schwartz

$300-500

$300-500

299

FISHER STERLING WATER PITCHER

A sterling pitcher with heart-shaped repoussé decoration.
With Fisher Company marks on the base. 23.05 troy oz.
PROVENANCE Lot 369, “Property from the Estate of Bob
and Dolores Hope,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills,
September 20 & 21, 2013
$800-1,200

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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300

BING CROSBY HANDWRITTEN RADIO
SHOW AND SIGNED LETTER

A four-page handwritten speech by Bing Crosby for a
radio show in Pebble Beach, California. Crosby has
written in pencil on brown paper; the speech begins
“Hello there in New York – this is Bing Crosby live on
the square – calling from – of all places – Pebble Beach.
There’s a golf course here you know – there’s even a golf
tournament going on.” Accompanied by a typed,
signed letter from Crosby to Jerry Juroe at the TV-Radio
department of Paramount Pictures in Hollywood,
California, giving his approval for Colgate Variety Hour
to show the White Christmas clip on their December
25th show. The letter is dated November 28, 1955, and
typed on Crosby’s personal stationery.
11 by 8 3/4 inches
$1,000-2,000

301

BING CROSBY OWNED PLAID JACKET

A yellow sport jacket with red and blue plaid pattern owned by Bing Crosby, with
Wilkes Bashford San Francisco label. Accompanied by a typed, signed letter from
Kathryn Crosby on “Mrs. Bing Crosby” stationery dated October 15, 1985, to
Helene Minelli of Sonoma Valley Historical Society, reading in part “Of course you
must do with Bing’s plaid jacket what you wish. If it can raise a lot of money for the
museum, use it that way! When you have it modeled at the auction, you should
have a good-looking, casual fellow with blond hair, smoking a pipe with a
distinctive long stem with a silver band.” Also accompanied by a black and white
photograph of Kathryn Crosby gifting the jacket.
$600-800
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302

JERRY LEWIS ASSORTED STEMWARE

A group of stemware including a set of four cut martini glasses, two gilt rim Waterford wine glasses, and two handpainted clown wine stems (one
effaced). Together with a Nachtmann tumbler engraved to Jerry Lewis on his 90th birthday from his wife SanDee. Nine items total.
Tallest, 9 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$200-400

303

JERRY LEWIS RON LEE SCULPTURES

A pair of painted figures on onyx bases: “Angel! My Foot!”
numbered 119/5,000 and “Vegas or Bust!” numbered 86/5,000.
Tallest, 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$400-600

304

JERRY LEWIS PORTRAIT BY CLEM
HALL

A full-length portrait of Jerry Lewis as a clown, oil on
canvas, signed “Clem Hall” lower right, after a portrait
by Fred Williams. Hall worked as a studio artist for
MGM, Columbia, Paramount, and Walt Disney Studios.
55 by 30 1/2 inches, framed
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$800-1,200
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS

161

305

JERRY LEWIS “THE NUTTY PROFESSOR II” SCRIPT ELEMENTS

An archive containing numerous outlines and script elements for the unmade Jerry Lewis sequel film “The Nutty
Professor II” with some elements hand typed and bearing hand-executed corrections. Also includes approximately
10 handwritten notes with ideas for the film, presumably written by Lewis himself. Accompanied by a blue leather
binder gilt stamped with the film title and Lewis’ initials.
11 1/2 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$300-500

306

JERRY LEWIS
THE DAY THE CLOWN CRIED ORIGINAL SCRIPTS

Three original scripts for the Jerry Lewis film The Day the Clown
Cried (Wachsberger, 1972): the original screenplay, the final shooting
script, and an earlier screenplay titled “The Crying Clown.” Together
with a two-page synopsis, two additional packets of press release
information, and two stacks of production label stickers.
11 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$600-800
162
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307

JERRY LEWIS
CUSTOM JACKET WITH MDA TELETHON CUE CARDS

A custom-made red wool double-breasted jacket with gold-tone buttons. A label that
reads “Jerry Lewis 08-10” is present to interior. A group of six telethon cue cards were
present in interior pocket, indicating that the jacket was likely worn for a Jerry Lewis MDA
telethon.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis

308

JERRY LEWIS LEATHER JACKET

A black leather Kapraun jacket with sheared
rabbit fur lining from the wardrobe of Jerry
Lewis. A Kapraun label is present.

PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$200-400

$300-500

309

JERRY LEWIS CUSTOM-MADE FUNNY TEETH

A collection of custom funny teeth made for Jerry Lewis. The collection includes 16 rows of teeth set in gums. The teeth are housed in six
plastic dental cases, and one has a label typed “Dr. Jones Jerry Lewis.” Many of Lewis’ most notable film and comedy characters wear
exaggerated teeth.
Largest case, 4 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$1,000-2,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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310

JERRY LEWIS TUXEDO

A double-breasted black wool tuxedo with
velvet revers. The jacket has a label that reads
“Jerry Lewis 08-10.” Together with a pair of
matching trousers, an Anto tuxedo shirt with a
custom label that reads “Jerry Lewis Jan 2009,”
and a black bow tie. Lewis often wore tuxedos
for his stage appearances.
PROVENANCE Lot 85, “Property from the
Estate of Jerry Lewis,” Julien’s Auctions, Planet
Hollywood Resort and Casino, June 22, 2018
$600-800
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312

An 18K yellow gold quartz wristwatch by Cartier, #137125NX,
the rectangular cream-colored dial with black enameled
Roman chapters and blue steeled hands, with a later added
black leather strap and gold-toned deployant clasp. 32
grams. Accompanied by a Cartier box.

An 18K white gold quartz watch by Cartier, #17071 CE
2680, the small rectangular cream-colored dial with
black enamel Roman chapters and blue steeled hands,
with black leather strap and 18K white gold signed
clasp. 22 grams.

Box, 4 3/4 by 4 by 2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 237, “Property from the Estate of
Jerry Lewis,” Julien’s Auctions, Planet Hollywood Resort
and Casino, Las Vegas, June 22, 2018

JERRY LEWIS CARTIER WATCH

PROVENANCE Lot 233, “Property from the Estate of Jerry
Lewis,” Julien’s Auctions, Planet Hollywood Resort and
Casino, Las Vegas, June 22, 2018

JERRY LEWIS CARTIER WATCH

$1,000-2,000

$600-800

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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313

JERRY LEWIS VACHERON CONSTANTIN WATCH

An 18K yellow gold backwind watch with rectangular fluted bezel and curved sides,
miniature face with gold hands, signed on the case “Vacheron Constantin.” Black
leather strap with gold “JL” clasp.
PROVENANCE Lot 274, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,” Julien’s Auctions,
Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino, Las Vegas, June 22, 2018
$2,000-4,000

314

JERRY LEWIS COMEDY PENDANTS AND CHAINS
A pair of sterling silver and gold keychains with high-relief
comedians, engraved on verso “The King of Comedy Thanks
Martin Scorsese Robert De Niro 10-10-81,” one engraved
to Jerry and the other to Sandy; a 14K gold pendant with
diamond eyes engraved on verso “You’re One of a Kind
Love Dani & Sam”; a gold crying clown pendant with a
diamond tear, engraved “I Love You”; a 14K gold
round clown pendant engraved on verso “Always”;
a 14K gold pendant of Jerry Lewis’ side profile;
four side profile clown pendants, three in 14K gold
and one silver-plated; a 14K gold “drama” and
“comedy” pendant engraved “The King/ God
Bless/ S”; a 14K gold double “drama” and
“comedy” mask pendant; a 14K gold “Comics
Do It For Laughs” pendant; and a
double-mask charm attached to a
horseshoe. Gold weight: 84 grams
gross.
Longest, 6 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$2,000-4,000
166
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315

JERRY LEWIS GEMSET CUFFLINKS

Four pairs of gemset cufflinks: a pair of 14K yellow gold round swivel-back cufflinks topped with a map and
round diamonds marking cities London, Paris, Rome, Glasgow, and Cannes; a pair of 14K yellow gold oval
swivel-back cufflinks topped with a male figural profile with diamond set laurel leaves; a pair of 14K yellow gold
cufflinks topped with carved bone peacocks; and a pair of silver wheel swivel-back cufflinks topped with one
round diamond, the reverse bearing the inscriptions “TO THE MAIN SPOKE IN MY LIFE” and “LOVE & KISSES
PATRICK.” 94 grams gross.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$1,000-2,000

316

JERRY LEWIS GOLD
GENTLEMAN’S DRESS ITEMS

All 14K yellow gold, including two pairs of
swivel-backs cufflinks set with cabochon
black sapphires and three pairs of shirt studs
set with black sapphires. 62 grams gross.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry
Lewis
$1,000-2,000

317

JERRY LEWIS GOLD
NECKLACES

Five gold necklaces in 14K yellow gold,
one with rectangular pendant topped
with the inscription “I LOVE JERRY &
SAM.” 113 grams gross.
Longest, 26 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry
Lewis
$2,000-4,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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318

JERRY LEWIS 14K YELLOW GOLD CIGARETTE
CASE

A 14K yellow gold case topped with a crown set with a simulated
emerald and eight round diamonds, opening to reveal a caricature
and an inscription on the inside cover: “THE KING THEATRE,
DEDICATED TO THE PUBLIC, JUNE 19, 1963, BY THE KING OF
ENTERTAINMENT, JERRY LEWIS.” 144.3 grams. Contained within
are a paper card stating “YOU WANNA HELP, DON’T HELP!” with
a caricature and a small 14K white gold tie pin spelling “PROF” in
small round diamonds.
3 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$2,000-4,000

319

JERRY LEWIS 14K YELLOW GOLD
CIGARETTE CASE

A 14K yellow gold cigarette case topped with a highrelief image of Carmen Miranda and with engraved
initials “J.L.,” opening to reveal on the left inside
cover the engraved inscription “TO JERRY, HAPPY
BIRTHDAY, JR, MARCH 16, 1951.” 141.2 grams.
3 by 5 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis
$2,000-4,000
168
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BRUCE LEE BUSINESS CARD

A business card with “Bruce Lee” and a
large Jeet Kune Do logo on the left. This
simple-designed business card was typically
given by Lee to close friends and family.
2 by 3 1/2 inches
$800-1,200

321

BRUCE LEE BUSINESS CARD

A double-sided business card with the Jeet Kune Do logo on one side with “Bruce Lee” and Lee’s services and rates on verso.
2 by 3 1/2 inches
$800-1,200

322

BRUCE LEE BUSINESS CARD

A business card advertising Bruce Lee’s Jeet Kune Do services. The folded business card has a Jeet Kune Do logo on the front
and opens to show Lee’s services and rates. Jeet Kune Do is a hybrid of martial arts that was heavily influenced by Bruce Lee.
2 by 3 1/2 inches
$800-1,200
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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323

BRUCE LEE
ORIGINAL NEGATIVE

A color negative of Bruce Lee
that shows him in a martial arts
fight pose. The image was
taken outdoors.
4 1/2 by 4 inches
$800-1,200

324

BRUCE LEE
TRANSPARENCY AND
PHOTOGRAPH

170
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325

BRUCE LEE NEGATIVES AND
PRINTS

A black and white transparency of
Bruce Lee in a martial arts move
with onlookers. Together with a
photo print of the transparency.
Both labeled “BL2B4.”

A strip of five black and white negative
images showing Bruce Lee posing in a
suit. Accompanied by the contact sheet
strip of the same images.

8 by 10 inches

7 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

$1,000-2,000

326

BRUCE LEE PRINT SIGNED
BY MICHAEL ALLIN

A limited edition print of Bruce Lee
from his opening fight sequence in
Enter the Dragon (Warner Bros., 1973)
signed by Michael Allin, the film’s
screenwriter, and numbered “4/10.”
The image is printed on Hahnemuhle
Photo Rag fine art stock by a certified
Hahnemuhle studio in London.
23 1/4 by 26 1/2 inches
$1,000-2,000

327

THE GREEN HORNET SCRIPT

A script for The Green Hornet (ABC, 1966-1967) episode titled “Trouble for Prince Charming” by Ken Pettus. The
35-page script is marked “final” and dated December 7, 1966. Housed in a shadowbox frame with a color image of
Bruce Lee and a plaque that reads “The original Production Script for ‘The Green Hornet - Trouble for Prince
Charming’ (Episode 22, aired on February 17th, 1967) starring martial arts legend, Bruce Lee, as ‘Kato.’ “
Script, 11 by 8 1/2 inches; Display, 26 by 19 by 3 1/2 inches
$2,000-3,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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STEVE McQUEEN HENDEE & NELSON SILVER KING BICYCLE

A circa 1890s bicycle, painted black, frame #1596, with solid rubber tires on wood rims, vintage
leather seat, portion of a 19th century lantern affixed to the front, nickel handlebars, and period-style
handpainted plaque that hangs from the crossbar reads “Steve McQueen” on both sides (likely
painted by McQueen’s friend, the famous pinstriper Von Dutch], partially restored by McQueen in the
1970s. Accompanied by a later made steel stand. Interestingly, the Hendee & Nelson Manufacturing
Company was the predecessor to what became the Indian Motorcycle Company of Springfield,
Massachusetts. It is by no coincidence that McQueen’s association with and adulation of Indian
motorcycles resulted in the purchase of this piece of early bicycle/motorcycle history for his personal
collection.
Frame, 23 inches by 25 inches; wheel diameter, 28 inches
PROVENANCE Sold to the current owner in 2012 by Barbara McQueen, the actor’s widow, and
included with a signed letter of authenticity from Barbara that has been laminated.
$20,000-30,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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GRAND PRIX ORIGINAL POSTER CONCEPT
ARTWORK

A gouache on illustration board painting prominently displaying
star James Garner surrounded by others from Grand Prix, the 1966
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film that co-starred Eva Marie Saint.
Ultimately, other artwork was used for the film poster campaign, but
this piece still conveys the excitement of professional car racing.
26 by 30 inches
$1,000-2,000

331

BERKELEYESQUE
ORIGINAL FILM ART

A pair of original illustrations
(gouache on wood and gouache on
board) featuring Busby Berkeley style
set and character design concepts for
film productions, one signed by
illustrator Alex Dukelski.
Framed, 22 by 9 inches (largest)
$400-600

330

WHERE EAGLES DARE ORIGINAL POSTER
CONCEPT ARTWORK

A multimedia work on two pieces of paper mounted to foamcore
board. The image depicts a man hanging from a ski lift in the
mountains, used as part of the artwork for the film posters for
Where Eagles Dare, a 1968 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer thriller starring
Richard Burton and Clint Eastwood.
30 by 38 inches
$1,000-2,000

174
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ORIGINAL MILITARY FILM ART COLLECTION

A group of five original illustrations featuring military and sword-and-sandal style set
and character design concepts for various film productions, one signed by illustrator
Alex Dukelski and one signed “Harpman.”
Framed, 18 by 22 inches (largest)
$600-800

333

ORIGINAL WESTERN FILM ART COLLECTION

A group of nine original illustrations featuring Western style set and character design concepts for various
film productions, two signed “Duane Alt” and one signed “Stan Johnson.”
Framed, 20 by 40 inches (largest)
$1,000-2,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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334

ORIGINAL PERIOD
FILM ART COLLECTION

A group of 16 original illustrations featuring set and character design concepts for various period film
productions, one signed “Stan Johnson” and two marked on verso “The Shoes of The Fisherman – MGM:
George Englund Production.”
Framed, 30 by 45 inches (largest)
$2,000-4,000

335

ORIGINAL MID-CENTURY FILM ART
COLLECTION

A group of 13 original illustrations featuring set and character
design concepts for various mid-century film productions.
Framed, 23 by 40 inches (largest)
$2,000-4,000
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EVA GABOR COSTUME DESIGN BY EDITH HEAD

A pencil and gouache on paper costume design for Eva Gabor in A
New Kind of Love (Paramount, 1963) by Edith Head. Head has
drawn Gabor wearing a fur-lined black jacket with matching hat
over a black dress and written Gabor’s name as well as the film title
on the top. Head was nominated for an Academy Award in 1964 for
Best Costume Design for her work on the film.
17 by 14 inches
$600-800
337

JILL CLAYBURGH
COSTUME DESIGN BY EDITH HEAD

A pencil and gouache on board costume design for Jill Clayburgh
by Edith Head, signed on the bottom right by Head. The design
was for Clayburgh’s role as Carole Lombard in Gable and Lombard
(Universal, 1976), and the sketch shows Clayburgh wearing a grey
two-piece skirt suit with a white cloche hat. Head has additionally
written “Carole Lombard Court House” on the top.
20 by 15 inches
$800-1,200

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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338

ANN-MARGRET STAGE
JUMPSUIT AND
PROGRAM

A custom-made scarlet red figurehugging jumpsuit with attached
black satin cross straps and zip
front stage worn by Ann-Margret
in 1975 during her “Big Time”
number while performing on her
custom built Harley-Davidson at
the Hilton Showroom in Las Vegas.
A Georgia Roy label is present.
The jumpsuit was gifted to the
consignor by Roger Smith.
Accompanied by a show program
featuring Ann-Margret wearing
the ensemble on the cover.

ANN-MARGRET THE
SWINGER STRIPTEASE
COSTUME

A sequin-covered shocking pink figurehugging sheath and a short-sleeve
ivory faille trapeze evening jacket
covered with ostrich feathers and lined
with sequins worn by Ann-Margret as
aspiring writer Kelly Olsson during the
striptease scene in The Swinger
(Paramount, 1966). A Paramount label
inscribed “Ann-Margret” is present in
the gown. Costume design by Edith
Head. Accompanied by the original
Christie’s lot tag.
PROVENANCE Lot 133,
“Entertainment Memorabilia Including
Costumes from The Collection of
Paramount Pictures,” Christie’s, New
York, Sale number 7117, December 12,
1990

$800-1,000
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$1,000-2,000

JOAN BLONDELL VANITY TABLE AND
MATCHING DIRECTOR’S CHAIR

A tall, portable dressing room vanity table on wheels, made of
wood, painted white, and with a large rectangular swivel mirror with
three tube lights surrounding it (working condition unknown). A
black plastic placard with white script above the mirror reads “Joan
Blondell.” Pink and gold-speckled laminate countertop, two
drawers (with one still having Los Angeles-area newspapers from
1970 inside!), half-shelf below, open space at bottom so a weight
could be placed within to secure it. Together with a coordinating
director’s chair, taller than the standard size, painted black, both
arms with white painted script reading “Joan Blondell,” black and
white zebra-striped seat and back rest. Included is an original
receipt from a 1974 charity auction, conducted by the Staircase Co.
in Los Angeles, where the current owner bought these pieces
because she knew they had been donated by Blondell herself.

photo: Mgm/Kobal/Shutterstock

340

Vanity, 71 by 24 by 17 inches
$800-1,200

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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ANDY KAUFMAN SIGNED AND INSCRIBED NOTES

A pair of signed and inscribed notes from Andy Kaufman to “Dave” from 1978.
The first reads, in part, “To Dave - the first person to ever call me up for an
autograph,” and the second reads “To Dave - Best Wishes - Andy Kaufman.”
The two notes are housed in a frame with a candid photograph of Kaufman.
In 1978, the consignor of the notes lived in the same building as Kaufman in
West Hollywood, California. The consignor was a big fan and called Kaufman
through the apartment directory to ask if he could get an autograph. Kaufman
invited him to the apartment and even provided the paper and pen for the
autograph as well as agreeing to pose for the photograph that is now housed in
the same frame. The notes have been in the consignor’s possession since 1978.

342

SPECIAL FLYING FICKLE FINGER
OF FATE AWARD

A metal hand with a pointing winged index finger
atop a wood base. Plaque on front reads “Never
have so few/ done so much for so many/ Golden
Slipper Club/ 50th/ Anniversary/ March 24, 1970”
— a version of the infamous award created on the
hit counterculture NBC television series Rowan &
Martin’s Laugh-In — usually given for dubious
achievements. This one was awarded to a
worthwhile cause for an apparent charity auction.
10 by 7 by 2 inches

18 1/4 by 21 1/2 inches, overall
$600-800

$1,000-2,000

343

RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH INSCRIBED CHAPLIN SCRIPT
A working script for Richard Attenborough’s Chaplin (Carolco, 1992) inscribed
on the title page by Attenborough. The black and silver cover has an image of
Charlie Chaplin and names the film as “Charlie,” although the film would be
released as Chaplin. The script is 124 pages and is indicated as a shooting
script from September 1991. Accompanied by a black and white still of the set.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$1,000-2,000
180
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JACKIE GLEASON GIFTED
14K GOLD CUFFLINKS

A pair of 14K yellow gold cufflinks
gifted by Jackie Gleason to Sidney
Reznick, a writer on The Jackie
Gleason Show (DuMont and CBS,
1949-1957) as a Christmas present in
1964. The cufflinks feature a caricature
of Gleason in his famous “And Away
We Go” pose.
Each, 1 1/4 by 1/2 inch
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Sidney Reznick
$800-1,200

345

PHYLLIS DILLER JEWELRY

A group of two necklaces, three brooches, two bracelets, and one pair of earrings. The necklaces are an imitation
pearl necklace with emerald and diamond simulants, worn by Phyllis Diller in a photograph taken in New York circa
1970s to 1980s, and a jade green translucent necklace with alternating large and small stones. The brooches are a jade
and diamond simulant oval piece, worn by Diller at a dinner party circa 1968; a leaf-shaped piece made of small green
square stones with a line of diamond simulants in the center; and a red and green stone brooch with faux pearl and
diamond accents. Other pieces include a gold-toned bracelet with red stones and painted green roundels, a goldtoned bracelet with carved imitation jade, and a pair of blue cabochon earrings with dangling tear-drop faux pearls.
PROVENANCE Partial Lots 128 and 294, “Property from the Estate of Phyllis Diller,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills,
September 20 & 21, 2013
$800-1,200
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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JANE FONDA OWNED WATCH

A reproduction Rolex "Orchid" watch with quartz
movement, the round enameled dial with four
round synthetic diamond chapters, surrounded by
three rows of full-cut round synthetic diamonds.
Attached to a lime green leather strap.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Jane Fonda
$300-500

347

MORGAN FAIRCHILD ANTIQUE OIL PAINTING

An antique oil on canvas portrait of a young woman in the style of
John Hoppner. Together with a Tiffany & Co. Asian style porcelain
box and lid and a Cartier wine set (four glasses and carafe) in
original box.
Framed, 35 by 27 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Morgan Fairchild
$800-1,200
182
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JOAN COLLINS SILVER-TONE
BROOCHES

A collection of three silver-tone brooches
owned by Joan Collins. The group includes
a puffed star marked “Tiffany & Co. 925
Mexico,” a camel marked “925,” and a
parrot unmarked.
Length, 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 214, “Icons & Idols:
Hollywood 2015 Featuring Property from the
Collection of Dame Joan Collins,” Julien’s
Auctions, Beverly Hills, December 16, 2015
$400-600

349

JOAN COLLINS DYNASTY WORN EARRINGS

A pair of simulated diamond clip-on drop earrings, each with three
simulated pearl accents, worn by Joan Collins in season 8, episode
10 of Dynasty (ABC, 1981-1989) titled “The Fair.” The earrings have
an illegible designer’s signature on the back. Accompanied by a
copy of the episode.
Length, 3 1/2 inches
$1,000-2,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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JOAN COLLINS DYNASTY WORN NECKLACE

A gold-plated drop necklace with a central piece made of graduating strands of
simulated baguette diamonds, flanked by two coiled pieces with simulated round
diamond accents. The necklace is signed “Corocraft.” Joan Collins wore the necklace
in season five of Dynasty (ABC, 1981-1989). Accompanied by a copy of the season.
Length, 20 inches
$1,000-2,000

351

JOAN COLLINS AND LINDA EVANS
DYNASTY WORN NECKLACE

A gold-plated and simulated diamond fancy link necklace worn by Joan Collins in
season three of Dynasty (ABC, 1981-1989) and by Linda Evans in season six of the
series. Evans also wears the necklace in promotional photographs that were eventually
used as the cover of the season four DVD set. The necklace is signed by Panetta and
closes with a single clasp. Accompanied by copies of the seasons and the season four
DVD cover.
Length, 15 1/2 inches
$1,000-2,000
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DAME JOAN COLLINS 2018 VANITY FAIR
OSCAR PARTY SKETCH

A pencil and marker sketch of the gown custom made by
Mark Zunino and worn by Dame Joan Collins to the 2018
Vanity Fair Oscar Party. The sketch is embellished with
dots of glitter. The sketch is signed “Mark Zunino” in
marker, has a designer seal and is stamped to the verso.
18 by 12 inches
photo: Anthony Harvey/Shutterstock

$300-500

353

DAME JOAN COLLINS 2018 VANITY FAIR
OSCAR PARTY ENSEMBLE

A generously embellished lace couture ensemble custom
made by Mark Zunino and worn by Dame Joan Collins to
the 2018 Vanity Fair Oscar Party. The ensemble consists of
a long-sleeve boned bodice with a sweetheart neckline
and peplum and a long slender skirt with a nude silk crepe
underskirt and a train. The lace is covered with microsequins, beads, small faceted glass, and chunky faceted
glass all in sapphire tones. A Mark Zunino label is present
inside the bodice.
$1,000-2,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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GRACE KELLY HANDWRITTEN LETTER

A two-page note on Carlton Hotel/Cannes stationery, penned in black fountain pen ink on both sides, dated
“Friday/ May 13th” [1955], to Lenore Weaver, a longtime hairdresser at Paramount Studios from the 1930s to
the 1970s who had a close friendship with Grace Kelly for many years. Kelly’s letter is quite glamorous and
one that only a movie star could write with mentions of Paris, the Cannes Film Festival, incessant
photographers (before the term “paparazzi” was used), a meeting with Olivia de Havilland, a lunch with Elsa
Maxwell, and a friend of hers who was traveling to “Marrakech to/ work on Hitchcock’s/ picture [the 1956
Paramount film The Man Who Knew Too Much],” signed “Grace.” Consigned directly by Weaver’s
granddaughter.
7 by 5 1/2 inches
$600-800

355

GRACE KELLY
HANDWRITTEN LETTER

A single page, on light blue stationery,
penned in black fountain pen ink, dated
“Tuesday” [1958 due to content], to Lenore
Weaver, a longtime hairdresser at
Paramount Studios from the 1930s to the
1970s who had a close friendship with Grace
Kelly for many years. This letter is an outline
of Kelly’s whirlwind holiday plans and a plea
for Lenore to do her hair during the
festivities, including for the Imperial Ball at
the Astor Hotel in New York City that took
place on December 4, 1958, signed
“Grace.” Consigned directly by Weaver’s
granddaughter.
10 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches
$400-600

186
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GRACE KELLY HANDWRITTEN LETTER

A two-page note on personalized royal stationery, penned in black felt-tip ink, undated but from 1972 due to
content, to Lenore Weaver, a longtime hairdresser at Paramount Studios from the 1930s to the 1970s who had a
close friendship with Grace Kelly for many years. This letter is newsy with Kelly boasting of her first two children
and then making fun of herself for doing so; she further references “those horrible/ things” that happened at the
Munich Olympics, and then she asks for a specific type of bobby pin because she “can’t get the good ones here,”
signed “Grace.” Consigned directly by Weaver’s granddaughter.
7 1/2 by 6 inches
$500-700

357

GRACE KELLY
HANDWRITTEN LETTER

A two-page note on personalized royal
stationery, penned in black fountain
pen ink on both sides, dated “10
October” [1962], to Lenore Weaver, a
longtime hairdresser at Paramount
Studios from the 1930s to the 1970s
who had a close friendship with Grace
Kelly for many years. The letter is
somewhat melancholy with Kelly writing
that 1962 was a year of “worry” and
“sadness” for her; she further notes
how she recently saw Rosemary
Clooney and “Bing” [Crosby], signed
“Grace.” Consigned directly by
Weaver’s granddaughter.
8 by 5 1/2 inches
$500-700

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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GRACE KELLY
HANDWRITTEN LETTER

A single plain note card, penned in black
felt-tip ink on both sides, not dated but
from 1970 due to content, to Lenore
Weaver, a longtime hairdresser at
Paramount Studios from the 1930s to the
1970s who had a close friendship with
Grace Kelly for many years. This is a
thoughtful sympathy letter for Weaver’s
brother, signed “Gracie.” Consigned
directly by Weaver’s granddaughter.
4 1/4 by 5 1/2 inches
$400-600

359

GRACE KELLY HANDWRITTEN LETTER

A single piece of paper on personalized royal stationery,
penned in black felt-tip ink on both sides, dated “March
28th/ 1979” to “Mr. Weaver” from Grace Kelly expressing
her sorrow about the death of his mother, Lenore Weaver,
a longtime hairdresser at Paramount Studios from the
1930s to the 1970s who had a close friendship with Kelly for
many years, signed “Grace de Monaco.” Included with its
original transmittal envelope. Consigned directly by
Weaver’s granddaughter.
7 1/2 by 6 inches
$400-600

188
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GRACE KELLY HANDWRITTEN
POSTCARDS

A group of four picture postcards, all penned in blue
or black fountain pen ink, variously dated from 1954 to
1957. Classic postcard content sent by Grace Kelly
from her diverse travels to Lenore Weaver, a longtime
hairdresser at Paramount Studios from the 1930s to the
1970s who had a close friendship with Kelly for many
years; all signed “Gracie.” Consigned directly by
Weaver’s granddaughter. (Please note there is tape
residue on all, and one has been trimmed.)
4 1/2 by 6 inches and smaller
$400-600

361

GRACE KELLY
HANDWRITTEN CARDS

A pair of fancy note cards, penned in red ballpoint ink
or black fountain pen ink, undated but likely early
1960s, both to Lenore Weaver, a longtime hairdresser
at Paramount Studios from the 1930s to the 1970s who
had a close friendship with Grace Kelly for many years.
One letter reads in part “After the tragic/ death of the
President/ it was hard to/ be in the Christmas/ spirit”;
the other is a short thank you note. Consigned directly
by Weaver’s granddaughter. (Please note one side of
one card has been cut off, and both have paper
residue from being in a scrapbook.)
8 1/2 by 4 inches and smaller
$400-600

362

GRACE KELLY SMALL
HANDWRITTEN NOTES

A group of three notes on personalized/hotel/scrap
paper, penned in blue or black fountain pen ink,
undated but likely early 1960s, all to Lenore Weaver, a
longtime hairdresser at Paramount Studios from the
1930s to the 1970s who had a close friendship with
Grace Kelly for many years. Content is newsy and
thankful, all signed “Gracie.” Included are two official
printed cards Kelly sent as Princess of Monaco.
Consigned directly by Weaver’s granddaughter.
(Please note one has its upper left corner missing.)
4 by 6 inches and smaller
$300-500

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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GRACE KELLY SIGNED LETTERS

A pair of letters, the first on blue stationery, typed,
dated “Sept. 15” [1958 due to content], to Lenore
Weaver, a longtime hairdresser at Paramount Studios
from the 1930s to the 1970s who had a close friendship
with Grace Kelly for many years. Kelly eerily mentions
the new house she’s building “outside of Monaco ... a
half-hour’s drive of hairpin turns ... the drive/ up is a bit
harrowing” among other topics, signed in black fountain
pen ink “Gracie.” The second letter is on personalized
royal stationery, typed, dated “March 7th, 1966,” also to
Lenore, containing newsy content with a plea for bobby
pins that “cannot be found here,” signed in black
fountain pen ink “Grace.” Consigned directly by
Weaver’s granddaughter. (Please note the blue letter’s
top portion is separated from body now and has paper
residue on the back from being in a scrapbook.)
11 by 7 inches and smaller
$400-600

364

365

A pair of letters, the first on personalized royal stationery, typed, dated
“Wednesday” [1956 from content], to Lenore Weaver, a longtime
hairdresser at Paramount Studios from the 1930s to the 1970s who had
a close friendship with Grace Kelly for many years. Kelly references the
birth of her niece [Grace LeVine] and her own pregnancy among other
topics, signed in blue fountain pen ink “Grace.” The second letter is on
similar paper, typed, dated “January 26, 1959,” also to Lenore, with
Kelly mentioning how she “just received a/ copy of Edith Head’s book
which I am/ anxious to read,” signed in black fountain pen ink “Grace.”
Consigned directly by Weaver’s granddaughter.

A collection of 15 Christmas cards, though many have been
dramatically trimmed from their original format, ranging in date
from the mid-1950s to the early 1980s, sent to Lenore Weaver, a
longtime hairdresser at Paramount Studios from the 1930s to
the 1970s who had a close friendship with Grace Kelly for many
years, or sent to Weaver’s son. Kelly inscribed three of the cards
in black fountain pen ink, two are signed “Grace,” and one has
the original transmittal envelope included.

GRACE KELLY SIGNED LETTERS

GRACE KELLY INSCRIBED
CHRISTMAS CARDS

9 1/2 by 6 3/4 inches and smaller
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$600-800
$400-600
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GRACE KELLY RELATED
PAPER EPHEMERA

A small group of documents saved by Lenore
Weaver, a longtime hairdresser at Paramount
Studios from the 1930s to the 1970s who had a
close friendship with Grace Kelly for many years,
including a “Cast List” from the 1955 Paramount
film directed by Alfred Hitchcock that both Kelly
and Weaver worked on, a 1958 Western Union
telegram (trimmed in half) from Kelly to Weaver,
some newspaper and magazine clippings related
to the star, postcards from Monaco, canceled
stamps from Monaco, and some Cunard Line tags
from when Weaver sailed to France to film To
Catch a Thief. Consigned directly by Weaver’s
granddaughter. (Please note all pieces are in
somewhat tattered condition.)
11 by 9 inches and smaller
$300-500

367

GRACE KELLY BLACK AND WHITE
WARDROBE PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of four photographs, all original prints
with a glossy finish. Two are from the 1954
Paramount film Rear Window directed by Alfred
Hitchcock, showing Grace Kelly in two different
costumes, versos date stamped “Dec 5 1953” and
“Dec 31 1953;” two are from the 1955 Paramount
film To Catch a Thief, also directed by Hitchcock,
showing the star wearing the elaborate gold gown
from the costume ball scene, versos date stamped
“Aug 11 1954.” From the collection of Lenore
Weaver, a longtime hairdresser at Paramount
Studios from the 1930s to the 1970s who had a
close friendship with Kelly for many years.
Consigned directly by Weaver’s granddaughter.
5 by 4 inches
$300-500

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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GRACE KELLY SIGNED BLACK
AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of four photographs, all original prints
with either a glossy or matte finish, all depicting
Grace Kelly from different eras, all similarly
signed in black or blue fountain pen ink in the
lower margins “To Weaver” and either “Gracie”
or “Grace.” The reference to Weaver is Lenore
Weaver, a longtime hairdresser at Paramount
Studios from the 1930s to the 1970s who had a
close friendship with Kelly for many years.
Consigned directly by Weaver’s granddaughter.
10 by 8 inches and smaller
$400-600

369

GRACE KELLY BLACK
AND WHITE FAMILY
PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of 13 photographs, all
original prints with either a glossy or
matte finish, depicting Princess
Grace Kelly with her family – or just
her children on their own – in either
candid or posed shots. The
photographs were sent over the
years to Lenore Weaver, a longtime
hairdresser at Paramount Studios
from the 1930s to the 1970s who had
a close friendship with Kelly for many
years. Consigned directly by
Weaver’s granddaughter.
9 1/2 by 7 inches and smaller
$500-700
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AUDREY HEPBURN SIGNED
BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH

An original print with a matte finish,
depicting a pretty image of Audrey
Hepburn in costume from her 1964
Warner Bros. film My Fair Lady, signed in
turquoise fountain pen ink in the lower
right corner “To Lenore/ from your/ most
grateful/ lodger/ Audrey Hepburn.” The
reference to Lenore is Lenore Weaver, a
longtime hairdresser at Paramount
Studios from the 1930s to the 1970s.
Consigned directly by Weaver’s
granddaughter. (Please note there is
cardboard residue on the verso from
being removed from a scrapbook, and the
photo is trimmed.)
9 1/4 by 7 1/4 inches
$300-500

371

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH

An original print with a matte finish,
depicting a pretty upper body image of
Olivia de Havilland, signed in blue
ballpoint ink on the right side “For/
Leonore [sic]/ with/ warm/ good wishes/
Olivia/ de Havilland.” The reference to
Lenore is Lenore Weaver, a longtime
hairdresser at Paramount Studios from the
1930s to the 1970s. Consigned directly by
Weaver’s granddaughter.
10 by 8 inches
$200-300

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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JACKIE KENNEDY ONASSIS OWNED AND WORN SHOES

A pair of Italian-made black leather pumps owned and worn by Jackie Kennedy Onassis. The shoes are made by Eugenia of Florence.
Handwritten within is “M845 F5030 MK.” Accompanied by a handwritten letter of authenticity from Onassis’ personal secretary, Mary B.
Gallagher, stating that the shoes were worn from 1961 to 1963 during Onassis’ role as First Lady of the United States.
$800-1,200

373

1900s HISTORIC GOWN
AND PHOTOGRAPHS

An American period gown circa 1905
with sapphire blue silk bodice
embellished with floral lace and ruching
embellishment and a full-length skirt
with ruching to the hips. The dress is
accompanied by two photographs of
the original owner, Louise E. Hammill,
and two copies of her wedding
certificate for her marriage to Louis G.
Daugherty on October 18, 1905, in
Blairsville, Pennsylvania.
$800-1,000
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ESTEE LAUDER EARRINGS BY DAVID WEBB

A pair of platinum earclips set with six cultured pearls measuring
approximately 6.8 to 4.1 mm, accented by 10 cabochon sapphires,
further set with round and baguette diamonds weighing
approximately 2.10 carats, circa 1965. Designed by David Webb,
unsigned.
Length, 2 inches
PROVENANCE, Partial Lot 26, “Important Jewels from the Collection
of Estée Lauder Sold to Benefit The Alzheimer’s Drug Discovery
Foundation,” Sotheby’s, New York, September 24 & 25, 2015
$4,000-6,000
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DUKE AND DUCHESS OF
WINDSOR ROYAL TIE PIN

A tie pin with the royal cypher of George V as
the Prince of Wales, owned by the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor. The domed enamel cypher
features George’s initial “G” in blue enamel,
intertwined with white Prince of Wales feathers, topped
with a red and gold crown and a banner that has his motto
“Ich Dien” (I Serve).
Length, 2 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 178, “The Jewels of the Duchess of Windsor,”
Sotheby’s, Geneva, April 3, 1987
$1,000-2,000

376

DUKE AND DUCHESS OF
WINDSOR OWNED WATCH

A 15-jewel Marvin Swiss fob-style
watch featuring a chrome frame with
black dial and yellow hands, Arabic
and baton chapters with subsidiary
dial. A glass backing showcases the
movement.
Diameter, 1 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 249, “The Jewels
of the Duchess of Windsor,”
Sotheby’s, Geneva, April 3, 1987
$1,000-2,000
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PRINCE WILLIAM AND KATE
MIDDLETON WEDDING CAKE

A slice of royal wedding cake from the marriage of Prince
William and Kate Middleton. The slice of fruitcake made by
Fiona Cairns is contained within a presentation tin that was
presented to guests and dignitaries at the April 29, 2011,
wedding. Written on lid of box is “William & Catherine 29
April 2011.” Accompanied by an enclosure card that reads
“TRH The Prince of Wales and The Duchess of Cornwall/ in
celebration of the wedding/ of/ TRH The Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge.” Card is numbered 500040.
Box, 5 1/2 by 4 1/4 by 2 inches
$600-800

378

HRH PRINCESS DIANA
HANDWRITTEN LETTER

A handwritten letter by HRH Princess
Diana on Balmoral Castle stationery
dated “August: 30th 1989” and
written to “Dearest Janet.” She refers
to Janet in the letter as “the lady who
does all the cooking!”
9 1/4 by 7 1/4 inches
$1,000-2,000
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EDITH BOUVIER BEALE
“BIG EDIE” HANDWRITTEN LETTER
AND WHITE HOUSE TELEGRAMS

A group of three items. The first is a letter penned in green ballpoint ink
on “Phelan Beale” [son of Big Edie] personalized stationery, dated
“Thursday,/ Nov. 7th/ 1963,” addressed to “Lois,” who is Lois Wright, a
longtime friend of both the Big and Little Edith Bouvier Beales and who
lived with them at Grey Gardens one summer and even appeared in the
infamous 1975 Maysles Brothers documentary film; content is mostly
about Big Edie’s health issues but also makes multiple references to
Little Edie. The second item is a receipt of a telegram Lois sent to First
Lady Jacqueline Kennedy at the White House, dated “Nov 11 1963,”
reading in part “I am a friend of your father’s/ sister Edith and her
daughter. They are in desperate/ circumstances …,” with its original
transmittal envelope. The third item is a response telegram to Lois from
Nancy Tuckerman, the First Lady’s social secretary, dated “Nov 12 63,”
reading in part “Mrs. Kennedy was very upset by your telegram…,” with
its original transmittal envelope. Sadly, the First Lady would have much
greater worries just 10 days later, when her husband, President John F.
Kennedy, was assassinated in Dallas.
6 by 8 1/2 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the niece of Lois Wright
$600-800

380

EDITH BOUVIER BEALE “BIG EDIE” AND
“LITTLE EDIE” HANDWRITTEN LETTERS

A group of five letters on various types of stationery, penned in various
colors of ballpoint ink in the two Beales’ very distinct hands, most
addressed to “Lois,” who is Lois Wright, a longtime friend of both the
Big and Little Edith Bouvier Beales and who lived with them at Grey
Gardens one summer and even appeared in the infamous 1975 Maysles
Brothers documentary film. Letters include (in chronological order) one
from Big Edie dated “May 3rd, 1961,” reading in part “will sing you a
song over telephone,” with its original transmittal envelope; another
from Big Edie, penned on letterhead from her husband’s company
[Bouvier, Caffey & Beale in New York City], dated “March 19th, 1964,” in
which she writes of the death of a person named “Tom;” one from Little
Edie, no date but from April 1965, a get well card addressed to Lois’
mother [Catherine Wright], with its original transmittal envelope;
another from Big Edie, also to Catherine, no date but also from April
1965, also a get well letter, with its original transmittal envelope; and
lastly one from Big Edie, dated “Nov 9th, 1965,” wishing Lois a happy
birthday in a contemplative fashion, with its original transmittal
envelope. All of the letters make fascinating reading since the two
Beales had a poetic and whimsical way of writing.
11 by 8 1/2 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the niece of Lois Wright
$600-800
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A group of five letters on various types of stationery, penned in various
colors of ballpoint or felt-tip ink in Edith Bouvier Beale’s very distinct
hand. All are addressed to “Lois,” who is Lois Wright, a longtime friend
of both the Big and Little Edith Bouvier Beales and who lived with them
at Grey Gardens one summer and even appeared in the infamous 1975
Maysles Brothers documentary film. None of the letters is dated, but
Beale’s references to Reagan and Gorbachev date them to the 1980s.
The letters are mostly chatty and newsy with a few interesting
references to “Jackie” [first cousin Jacqueline Lee Bouvier Kennedy
Onassis] being up at the Cape, and how she [Little Edie] “saved up
almost $4,000 for [the] move out of Grey Gardens.” Beale also writes a
cryptic “Do not contact anyone over my head. Leave it to me,” but
overall, the letters have a friendly tone.

A group of three letters on various types of stationery, all penned in
various colors of felt-tip ink in Edith Bouvier Beale’s very distinct hand.
All are addressed to “Lois,” who is Lois Wright, a longtime friend of
both the Big and Little Edith Bouvier Beales and who lived with them
at Grey Gardens one summer and even appeared in the infamous
1975 Maysles Brothers documentary film. None of the letters is dated,
but Beale references specific years in the past, which would date
these in the late 1980s. The letters are mostly reveries of the past and
make mention of various people, including “mother,” “Phelan” [Beale
Jr., her brother], David Maysles, “Buddy,” “Cheryl,” and places like
East Hampton, Montauk, and New York City. All original transmittal
envelopes are included, as is a 1970s-era black and white snapshot of
Beale in front of the Sea Spray Inn in East Hampton.

9 by 6 inches and smaller

PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the niece of Lois Wright

PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the niece of Lois Wright

$300-500

EDITH BOUVIER BEALE “LITTLE EDIE”
HANDWRITTEN LETTERS

EDITH BOUVIER BEALE “LITTLE EDIE”
HANDWRITTEN LETTERS

$500-700

383

EDITH BOUVIER BEALE “BIG EDIE” SIGNED
GREETING CARDS

A group of 10 store-bought cards for holidays such as Valentine’s
Day, Easter, Christmas, and birthdays, penned in various colors of
ballpoint ink, most addressed to “Lois,” who is Lois Wright, a
longtime friend of both the Big and Little Edith Bouvier Beales and
who lived with them at Grey Gardens one summer and even
appeared in the infamous 1975 Maysles Brothers documentary film.
A few are dated in part “1966”; the rest are undated but appear to
be from same era. All are lovingly inscribed by Big Edie to her
evident good friend plus one to Lois’ mother, Catherine Wright.
8 by 5 1/2 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the niece of Lois Wright
$500-700
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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IS A BE L L A BL O W
Photo Courtesy of Dihonn Carroll

I will always be extremely grateful to Isabella Blow, discoverer of some
of the world’s greatest models and fashion designers, for having taught
me valuable life lessons and for trusting me with what I regard as one of
her most prized and personal possessions. Once, when I was visiting with
Issie, she was writing in a small moleskin notebook. She put the
notebook to the side upon taking a phone call, then went back to the book
and wrote some more. As the day wore on, I could sense that Issie was
growing a little frustrated. She threw the notebook on the floor, just
missing the paper bin. She said she was fed up. I picked up the book and
put it aside. Issie’s mood calmed and our conversation continued. As I
was about to leave, she passed me the notebook, saying it was now mine.
I argued that she needed it for her telephone messages and such, not
knowing what was being written on the pages. Issie revealed to me that
she used the book to write down her thoughts and notes from shows. I

spent nearly two hours debating with Issie that I wasn’t going to take the book, but it was getting late. I took the book
because she was insistent, and I tried to return it to Issie on numerous occasions. She forever declined to receive it and
said it was a gift. This was not the first time that Issie gave me one of her precious items. She was known to do a lot
for others. On regular occasions she would offer some of her clothes to me and I refused them. I did not mean to be
impolite, but I was aware that a lot of people took Issie for granted, and that made me feel uneasy. But if you knew
Issie, she was too determined. She knew my genuine obsession with Alexander McQueen, so she offered me a tartan
skirt and a black skirt, both of which were amazing, and Alain Mikli yellow-lens glasses that had been resting on her
bedside table. I looked at the glasses and she told me to try them on. The frame is very petite and my eyes are big – in
a good way. I tried them on and Issie said, “I knew it. They look amazing on you. They are yours.” I politely declined
them, even though I did love them. I didn’t want Issie to just give away her prized possessions. Issie insisted that I had
these glasses along with a handmade belt. She put them in a Selfridges bag, and when I was leaving her apartment in
Eaton Square she said, “You have forgotten your stuff.” So I had no choice but to take them. I told her that she has to
stop giving her stuff away as some people have a motive and want to take her kindness for weakness. She said, “Why
do you think I gave you the book and no one else? When I am gone, I want you to put it into an auction and buy a
house.” My friend Tina and I met Issie a couple of years before Issie’s death, in 2005 as students who were interested
in catching the fashion weeks in Paris and Milan. Quite by chance, Issie proved instrumental in getting us into the
shows and in allowing us to get to know her in a way we never could have imagined. The end result was a wonderful
friendship with our muse and mentor and, in her words, shrimp mother.
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384

ISABELLA BLOW SIGNED INVITATION

An invitation to launch party of MAC cosmetic “Blow” lipstick at Harvey Nichols on September 9, 2005. The
invitation features a portrait of Isabella Blow designed by Hilary Knight and is inscribed in red marker “To
Dihonn with Love Isabella.”
7 by 5 inches
$400-600
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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385

ISABELLA BLOW JOHN GALLIANO
FOR CHRISTIAN DIOR BUSTIER

A turquoise satin bustier with a kimono print
gifted to Dihonn Carroll by Isabella Blow from
her personal wardrobe. The boned bustier has
chiffon cups with a burnt orange scallop trim.
A Christian Dior label is present. Size 36 B.
$800-1,200

386

ISABELLA BLOW MANOLO BLAHNIK HEELS

A pair of steel blue and deep grey satin Manolo Blahnik
strappy heels gifted to Dihonn Carroll by Isabella Blow from
her personal wardrobe. The shoes are labeled “Manolo
Blahnik.” Size 38 1/2. Accompanied by a Manolo Blahnik
dust bag.
$800-1,000
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ISABELLA BLOW BELT

A handmade belt gifted to Dihonn Carroll by Isabella Blow from her personal wardrobe. The turmeric colored
belt is printed with colorful floral blooms and is embellished with turquoise trim and frog closures.
$800-1,200

388

ISABELLA BLOW
ALEXANDER McQUEEN SKIRT
A black cotton/silk blend A-line skirt
gifted to Dihonn Carroll by Isabella Blow
from her personal wardrobe. The skirt has
pleats to the verso. An Alexander
McQueen label is present. Size 42.
$800-1,000
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389

ISABELLA BLOW ALAIN MIKLI SUNGLASSES

A pair of Alain Mikli sunglasses gifted to Dihonn Carroll by Isabella Blow from her
personal wardrobe. The slender black plastic glasses have yellow lenses and are marked
“5683 COL 101 B Made in France” and “www.mikli.com.”
$1,000-2,000

390

ISABELLA BLOW ALEXANDER McQUEEN
HIGHLAND RAPE SKIRT

A tartan wool high-waist Alexander McQueen skirt gifted
to Dihonn Carroll by Isabella Blow from her personal
wardrobe. The Highland Rape collection of autumn/winter
1995 to 1996 is widely considered to be the collection that
was McQueen’s breakthrough into international high
fashion. The collection theme inspiration was the rape of
Scotland by England. An Alexander McQueen label is
present. Size 38. A McQueen press label is inscribed
“Wugalis/ 009 #25.” A KCD Paris label is also present.
$3,000-5,000
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ISABELLA BLOW JOURNAL

A black Moleskine journal with approximately 100
handwritten pages given to Dihonn Carroll by Isabella
Blow. Some of the subjects of the inscriptions are
fashion, personal/professional schedule, contacts,
nutrition, personal inspiration and motivation, book
deals and MTV. Some doodles are present.
5 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 1/2 inches
$3,000-5,000
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392

DISNEYLAND HAUNTED
MANSION POSTERS

A set of four Disneyland Haunted Mansion
"stretching" posters and a Haunted
Mansion attraction advert poster, housed
together in a large custom frame.
Framed, 108 1/2 by 60 1/2 inches (overall)
$1,000-2,000

393

JULIE ANDREWS AND
WALT DISNEY SIGNED
MARY POPPINS
PROGRAM

A program for Mary Poppins (Walt
Disney, 1964) signed on the first
page by Julie Andrews and Walt
Disney. The program contains
black and white as well as color
photographs of the production.
11 by 11 inches
$1,000-2,000

394

WALT DISNEY SIGNED LADY
AND THE TRAMP
REPRODUCTION ARTWORK

A reproduction artwork for Walt Disney’s
Lady and the Tramp (1955) signed on the
matte by Walt Disney in brown crayon. The
top of the matte reads “A Merry Christmas
Joe! Dec. 1955,” and the bottom is signed
by many others in different colored crayons.
19 by 21 inches
$4,000-6,000
208
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395

WALT DISNEY PINOCCHIO AND LAMPWICK CELS

A group of animation cels from Walt Disney’s Pinocchio (1940) featuring Pinocchio and his best friend
Lampwick. The cels are cut and mounted above a printed background of the characters in a pool hall.
24 by 30 inches, overall; 9 1/2 by 15 inches, sight
$2,000-3,000

396

WALT DISNEY PINOCCHIO ANIMATION CEL

An original painting on celluloid of Pinocchio and the Little Dutch Girl marionette used in the film Pinocchio
(Walt Disney, 1940) during the song “I’ve Got No Strings.” A Courvoisier Galleries label affixed to the back
of the frame certifies that this is an original used in the production and one of the select few released.
16 by 19 inches, overall; 8 by 11 1/2 inches, sight
$2,000-4,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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397

WALT DISNEY MARY BLAIR SONG OF THE SOUTH CONCEPT ART

A gouache painting on board concept art by Mary Blair for Walt Disney’s 1946 film Song of the South. The painting shows Br’er Bear, Br’er
Fox, and Tar Baby on their way to setting up a trap for Br’er Rabbit. Blair did animation for other Disney films, such as Cinderella (1951),
Alice in Wonderland (1952), and Peter Pan (1953).
12 1/2 by 15 inches
$8,000-10,000
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LAUREL & HARDY
PRINT AND CUT SIGNATURES

A colorful print of Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy; text on the right reads “Nelson ‘85.”
Matted above two separate cut autographs,
both penned in black fountain pen ink, and
a small plaque reading in part “The Gift of
Laughter.”
Matted and framed, 36 by 20 inches;
autographs only, 2 by 4 inches
$400-600

399

400

A small drawing rendered in pen and ink, depicting Stan Laurel
as Stanlio from the 1933 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film The Devil’s
Brother, directed by Hal Roach, signed in the lower right “Tony
Bagley/ Fra Diavolo.” Likely gifted to Laurel by a fan.

A small piece made of sterling silver depicting the comedy
duo of Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy as the classic “comedy
and tragedy” masks, signed by the artist on top border “NO
‘84.” Possibly a pendant or some other kind of adornment.
Gifted to Laurel’s daughter, Lois, by a fan.

STAN LAUREL MINIATURE PORTRAIT

LAUREL & HARDY RELATED TCHOTCHKE

Matted and framed, 6 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches; work only, 5 5/8 by 4
3/4 inches

1 1/2 by 1 1/4 inches

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Cassidy Cook,
Stan Laurel’s great-granddaughter

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Cassidy
Cook, Stan Laurel’s great-granddaughter

$300-500

$400-600
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401

STAN LAUREL OWNED MARACAS

A hand-carved set of maracas, made of wood, with
small painted image of an abstract man wearing a
sombrero under text reading “Mexico” on both as
does further text reading “Laurel/ &/ Hardy/ 809/ Club/
N.O./ LA. “ Perhaps a souvenir from a performance by
the comedy duo of Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy in
New Orleans.
8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of
Cassidy Cook, Stan Laurel’s great-granddaughter
$1,000-1,500

402

STAN LAUREL
DECORATIVE UMBRELLA

A small umbrella made of bamboo and rice
paper with a colorful handpainted design
depicting birds, leaves, flowers, and fruit.
Likely a souvenir that Stan Laurel bought
on a trip.
22 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal
Collection of Cassidy Cook, Stan
Laurel’s great-granddaughter
$1,000-2,000
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STAN LAUREL CIGARETTE
LIGHTER FROM CLAYTON
MOORE

A silver-tone Ronson lighter, engraved in
the lower right front “C.M.” According to
Stan Laurel’s great-granddaughter, her
grandmother, Laurel’s daughter Lois, told
her this lighter was given to her father by
the Lone Ranger himself, the actor Clayton
Moore, as a fun memento.
2 1/2 by 1 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal
Collection of Cassidy Cook, Stan Laurel’s
great-granddaughter
$600-800

404

STAN LAUREL CUFFLINKS AND TIE PIN

A set of 1930s-era gold-tone circular snap cufflinks with decorative detail on either
end. Together with a gold-plated rectangular-shaped tie pin, back stamped “1/20
10KK/ AF Co./ Utica/ NY.” Worn by Stan Laurel in his daily life.
Pin, 1 by 5/8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Cassidy Cook, Stan Laurel’s greatgranddaughter
$1,000-1,500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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405

STAN LAUREL MINIATURE BOOKS
FROM HIS PERSONAL LIBRARY

A group of four small book volumes including
Eventful Dates in the History of the World by
Felix Berol, printed in 1914; American Wit and
Humor by Mark Twain, printed in 1900, with Stan
Laurel’s penciled grocery list and other
annotations on the front free end pages; The
Story Without an End by Peter Schlemihl, printed
in 1894, gifted by a fan as evidenced by a
handwritten inscription; and a French-English
English-French Dictionary, printed in 1929. Three
of the books display Laurel’s blue ink ownership
stamp.
6 by 4 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of
Cassidy Cook, Stan Laurel’s great-granddaughter
$1,000-1,500

406

STAN LAUREL HUGE COLLECTION
OF ORIGINAL SHEET MUSIC

A large archive of original handwritten sheet
music to numerous songs that Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy performed during their various
stage shows, including tunes such as “Laugh at
Troubles,” “Lazy Moon,” “Ferry Boat Serenade,”
“Chrysanthemum,” “Policeman’s Waltz,” and
“We Know All the Answers,” among a few others.
Many pages are housed within folders that are
decorated with images of the duo that have been
cut from another source (such as personalized
letterhead) and glued to the front. The sheet
music measures about four inches high, quite an
extensive grouping.
Each page, 12 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of
Cassidy Cook, Stan Laurel’s great-granddaughter
$1,000-1,500
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STAN LAUREL “HOLLYWOOD” CHESS SET

A handmade and painted wood chess board that opens to reveal a compartment where chess pieces are housed.
Included are 31 pieces total made of composite material. One set is a beige tone comprising one Charlie Chaplin as
the King, one Mae West as the Queen, two W.C. Fields as the Rooks, two Marx Brothers as the Bishops, two Laurel &
Hardys as the Knights, and eight Keystone Cops as the Pawns. The other set is a brownish-grey tone and includes all
of the same pieces but the King (Chaplin), who is missing. Likely a gift to Stan Laurel, who would have known all of
the “pieces” personally! (Please note that one square on the board is missing.)
Board, 18 by 18 inches; Pieces, 5 3/8 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Cassidy Cook, Stan Laurel’s great-granddaughter
$2,000-2,500

408

STAN LAUREL
POLO MALLET GIFTED FROM HAL ROACH

A polo mallet of standard 1930s-era design, mostly made of
bamboo with a rust-colored cloth grip tape at top, string
reinforcement at center, in worn and used condition. Gifted to Stan
Laurel by his friend and longtime producer, Hal Roach.
50 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Cassidy Cook, Stan
Laurel’s great-granddaughter
$10,000-15,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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409

STAN LAUREL SUITCASE

A 1930s-era suitcase of tan canvas with darker tan leather trim and handles, front and back sides both
stenciled in white paint “SL.” Zippered case opens flat as a garment bag to reveal a brown and beige
plaid fabric lining. Inside label reads in part “The Styled/ Val-a-Pak/ Wardrobe/ ...Trenton, N.J.” Used
by Stan Laurel on his various world travels. (Please note this is in heavily used condition.)
15 by 22 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Cassidy Cook, Stan Laurel’s great-granddaughter
$7,000-9,000
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411

A framed original painting of
a sad clown holding flowers
and a green soft toy, with an inscription on the back that reads
“To Seymour from Red Skelton.” Seymour Berns was the
producer and director of The Red Skelton Show (NBC, 19511971).

A framed canvas painting of a clown
holding a small red top hat signed
illegibly on the bottom left. On verso
is a handwritten inscription in pencil
that reads “To Seymour Berns/ This is
one of my first clowns #22 1949/ Red
Skelton.” Berns was the producer
and director of The Red Skelton Show (NBC, 1951-1971).

RED SKELTON
ORIGINAL PAINTING
GIFTED TO
SEYMOUR BERNS

RED SKELTON ORIGINAL
PAINTING GIFTED TO
SEYMOUR BERNS

13 1/4 by 11 1/4 inches, overall; 6 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches, sight
15 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches, overall; 11 3/4 by 8 3/4 inches, sight
$2,000-4,000
$2,000-4,000

412

RED SKELTON PAINTING AND PRINTS

A painting of a smiling clown wearing a white and orange headpiece signed “Red Skelton 1967” on the bottom right. Together with a
print of artwork done by Skelton of Henri Toulouse-Lautrec from 1972, signed in black pen by Skelton, and a limited edition print of
Skelton next to his Pledge of Allegiance, numbered 202/500.
Largest, 26 1/4 by 32 1/2 inches, framed
$1,000-1,500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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BUSTER KEATON
PERSONALLY OWNED PRINT CIRCA 1950s

A color image depicting an idyllic scene of a Saint Bernard dog,
of kittens, and of young girls. A texturized surface simulates brush
strokes. Printed in lower left corner is “Arthur T. Elsley/ 1907”;
handwritten annotation in black felt-tip ink on the verso reads in
part “Belonged to Buster and Eleanor/ Keaton.” Buster Keaton
famously owned a number of Saint Bernard dogs throughout his
lifetime and was frequently photographed with the breed for
more than 40 years.
Framed, 19 1/4 by 15 3/8 inches; work only, 15 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend,
Bart Williams; Williams then gifted it to current consignor

414

BUSTER KEATON HOUSEWARES

A group of six items: a knife with its leather sheath; a ceramic egg cup from
The Lambs Club, a defunct NYC theatrical organization; a glass ashtray from
the Hollywood Knickerbocker Hotel; a gold-tone corkscrew in the form of a
man (one blue rhinestone “eye” missing); a corkscrew with a Bakelite
handle; and a bottle opener with a faux bone handle. All items are from
among Buster Keaton’s personal property. Included with a handwritten note
reading in part “This knife was Buster Keaton’s Fishing Knife.”
10 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend, Bart
Williams; Williams then gifted it to current consignor
$600-800

$400-600

415

BUSTER KEATON PERSONALLY OWNED COLLECTIBLES

A group of four items from among Buster Keaton’s personal possessions: a green ceramic locomotive planter and a metal
locomotive bank, both in homage to Keaton’s 1926 silent film The General; a metal bookend from the Los Angeles Elks
Club; and a set of porcelain salt and pepper shakers with a gold-painted initial of “K” on each. Included is a handwritten
note stating that Keaton’s mother, Myrna, “liberated” the shakers from the Kyster Hotel in Chicago.
8 by 5 by 4 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend, Bart Williams; Williams then gifted it to current consignor
$600-800
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417

A single gold-tone cufflink, the initials “BK” designed
within a rectangle. From Buster Keaton’s personal
property.

A pair of items: a keychain and money clip combo, stamp on back reads “Sterling/
Mexico,” and a small silver-tone metal whistle. Both items are from Buster Keaton’s
personal property.

3/8 by 3/4 inch

2 inches and smaller

PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s
good friend, Bart Williams; Williams then gifted it to
current consignor

PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend, Bart Williams;
Williams then gifted them to current consignor

BUSTER KEATON “BK” CUFFLINK

BUSTER KEATON KEYCHAIN AND WHISTLE

$600-800
$200-300

418

BUSTER KEATON JEWELRY

A group of items used by Buster Keaton, including an
eight-piece set of black onyx and pearl shirt studs and
cufflinks; a nine-piece set of crystal and blue stone shirt
studs and cufflinks; a gold-tone tie clip with the initial “B”;
a set of crescent-shaped gold-tone cufflinks engraved
“New Moon Xmas 1939”; and six black silk-covered
buttons. Included are three small handwritten notes
explaining the items: The shirt studs were a gift from
Keaton’s widow to one of his friends, the engraved
cufflinks were a gift to Keaton from Jeanette
MacDonald when the two were making their 1940
MGM film New Moon together, and the black
buttons were removed from one of Keaton’s
tuxedo jackets. Also included are a vintage
jewelry box housing the studs and a
decorative small red leather box.
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to
Buster’s good friend, Bart Williams; Williams
then gifted it to current consignor
$600-800
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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BUSTER KEATON ACIER POCKET WATCH

An Acier gunmetal pocket watch with "Reveil Perfectionné"
on the dial, roman chapters and gold-tone scrolled metal
hands, and a subsidiary dial. The maker's stamp is on the
inside of the watch. Attached to a gold-tone chain. Included
with a copy of a 1995 note from Keaton's widow, Eleanor, who
wrote in part "This pocket watch was purchased...by... Buster
Keaton in France...(it) appeared in some of his early films."
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good
friend, Bart Williams; Williams then gifted it to current
consignor
$4,000-6,000
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A set of two identical rectangular-shaped boxes with lids, decorative
beveled sides, used by Buster Keaton to house his cigarettes.

A Starmatic model camera dating from the late 1950s, housed in its
original brown leather field case. Buster Keaton purchased the camera
for personal use when he and his wife, Eleanor, were on a trip. Working
condition unknown.

BUSTER KEATON GLASS CIGARETTE CASES

2 by 5 by 3 inches
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend, Bart
Williams; Williams then gifted them to current consignor
$300-500

BUSTER KEATON KODAK BROWNIE CAMERA

4 by 4 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend, Bart
Williams; Williams then gifted it to current consignor
$300-500

422

BUSTER KEATON
PERSONALLY OWNED BERET

A beret of black wool material, in the
traditional style. Inside label reads “Buster
Keaton.” This is one of the many berets the
actor owned and wore throughout his lifetime.
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to
Buster’s good friend, Bart Williams; Williams
then gifted it to current consignor
$500-700
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423

BUSTER KEATON LIFE MASK

A piece made of cream-colored hard plastic,
replicated from an original clay mask that
would have been molded to Buster Keaton’s
face during his lifetime for makeup
purposes.
Approximately 9 by 6 by 2 inches
$400-600

424

BUSTER KEATON MAKEUP FROM HIS VAUDEVILLE DAYS

A collection of turn-of-the-century stage makeup used by Buster Keaton early in his career,
including rouge, grease paint, face powder, blending powder, and a hairbrush among a
few other items, all mounted within a wooden shadowbox lined with fabric from Keaton’s
Vaudeville days. Additional framed note within case reads in part “A gift from/ Eleanor
Keaton/ To Their Friend/ Bart Williams,” indicating that Williams received this display from
the Keatons when Buster was still alive.
Shadowbox, 12 by 16 by 5 inches
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend, Bart Williams; Williams
then gifted it to current consignor
$1,000-1,500
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426

A pair of Buster Keaton comedy sketches, one a two-page typed
document titled “The Manicurist” and the other a four-page typed
document titled “Camping Out.” Both sketches were conceived of
and typed by Keaton himself in the 1950s, though never realized.

A set of two pages of song lyrics, both on hotel stationery from the St.
Mortiz On-the-Park in New York City, undated but circa 1940s. Penned
in blue ballpoint ink in Buster Keaton’s hand are lyrics to a song titled
“You Made Me Love You,” though it’s not in the same tune as Al
Jolson’s more famous song of the same title. These were likely created
for a stage act.

BUSTER KEATON UNPUBLISHED COMEDY
SKETCHES

BUSTER KEATON HANDWRITTEN SONG LYRICS

11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend,
Bart Williams; Williams then gifted it to current consignor

11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend, Bart
Williams; Williams then gifted it to current consignor

$400-600
$500-700

427

BUSTER KEATON PERSONALLY OWNED COPY OF HIS
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

A first edition of Buster Keaton’s autobiography My Wonderful World of Slapstick, printed
in 1960. Ownership stamp appears on the inside front cover, and a number of the
comedian’s handwritten annotations appear throughout the pages. Folded within is a white
cotton handkerchief embroidered with a “B.” The book is housed in an old rusted film
canister, which is how Keaton kept this evidently special copy of his book. (Please note book
has water damage.)
Book, 8 1/2 by 6 inches; Canister, 10 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good friend, Bart Williams; Williams then
gifted it to current consignor
$600-800
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MOVIE STAR SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS

A small collection of eight photographs, all original prints with a mostly matte finish, most inscribed to “Joe,” who is
Joseph LaShelle, an Academy Award-winning cinematographer. Signees include (in alphabetical order) Adrienne
Ames, Eve Arden, Earl Haley, Edward Everett Horton, Shirley Temple, and Jane Withers, among a couple of other
unknowns. Consigned directly by the grandchildren of Joseph LaShelle.
Mostly 10 by 8 inches
$300-500

429

430

A huge group of approximately 330 slides, all from the private files of
Academy Award-winning cinematographer Joseph LaShelle, ranging
in date from the 1940s to the 1960s, depicting countless location
shots from the numerous films he worked on, some showing film
stars, most showing technicians and equipment or just locales.
Overall, this is a compelling collection showing how films are made.
Consigned directly by LaShelle’s grandchildren.

An original print with a glossy finish depicting the famous
striptease dancer in a provocative pose, signed in black fountain
pen ink on the right side “to Joe-/ Just to/ remind you of/ Lili.”
“Joe” is Academy Award-winning cinematographer Joseph
LaShelle. Photographer’s mark in lower right corner. Consigned
directly by the grandchildren of LaShelle.

JOSEPH LaSHELLE
LARGE COLLECTION OF COLOR SLIDES

LILI ST. CYR SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH BY BERNARD OF HOLLYWOOD

10 by 8 inches
Each Slide, 2 by 2 inches
$500-700
$300-500
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JOSEPH LaSHELLE LARGE
COLLECTION OF BLACK AND
WHITE SET SNAPSHOTS

A group of approximately 130 snapshots, all
original prints with a mostly glossy finish,
ranging in date from the 1930s to the 1960s,
depicting mostly behind-the-scenes shots of
films that Academy Award-winning
cinematographer Joseph LaShelle worked on
over the years. LaShelle himself appears in
many of the shots, as do other technicians,
but a few movie stars can be seen, such as
Tyrone Power, Joan Fontaine, Shirley
MacLaine, and Shirley Temple, among a few
others. Most interesting about these
photographs are the various film sets
depicted as well as all of the equipment and
the personnel it took to make one movie.
Consigned directly by the grandchildren of
LaShelle.
Mostly 4 by 5 inches
$300-500

432

JOSEPH LaSHELLE LARGE
COLLECTION OF BLACK AND
WHITE SET PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of approximately 175 photographs,
all original prints with either a matte or glossy
finish, ranging in date from the 1920s to the
1960s, depicting mostly behind-the-scenes
shots of films that Academy Award-winning
cinematographer Joseph LaShelle worked on
over the years. LaShelle himself appears in
many of the shots, as do other technicians,
but a few movie stars can be seen, such as
Tyrone Power, Shirley Temple (many of her),
Shirley MacLaine, Jack Lemmon, Ernest
Borgnine, Natalie Wood, and many others.
Most interesting about these photographs
are the various film sets depicted as well as all
of the equipment and the personnel it took
to make one movie. Consigned directly by
the grandchildren of LaShelle.
8 by 10 inches
$400-600
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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JOSEPH LaSHELLE
MARTY SCRIPT

A 145-page script from the
1955 United Artists film Marty,
with peach-colored covers;
screenplay by Paddy
Chayefsky, dated “August 16,
1954,” marked “Revised
Screenplay.” Perforated
receipt portion on first page
removed; a few light penciled
annotations throughout.
Consigned directly by the
grandchildren of Joseph
LaShelle, who was director of photography on this multiple
Academy Award-winning film.
11 by 9 by 1 inches

434

JOSEPH LaSHELLE
KISS ME, STUPID
SCRIPT

A 167-page script from the
1964 Lopert Pictures
Corporation film Kiss Me,
Stupid, with light blue covers;
black felt-tip ink ownership
signature on upper middle of
cover; screenplay by Billy
Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond, not
dated, not marked. Numerous
colored script change pages
throughout; other paperwork
related to production added to the back of script like crew
lists and shooting schedules. Consigned directly by the
grandchildren of Joseph LaShelle, who was director of
photography on this film starring Dean Martin and Kim
Novak.

$400-600
11 by 9 by 1 inches
$400-600

435

JOSEPH LaSHELLE THE APARTMENT SCRIPT

A 119-page script from the 1960 United Artists film The Apartment, with light blue covers; ownership signature penned in
blue ballpoint ink on top middle of cover; screenplay by Billy Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond, not dated, not marked. Perforated
receipt portion on first page still intact; a few colored script change pages at end. Four pages of “Shooting Schedules”
variously dated in November 1959 are inserted inside front cover. Consigned directly by the grandchildren of Joseph
LaShelle, who was director of photography on this multiple Academy Award-winning film.
11 by 9 by 1 inches
$500-700
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ACADEMY AWARD
PROGRAMS

A group of five award programs,
from the years 1950, 1960, 1964,
and two from 1967, only given
out to attendees at the Oscar
ceremonies. All are from the
private files of cinematographer
Joseph LaShelle. Consigned
directly by the grandchildren of
LaShelle.
12 by 9 inches
$300-500

437

JOSEPH LaSHELLE AWARDS AND
COLLECTIBLES

A group of four items, all presented to Academy
Award-winning cinematographer Joseph LaShelle,
including a 1961 Limelight Award for The Apartment,
the 1960 United Artists film LaShelle worked on; a
pen holder with a plaque reading in part “Marty,”
referring to the 1955 United Artists film LaShelle
worked on; a metal cigarette box engraved in part
“The Bachelor Party,” the 1957 United Artists film
LaShelle worked on; and a small enamel coaster
featuring an image of George Eastman’s star on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame. Consigned directly
by the grandchildren of LaShelle.
12 by 8 inches and smaller
$400-600

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE RIVER OF NO RETURN
BLACK AND WHITE CONTACT SHEET PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of six rare images, all original prints with a glossy finish; five are contact sheet-sized, and
three of those are still attached; one has been enlarged; all depict Marilyn Monroe and others on
the set of Monroe’s 1954 20th Century Fox film River of No Return. Consigned directly by the
grandchildren of Joseph LaShelle, who was the film’s director of photography and appears in two
of the shots next to Monroe.
8 by 8 inches and smaller
$300-500

439

SHIRLEY TEMPLE POLICE BADGE

A small 1930s-era brass piece engraved
“Shirley/ Temple/ Police” on front and “L.A.
Stay & Sty. Co. L.A. CAL” on back. Consigned
directly by the grandchildren of Joseph
LaShelle, a then camera operator who received
this piece from the child star after the two of
them worked on the 20th Century Fox films
The Little Colonel in 1935 and Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm in 1938.
1 3/4 by 1 1/2 inches
$300-500
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SHIRLEY TEMPLE ACADEMY AWARDS WORN ENSEMBLE

A peach silk chiffon sleeveless dress with pleated skirt, together with a baby pink cropped short-sleeve jacket, worn by
Shirley Temple to the 7th Academy Awards at the Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles on February 27, 1935. No size or maker
labels. Temple received a special Academy Award that year from Irvin S. Cobb for her work in Bright Eyes (Fox, 1934).
Accompanied by a black and white vintage photograph of Temple receiving the award at the event and a certificate of
authenticity signed by Charles Black Jr. for the Shirley Temple Black Family’s Partnership.
$5,000-7,000
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THE WIZARD OF OZ NEVER BEFORE SEEN SET PHOTOGRAPHS WITH NEGATIVES

A pair of original print black and white photographs with a glossy finish taken on the 1939 movie set of The Wizard
of Oz for evident documentation purposes. Each displays two images side by side for a total of four individual
images; all four come with their original square-shaped black and white negatives measuring 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches
(plus three extra showing slightly different angles). Images depict Judy Garland as Dorothy Gale at the Wicked
Witch of the West’s front door and the actress at her vanity table; included with their original envelope date
stamped “Jan 12 1939.” These images offer an amazing “behind the scenes” look at this most famous film.
Consigned directly by the family of the photographer. (Larger images of each are available upon request.)
Photographs, 4 by 5 inches; Negatives, 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches
$500-700

442

THE WIZARD OF OZ
NEVER BEFORE SEEN
SET PHOTOGRAPHS
WITH NEGATIVES

A group of four original print
black and white photographs
with a glossy finish taken on the
1939 movie set of The Wizard of
Oz for evident documentation
purposes. Each displays two
images side by side for a total of eight individual images; four come with their original square-shaped black
and white negatives measuring 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches. All four main actors are seen – Judy Garland as Dorothy
Gale, Bert Lahr as The Cowardly Lion, Ray Bolger as The Scarecrow, and Jack Haley as The Tin Man – as are
crew members on the set as well as the grand arched hallway of the Royal Palace of Oz; included with their
original envelope. These images offer an amazing “behind the scenes” look at this most famous film.
Consigned directly by the family of the photographer. (Larger images of each are available upon request.)
Photographs, 4 by 5 inches; Negatives, 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches
$500-700
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THE WIZARD OF OZ NEVER BEFORE SEEN SET PHOTOGRAPHS
WITH NEGATIVES

A group of four original print black and white photographs with a glossy finish taken on the 1939
movie set of The Wizard of Oz for evident documentation purposes. Each displays two images side
by side for a total of eight individual images; all eight come with their original square-shaped black and
white negatives measuring 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches. Images depict the main stars – Judy Garland as Dorothy
Gale, Ray Bolger as The Scarecrow, Jack Haley as The Tin Man, and Bert Lahr as The Cowardly Lion – and/or
extras and crew members in the “Horse of a Different Color” scene; included with their original envelope date
stamped “Jan 14 1939.” These images offer an amazing “behind the scenes” look at this most famous film. Consigned
directly by the family of the photographer. (Larger images of each are available upon request.)
Photographs, 4 by 5 inches; Negatives, 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches
$500-700

444

THE WIZARD OF OZ NEVER BEFORE SEEN
SET PHOTOGRAPHS WITH NEGATIVES
A group of three original print black and white
photographs with a glossy finish taken on the 1939
movie set of The Wizard of Oz for evident
documentation purposes. Each displays two images side
by side for a total of six individual images; three come
with their original square-shaped black and white
negatives measuring 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches (plus one extra
showing a slightly different angle). All images depict the
four main cast members – Judy Garland as Dorothy
Gale, Ray Bolger as The Scarecrow, Jack Haley as The
Tin Man, and Bert Lahr as The Cowardly Lion – in the
grand hallway of the Royal Palace of Oz as crew
members, film equipment, and sound stages are evident
in the background; included with their original envelope
date stamped “Jan 13 1939.” These images offer an
amazing “behind the scenes” look at this most famous
film. Consigned directly by the family of the
photographer. (Larger images of each are available upon
request.)
Photographs, 4 by 5 inches; Negatives, 2 3/8 by 2 3/8
inches
$400-600
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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THE WIZARD OF OZ NEVER BEFORE SEEN SET PHOTOGRAPHS WITH NEGATIVES

A group of three original print black and white photographs with a glossy finish taken on the 1939 movie set of The Wizard of Oz
for evident documentation purposes. Each displays two images side by side for a total of six individual images; all six come with
their original square-shaped black and white negatives measuring 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches. All images depict various bit players and
extras from the extended beauty parlor sequence. These images offer an amazing “behind the scenes” look at this most famous
film. Consigned directly by the family of the photographer. (Larger images of each are available upon request.)
Photographs, 4 by 5 inches; Negatives, 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches
$300-500

446

THE WIZARD OF OZ NEVER BEFORE SEEN SET PHOTOGRAPHS WITH NEGATIVES

A pair of original print black and white photographs with a glossy finish taken on the 1939 movie set of The Wizard of Oz for
evident documentation purposes. Each displays two images side by side for a total of four individual images; all four come with
their original square-shaped black and white negatives measuring 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches (plus one extra showing a slightly different
angle). Images depict the grand hallway of the Royal Palace of Oz, the four main actors – Judy Garland as Dorothy Gale, Bert Lahr
as The Cowardly Lion, Ray Bolger as The Scarecrow, and Jack Haley as The Tin Man – skipping down the Yellow Brick Road, and
the smoke at the Palace; included with their original envelope. These images offer an amazing “behind the scenes” look at this
most famous film. Consigned directly by the family of the photographer. (Larger images of each are available upon request.)
Photographs, 4 by 5 inches; Negatives, 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches
$300-500
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THE WIZARD OF OZ NEVER BEFORE SEEN 1939 NEGATIVES

A group of seven original square-shaped black and white negatives, each
measuring 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches, taken on the 1939 movie set of The Wizard of
Oz for evident documentation purposes. Three negatives depict crew members standing by the
grand entrance to the Royal Palace of Oz [the massive green archways in the finished film], three
depict crew standing next to film equipment on the set, and one depicts a flying monkey smashing
through a window. These negatives offer an amazing “behind the scenes” look at this most famous
film. Consigned directly by the family of the photographer. (Larger images of each negative are
available upon request.)
2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches (each)
$400-600

448

THE WIZARD OF OZ NEVER BEFORE SEEN 1939 NEGATIVES

A group of six original square-shaped black and white negatives, each measuring 2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches, taken on the 1939 movie set of
The Wizard of Oz for evident documentation purposes. One negative depicts Judy Garland (as Dorothy Gale), Jack Haley (The Tin Man),
Ray Bolger (The Scarecrow), Bert Lahr (The Cowardly Lion), Frank Morgan (The Wizard of Oz et al.), and Oz extras in the “Horse of a
Different Color” scene, one depicts Morgan as The Coachman, two depict the horse, and two depict Morgan with director Victor Fleming;
included with their original envelope. These negatives offer an amazing “behind the scenes” look at this most famous film. Consigned
directly by the family of the photographer. (Larger images of each negative are available upon request.)
2 3/8 by 2 3/8 inches (each)
$300-500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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449

VIVIEN LEIGH GONE WITH THE WIND ANTIQUE BEDFRAME

A circa 1860s two-piece bed set comprising a slightly curved headboard and a matching, separate
footboard along with its two coordinating side rails and two supporting wood beams. A French piece
designed in the Louis XVI manner, made of carved giltwood, its original yellowish-beige handembroidered Chinese silk panels (upholstery) still intact; used as set dressing in character Scarlett
O’Hara’s Atlanta bedroom. This piece is seen in a number of sequences of Gone With the Wind,
most prominently when Rhett Butler (played by Clark Gable) asks O’Hara (played by Vivien Leigh) for
a divorce. According to the current owner, this piece was loaned to David O. Selznick for use in his
now historic 1939 film by a prominent southern California family and then returned to that family.
Decades later, the bed was offered at auction with the provenance being from “an important
California estate” whose owners had Hollywood ties. (Please note the bedding and the mattress are
not included with this lot.)
Headboard, 52 by 60 by 14 inches; Footboard, 27 by 58 by 8 inches
$10,000-20,000
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450

SEATS FROM LOEW’S GRAND THEATRE IN ATLANTA

A set of three connected seats from Loew’s Grand Theatre on Peachtree Street that is now best remembered for hosting the world
premiere of Gone With the Wind on December 15, 1939. Seats have wood arm rests numbered 102, 104 and 106 and iron arms
and legs. A decorative metal panel on the outside of chair 102 indicates it was on the aisle since there is no panel on chair 106.
Current nubby red upholstery dates to the 1970s, the last decade the theatre was in existence before it was destroyed by a fire.
33 by 64 by 20 inches
PROVENANCE From the Herb Bridges “Gone With the Wind” Collection, Christie’s, 2002
$1,000-2,000

451

MARGARET MITCHELL GIFTED
TEACUP AND SAUCER

A pretty, commemorative cup and saucer set made of porcelain
with emerald-green decor that relates to the city of Atlanta. Stamps
on bottom of saucer note in part “City Council Atlanta, G.A.” and
“Wedgwood/ Etruria/ England.” Together with an undated
handwritten note from Sunny L. Lash, Vivien Leigh’s Hollywood
secretary who wrote in part “The cup and saucer was a gift/ from
Margaret Mitchell. She gave/ a dozen to Vivien and a dozen to
me.” Included is a small wood stand on which to display the set.
Teacup, 2 1/4 inches; Saucer, diameter, 5 inches
$300-500
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FRED PARRISH GONE WITH THE WIND
CAMERA USED ON SET

A turn of the 20th century-era, Agfa-brand, large-format 8x10
“accordion fold out” wooden box camera along with its red
shutter release, black cord, and three glass plates; one plate
has two broken pieces and one has a penciled ownership
signature on the frame reading “Parrish,” referencing Selznick
International Pictures Inc. studio photographer Fred Parrish,
who was on the 1939 set taking thousands of still
photographs of the cast, crew and locations, some of which
are offered in this auction. For many years, this camera was on
display at the Atlanta Historical Society (AHS) before it was
returned to Bill Tompkin, a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer archivist
and business partner to Parrish who then gifted it to the
current owner. Included with its wooden packing crate with
labels and annotations from the AHS evident.
16 by 11 by 9 inches
$20,000-25,000
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FRED PARRISH GONE WITH THE WIND
MOSTLY NEVER-BEFORE-SEEN NEGATIVES AND CONTACT SHEETS

A set of two canisters, each housing one extremely long roll of 35mm negatives that resembles a reel of
moving film, depicting hundreds of images from the film. Selznick International Pictures Inc. studio
photographer Fred Parrish was able to get so many shots because he invented a special camera that
would allow 35mm film to be used to take individual still shots. Included are approximately 400 circa 1970s
later-printed contact sheets of those negatives; each sheet has two images (amounting to more than 800
images), and all are behind-the-scenes and candid shots covering many but not all scenes of the 1939
MGM film Gone with the Wind. Many hundreds have never before been seen as they were shot for
Selznick’s own use; a variety show the actors in costume with their family, friends or crew next to them
wearing 1939-era clothing; many depict people associated with the film on the set, such as David O.
Selznick and Victor Fleming plus technicians, crew and extras. Overall, the images are fascinating to look
at now as they almost tell a different story than the one we see up on the screen when watching Gone with
the Wind. Please know the catalogue illustration does not do this lot justice as it is so comprehensive.
Canister, diameter, 4 inches: each contact sheet, 4 by 10 inches
$6,000-8,000
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454

GONE WITH THE WIND MASSIVE COLLECTION OF
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS

A huge assortment of approximately 500 photographs, most with a glossy
finish, mostly shot by Selznick International Pictures Inc. studio photographer
Fred Parrish but printed decades later by either Parrish or by his business
partner, Bill Tompkin, an archivist at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Images are
mostly headshots or staged publicity shots, though there are some behindthe-scenes images as well. Most have been seen before, though there are a
few unusual ones that are rare. Please know the catalogue illustration does
not do justice to this lot.

455

GONE WITH THE WIND LARGE
COLLECTION OF BLACK AND WHITE
SET PHOTOGRAPHS

10 by 8 inches

A huge assortment of approximately 400 photographs, most
with a matte finish, mostly shot by Selznick International
Pictures Inc. studio photographer Fred Parrish but printed
decades later by either Parrish or by his business partner, Bill
Tompkin, an archivist at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Images are
both behind the scenes and in front of the camera. Most
have been seen before, though there are many unusual
ones that are quite rare. Please know the catalogue
illustration does not do justice to this lot.

$2,000-2,500

10 by 8 inches
$1,000-2,000

456

FRED PARRISH PERSONAL COPY OF
GONE WITH THE WIND 16MM FILM

A group of six metal canisters containing six reels of film, Eastman film
stock, 1973 date code, quite faded now. From the personal collection of
Fred Parrish, who was a Selznick International Pictures Inc. still
photographer on the 1939 set of the MGM film Gone with the Wind.
Parrish obtained the film for his personal library in the early 1970s since this
was the only way to see a movie at home before the advent of
videocassette players. Housed in its original cardboard shipping box.
Box, 16 by 16 by 4 inches
$300-500
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GONE WITH THE WIND
PARTIAL SCRIPT

An approximate 110-page script
from the 1939 Metro-GoldwynMayer film Gone with the Wind, all
loose-leaf pages, no covers, no
authorship noted, various dates,
mostly in May and June 1939,
numerous colored script-change
pages throughout, many of which
have handwritten annotations on
them; appears to be a compilation
collected on the set of all the
pages that had been edited and/or
changed. It is unclear if this is the
entire script or just parts of it,
though it does seem to represent a
good portion of the film. (Please
note the pages are in worn and
used condition.)
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$1,000-2,000

458

GONE WITH THE WIND
ORIGINAL HALF SCRIPT

A 79-page script from the 1939 MetroGoldwyn-Mayer film Gone with the
Wind, light blue covers, no authorship
noted, dated “February 27, 1939,”
marked “Shooting Script,” perforated
“receipt portion” on first page removed,
numerous colored script-change pages
throughout. The script covers the
beginning of the film to when Scarlett
happens upon Big Sam in Atlanta and
he tells her unsettling news from Tara.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$600-800
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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GONE WITH THE WIND
ORIGINAL CALL SHEET

A single page, dated “Tues., March 21, 1939,”
director listed as “Victor Fleming,” noting the
main set as “Int. Bazaar – Retakes.” Actors called
to work that day include Vivien Leigh, Olivia de
Havilland, Laura Hope Crews, Clark Gable, Harry
Davenport, Ted Davenport, and their stand-ins.
Verso displays further typed notes relating to the
“Advance Shooting Schedule,” including the
interesting mention of “Aunt Pitty’s Dining Room/
(Ashley’s Xmas Leave).”
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$300-500

460

GONE WITH THE WIND
ORIGINAL CALL SHEET

A single page, dated “Wednesday, March 22nd,”
director listed as “Victor Fleming,” noting the
main set as “Int. Bazaar.” Actors called to work
that day include Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable, Olivia
de Havilland, Laura Hope Crews, Harry
Davenport, Ted Davenport, Wm. McClain, and
their stand-ins. Verso displays further typed notes
relating to the “Advance Shooting Schedule,”
including the interesting mention of “Ext.
Examiner Office (Weather Permitting)/ Playa Del
Rey/ Location.”
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$300-500

461

GONE WITH THE WIND
ORIGINAL CALL SHEET

A single page typed on a Selznick International
Pictures Inc. form, dated “Tues., Mar. 28, 1939,”
director listed as “Victor Fleming,” noting the
main set as “Ext. Atlanta R.R. Station,” though
“Int. Aunt Pitty’s Lower Floor” is also listed. Actors
called to work that day include Vivien Leigh,
Olivia de Havilland, Leslie Howard, Ed Brady,
Roger Gray, Butterfly McQueen, and their standins. Verso displays further typed notes relating to
the “Advance Shooting Schedule” of scenes,
including the Examiner Office, McDonough Road,
Church & Street, and Hospital.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$300-500
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GONE WITH THE WIND
ORIGINAL CALL SHEET

A single page, dated “Tues., Mar. 28, 1939,”
director listed as “Wm. Menzies,” noting the
main set as “Ext. Road to 12 Oaks/ Del Rey Hills.”
Actors called to work that day include the standins only for “Gerald, Mammy, Pork, Scarlett,
Suellen, Careen” plus “4 dogs for O’Hara
Carriage” and “6 Riding Horses” and the like.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$300-500

463

GONE WITH THE WIND
ORIGINAL CALL SHEET

A single page, dated “Sat., April 15, 1939,”
director listed as “Victor Fleming,” noting the
main set as “Int. Hospital (Night Sequence),”
though other sets are listed, such as “Ext.
Barbeque.” Actors called to work that day
include Vivien Leigh, Olivia de Havilland, Cliff
Edwards, Carroll Nye, Rand Brooks, and their
stand-ins. Verso displays further typed notes
relating to the “Advance Shooting Schedule,”
including the interesting mention of “Int.
Melanie’s House (Ku Klux Klan Seq.)”
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$300-500

464

GONE WITH THE WIND
ORIGINAL CALL SHEETS

A set of two pages, dated “Thurs., March 30,
1939,” director listed as “Victor Fleming” and
“Wm. Menzies,” noting the main sets as “Int.
Aunt Pitty’s Lower Floor” and “Ext. Road to 12
Oaks,” among a few other sets. Actors called to
work that day include Vivien Leigh, Butterfly
McQueen, Rand Brooks, Hattie McDaniel, and
their stand-ins. Verso of one only displays further
typed notes relating to the “Advance Shooting
Schedule” of scenes, including the Examiner
Office, Int. Jail, McDonough Road, Church &
Street, and Hospital.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$300-500
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466

GONE WITH THE WIND
ORIGINAL CALL SHEETS

A group of four pages, dated “5/8/39,” no director listed,
noting the sets as “Int. Tara – Lower Floor/ Ext. Tara (40 Acres)/
Ext. Tara – Vegetable Garden, Ruined Grounds/ Ext. Cotton
Patch – Tara.” Actors called to work that day include “Double/
Yankee Cavalryman” and “Walking double/ for Scarlett”
among the character names listed including Mammy, Pork,
Scarlett, Gerald, Prissy, Melanie, Suellen, and Careen.

A set of two pages typed on a Selznick
International Pictures Inc. form, dated
“Monday, June 5, 1939,” director listed as
“Victor Fleming” and “Wood – Menzies,”
noting the main sets as “Int. Lower Floor –
Rhett’s House” and “Ext. Vegetable
Garden, Ext. Roads Near Tara &
Jonesboro, Ext. Tara.” Actors called to
work that day include Vivien Leigh, Clark
Gable, Hattie McDaniel, Cammie King,
Victor Jory, Clarence Muse, Oscar Polk,
and their stand-ins. Verso on one only
displays further typed notes relating to
the “Advance Shooting Schedule,” including the interesting mention of “Rhett
packs and leaves” among a number of other sequences.

11 by 8 1/2 inches

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$300-500

$300-500

465

GONE WITH THE WIND
ORIGINAL CALL SHEETS

467

GONE WITH THE WIND ORIGINAL
CALL SHEET

A single page typed on a Selznick International
Pictures Inc. form, dated “Friday, May 12, 1939,”
director listed as “Sam Wood,” noting the main set
as “Int. Tara (Day).” Actors called to work that day
include Vivien Leigh, Olivia de Havilland, Paul Hurst,
Evelyn Keyes, Ann Rutherford, Oscar Polk, and their
stand-ins. Verso displays further typed notes relating
to the “Advance Shooting Schedule,” including the
interesting mention of “BIG CRANE shot of
Wounded/ at 12:00 Noon, WEATHER PERM.”
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$300-500
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A single page typed on a Selznick International Pictures Inc. form,
dated “Wed., May 17, 1939,” director listed as “Sam Wood,” noting
the main set as “Int. London Hotel Room,” though “Scarlett’s
Bedroom-Rhett’s House” was also used. Actors called to work that day
include Clark Gable, Cammie King, Lillian Kemble-Cooper, welfare
worker, Vivien Leigh, Olivia de Havilland, Hattie McDaniel, and their
stand-ins. Verso displays further typed notes relating to the “Advance
Shooting Schedule,” including the interesting mention of “Int. Rhett’s
House - Dining Room,/ Hall & Bedroom (Row & Rape Seq.)”

A single page typed on a Selznick International Pictures Inc. form,
dated “Wed. June 21, 1939,” director listed as “Victor Fleming,” noting
the main set as “Int. New Orleans Hotel – Living Room of Suite –
Summer 1866,” though other related sets are also listed. Actors called
to work that day include Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable, Thomas Mitchell,
and their stand-ins. Verso displays further typed notes relating to the
“Advance Shooting Schedule,” including the interesting mention of
“Shanty Town – Attack Seq.”

GONE WITH THE WIND ORIGINAL CALL SHEET

GONE WITH THE WIND ORIGINAL CALL SHEET

11 by 8 1/2 inches
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$300-500
$300-500

470

471

A single page typed on a Selznick International Pictures Inc. form,
dated “Sat. June 17, 1939,” director listed as “Victor Fleming,” noting
the main set as “Ext. Tara.” Actors called to work that day include
Vivien Leigh, Thomas Mitchell, Clark Gable, Julie Tuck, Junior Coghlan,
Al Kunde, and their stand-ins. Verso displays further typed notes
relating to the “Advance Shooting Schedule,” including the interesting
mention of “Rhett & Scarlett/ Honeymoon Seq.”
11 by 8 1/2 inches

A single page typed on a Selznick International Pictures Inc. form,
dated “Tues. June 27, 1939,” director listed as “Victor Fleming,” noting
a number of different sets such as “Int. Rhett’s Room/ Ext. Peachtree
Street/ Int. Hall, Scarlett’s Room” and others. Actors called to work that
day include Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable, Leona Roberts, Jane Darwell,
Phyllis Callow, Laura Hope Crews, Cammie King, and their stand-ins.
Verso displays further typed notes relating to more scenes to be shot,
such as “Ext. Melanie’s House” and “Int. Aunt Pitty’s, Lower Floor” and
the like.

$300-500

11 by 8 1/2 inches

GONE WITH THE WIND ORIGINAL CALL SHEET

GONE WITH THE WIND ORIGINAL CALL SHEET

$300-500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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GONE WITH THE WIND MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS

472

GONE WITH THE WIND BLACK AND
WHITE SET PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of six photographs, all original prints with a
glossy finish, three depicting director William Cameron
Menzies and others on the set and three depicting
extras in their street clothes on what seems to be a
Gone with the Wind set.
8 by 10 inches
$300-500

A small group of nine paper items peripherally related to the 1939 film classic
Gone with the Wind: two blank sheets of Selznick International Pictures Inc.
letterhead; an SIP Inc. Inter-Office Communication memo dated “April 27, 1939”
discussing an employee dance; another memo about “Set 61” of Gone with the
Wind; two pages removed from a Gone with the Wind script (the Belle and
Melanie carriage scene); an SIP Inc. Talent Requisition form with penciled
annotations about Gone with the Wind business; a fascinating Atlanta Constitution
newspaper article dated May 28, 1939, relaying a young woman’s story about how
she visited the Gone with the Wind set during filming, this same woman’s thank
you note to Clark Gable, and one small chit noting in part “Good for/ One Lunch.”
Overall, this is unique ephemera related to this most famous film.
11 by 8 1/2 inches and smaller
$300-500

474

THE WOMEN CALL SHEET

A single page typed on a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer form called “Three O’Clock
Report,” dated “June 29, 1939,” for retakes of the Reno Ranch scene in the
1939 film The Women. Actresses called to the set that day were “Miss Shearer,
Miss Russell, Mary Boland, Paulette Goddard” and “Joan Fontaine” plus their
stand-ins. A number of handwritten penciled annotations appear on both front
and back, seemingly about other films. Page has been folded a few times.
14 by 8 1/2 inches
$300-500
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VIVIEN LEIGH SIGNED LETTER TO GEORGE CUKOR

A single sheet of personalized stationery, dated “9th August, 1965,” mostly typed but
with handwritten annotations in blue ballpoint ink reading “My darling George” and
“All my fondest love/ to you always,/ Vivien.” This is a quick note from one friend to
another with Gone with the Wind star Vivien Leigh referencing how she was “reading
both plays/ and film scripts.../ can’t we do/ something together?” matted next to a
black and white image of Leigh as Scarlett O’Hara from Gone with the Wind.
Matted and framed, 16 by 22 inches; letter only, 8 by 5 1/2 inches
$600-800

476

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND SIGNED
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
FROM GONE WITH THE WIND
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1939. An original print with
a glossy finish, depicting a publicity shot of Olivia
de Havilland in costume as Melanie Hamilton
Wilkes, signed in black fountain pen ink on the left
side “Olivia/ de Havilland.” (Please note there are
a few surface dents.)
10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Fred A.
Parrish, still photographer on the 1939 set of Gone
with the Wind
$400-600
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1939. An original print with a glossy finish,
depicting a publicity shot of Evelyn Keyes in costume as Suellen
O’Hara, signed in black fountain pen ink in the lower right corner “For
Fred -/ Oh, my good gracious! See/ what nice things he does for me./
Best wishes/ Evelyn Keyes.” The reference to Fred is Fred A. Parrish,
the still photographer on the set of Gone with the Wind. (Please note
there are a few surface dents, the white margins have been slightly
trimmed, and there are later annotations penned on the verso.)

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1939. An original print with a matte finish,
depicting a publicity shot of Evelyn Keyes in costume as Suellen
O’Hara, signed in black fountain pen ink in the center “To Bill/ From/
Scarlett O’Hara’s Younger Sister/ My Best/ Evelyn Keyes.” (Please
note the surface is somewhat dirtied and slightly creased, the white
margins have been trimmed, and there are later annotations penned
on the verso.)

EVELYN KEYES SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH FROM GONE WITH THE WIND

EVELYN KEYES SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH FROM GONE WITH THE WIND

13 by 10 inches
9 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Fred A. Parrish, still
photographer on the 1939 set of Gone with the Wind

PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bill Tompkin, business partner
of Fred A. Parrish, still photographer on the 1939 set of Gone with
the Wind

$300-500

$300-500
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CAST SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM GONE WITH THE WIND

A group of 10 photographs total, all later prints with a glossy finish,
mostly depicting various actors in either publicity shots or stills from the
1939 MGM film Gone with the Wind, all signed to “Bill” in black felt-tip
ink by (in order of the catalogue illustration) Olivia de Havilland (who plays
Melanie Hamilton Wilkes), Patrick Curtis (Beau Wilkes), John Clark Gable
and Joan Spreckels (Clark Gable’s son and stepdaughter who were not in
the film), Butterfly McQueen (Prissy), Rand Brooks (Charles Hamilton),
Cammie King (Bonnie Blue Butler), Frank Coghlan (collapsing Southern
soldier), Harry Wolf (a camera operator on the crew), Evelyn Keyes
(Suellen O’Hara), and Victor Jory (Jonas Wilkerson). The reference to Bill
is Bill Tompkin, business partner of Fred A. Parrish, the still photographer
on the set of Gone with the Wind.
Mostly 10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bill Tompkin, business partner of
Fred A. Parrish, still photographer on the 1939 set of Gone with the Wind
$500-700

480

CAST SIGNED POSTER
RELATED TO GONE WITH THE WIND

A piece created to commemorate the 1981 reunion at the Atlanta
History Center of actors and others associated with the 1939 MGM
film Gone with the Wind, signed in black felt-tip ink around the
margins by attendees, including Olivia de Havilland, Butterfly
McQueen, Ann Rutherford, Evelyn Keyes, Fred Crane, Cammie King,
Rand Brooks, Mickey Kuhn, Patrick Curtis, and Mary Anderson, among
a few others who were not in the film but who were connected with it
in such capacities as secretaries, artists, and stand-ins.
Framed, 26 by 20 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Fred A. Parrish, still
photographer on the 1939 set of Gone with the Wind
$600-800
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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GONE WITH THE WIND SIGNED AGREEMENT

A six-page employment agreement between Selznick
International Pictures Inc. and Walter Plunkett for Plunkett’s
employment as costume researcher and designer for Gone with
the Wind (Selznick, 1939). The contract is dated November 23,
1936, and signed on the last page by David O. Selznick and
Plunkett. The terms of the contract are from November 23, 1936,
to April 25, 1937, for compensation of $600 a week beginning on
March 1, 1937, with an eight-week guarantee to start and $750
per week beginning on April 26, 1937, on a pro rata basis.
Accompanied by a cover sheet that summarizes the subject,
terms, compensation, and other clauses of the agreement.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$2,000-4,000
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WALTER PLUNKETT
SET OF SIGNED PRINTS FROM GONE WITH THE WIND

A group of six 1970s-era limited edition prints depicting reproductions of Walter Plunkett’s
original costume design sketches from 1939. Five prints show “Scarlett O’Hara,” one shows
“Rhett Butler,” all are penciled on the lower margins “32/1,000 Plunkett,” an extra one has cutouts about Plunkett glued to the verso next to his black felt-tip ink inscription in the upper right
corner reading “Dear Bill -/ What a nice ‘wind’/ to bring us together!/ All best/ wishes,/ Walter
Plunkett.” The reference to Bill is Bill Tompkin, business partner of Fred A. Parrish, the still
photographer on the set of Gone with the Wind.
20 by 16 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bill Tompkin, business partner of Fred A. Parrish, still
photographer on the 1939 set of Gone with the Wind
$800-1,200
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BLACK AND WHITE METROGOLDWYN-MAYER
PHOTOGRAPH

An oversized print with a glossy finish
depicting two film technicians posing with
Leo the Lion in the 1920s. The photograph
was taken by Fred Parrish, who is best
remembered for being the still photographer
on the set of the 1939 MGM film Gone with
the Wind. Parrish printed this image years
later for display purposes.
Matted and framed, 25 by 29 inches; image
only, 16 by 20 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Fred
A. Parrish, still photographer on the 1939 set
of Gone with the Wind
$600-800

484

JOHN GILBERT PAINTING
BY PAUL VON KLIEBEN

An oil on canvas, depicting an excellent likeness of actor John Gilbert,
signed in the lower left corner “Von Klieben,” an artist known for his
celebrity portraits in the 1920s and 1930s until Paul von Klieben met
Walter Knott and became the first art director for Knott’s new project
called Knott’s Berry Farm. This particular painting comes with an
amusing backstory: Gilbert gave the painting to actress Renee Torres as
a breakup present, then it had further adventures from there; those
adventures are outlined in an included folder that contains a black and
white photograph of Torres and another boyfriend.
Framed, 30 by 24 inches; work only, 24 by 17 inches
$600-800
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MOVIE STAR AUTOGRAPHED METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
POSTER

A limited edition poster created in the early 1980s, depicting an image of Leo the Lion set
against a red background, numbered 406/2,000, signed in black felt-tip by actors associated
with the studio including (in alphabetical order) June Allyson, Mary Astor, Lew Ayres, Cyd
Charisse, Linda Christian, Jackie Cooper, Gloria DeHaven, Irene Dunne, Kathryn Grayson,
Virginia Grey, Van Johnson, Fernando Lamas, Peter Lawford, Janet Leigh, June Lockhart,
Vincente Minnelli, Margaret O’Brien, Donald O’Connor, Joe Pasternak, Eleanor Powell,
Luise Rainer, Ann Rutherford, and Esther Williams, among a couple of others.
Framed, 25 by 31 inches
$400-600

486

MGM VINTAGE
SPOTLIGHT AND BASE

An oversized studio spotlight and base custom
made for MGM with “MGM” on both sides of
the spotlight, produced by Mole-Richardson Inc.
in Hollywood, California. Handles on the back of
the spotlight indicate adjustment features for
“spot,” “flood” and “strike.” The base is on
three wheels.
Height, approximately 96 inches
$800-1,200
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LIFE-SIZE BABY ELEPHANT STUFFED ANIMAL

A large, free-standing piece, realistic in its depiction, with synthetic grey fur, white
leather tusks and toe nails, and grey plastic eyes. Together with a rust-colored fringed
silk drape that hangs over the elephant’s back, an ornate bejeweled handmade hat with
two orange pom-poms that rests on the elephant’s head, and an orange-painted
laminate pedestal on which the elephant perches. The elephant appears to be from the
1950s. The current owner relays the story that this elephant was bought decades ago at
Yellow Bird Antiques, a now long-gone shop in Longboat Key, Florida, close to the
Ringling family estate in Sarasota, Florida, where the elephant was said to have been
used to advertise the Ringling Bros. circus. Though there is no indication of this history
now, it is nonetheless a very charming piece weighing approximately 30 pounds. (Please
note some of the hat’s decor is now broken due to age.)
Elephant, 46 by 50 by 19 inches; Wood Pedestal, 20 by 30 by 22 inches
$2,000-2,500
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HARRY HOUDINI SIGNED
AND INSCRIBED
PHOTOGRAPH

A sepia-tone photograph of Harry
Houdini taken at The London
Palladium, signed and inscribed in
blue ink “to my friend Tod Anderson
good luck Houdini June 1 1920.”
10 by 8 inches
$600-800

489

HARRY HOUDINI
IRON CUFFS AND KEYS

A group of five iron cuffs and
three keys owned by Harry
Houdini. The items are framed in
a shadowbox with a signed letter
from Houdini’s brother and
illusionist Theodore Hardeen,
stating that the cuffs are
regulation cuffs and were in the
Houdini collection. The letter is
dated October 14, 1937, and is
on Houdini Show letterhead
announcing that Hardeen
possesses all of the secrets
willed him by his brother, the late
Houdini.
25 1/2 by 28 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 113, “Pop
Culture,” Sale 2179, Christie’s,
New York, June 23, 2009
$8,000-10,000
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LUCKY LUCIANO SIGNED
SILVER CERTIFICATE

A Charles “Lucky” Luciano signed United
States one dollar silver certificate. The
signature was obtained in Naples, Italy,
circa 1955. The bill is signed by the
mobster “Lucky Luciano” on the right
side of the bill below the words “One
Dollar.”
2 3/4 by 6 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 63, “Pop Culture,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number 2012,
June 25, 2008
$1,000-2,000

491

BENJAMIN “BUGSY” SIEGEL
SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH

A black and white photograph of Benjamin
“Bugsy” Siegel signed in black pen “To my
pal Julius Ben.” The photograph is housed
in a frame with a plaque that has Siegel’s
name and dates of birth and death.
23 1/2 by 18 inches, overall; 9 1/2 by 7 1/2
inches, sight
$5,000-7,000
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BELA LUGOSI SIGNED
LETTER WITH PROGRAM

A typed, signed letter on The Leamington Hotel,
Oakland, California, letterhead from Bela Lugosi to
Harold Freeman, vice president and general manager
of the Brandt & Brandt Dramatic Department in New
York. The letter is dated July 12, 1930. Lugosi states
in part “Thank you very much for your kind effort in
suggesting that I play the part in ‘Dracula’ when it is
filmed.” He also adds a postscript with his address in
Hollywood, California, should a character part
suitable to his ability arise. The letter is housed in a
frame with a program from Dracula starring Lugosi at
the Fulton Theater in Oakland beginning July 13,
1930, a day after the letter is written, and a black and
white photograph of a scene from the play.
30 by 16 inches, overall; 10 1/2 by 8 inches, sight
LITERATURE David Skal’s Hollywood Gothic (New
York: Faber and Faber, 1990); and Arthur Lennig’s The
Immortal Count (Lexington: The University Press of
Kentucky, 2003)
$4,000-6,000
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MATA HARI
HANDWRITTEN
LETTER

A four-sided handwritten letter
in French signed by Mata Hari
on Victoria Hotel, Amsterdam,
stationery, dated “30 Nov” but
year unknown. The letter begins
“Mon cher ami” [my dear
friend] and is likely to her lover,
the artist Piet van der Hem. She
chastises him for not having an
exhibition of paintings of her
ready to display, and toward the
end she asks if he would sell his
Louis XVI furniture to her since it
would go well with her interior.
She also states that she will live
in The Hague for a week.
8 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches
$2,000-3,000

494

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
HANDWRITTEN LETTER

A handwritten letter from Rudolph Valentino to
the “Cashier of the 5th Avenue bank, New York
City” on his personal stationery. Valentino has
dated the letter “Hollywood May 17, 1922” on
the top right and signed at the bottom. The
letter is to inform the cashier that “Mlle Natacha
Rambova” is coming to New York for several
months, and he would “appreciate any courtesy
you may extend to this young lady.” Valentino
and Rambova married the following year and
stayed married for two years, until 1925.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$800-1,200
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496

A black and white film still from Casablanca (Warner Bros., 1942) with
Sydney Greenstreet and Ingrid Bergman, signed and inscribed in black
pen “To Bob wishing you the best of everything Sydney.”

A typed, signed letter from Gloria Swanson to Jerry Juroe at
Paramount Pictures Theatres Corp, San Francisco, thanking him
for the pin that arrived with news clippings and his nice letter.
The letter is dated November 12, 1949, and typed on Swanson’s
personal stationery.

SYDNEY GREENSTREET SIGNED
AND INSCRIBED PHOTOGRAPH

GLORIA SWANSON SIGNED LETTER

10 by 8 1/4 inches
10 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches

$200-400
$400-600

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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497

CATHERINE DUNHAM WORN EARRINGS

A pair of simulated diamond and pearl drop clip-on earrings. Worn
by Katherine Dunham in Casbah (Universal, 1948).
Length, 2 inches
PROVENANCE. Lot 384, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the
Vault,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017
$300-500

photo: courtesy of Joseff of Hollywood

498

BELITA WORN EARRINGS

A pair of simulated pearl and diamond clip-on earrings. Worn
by Belita in Suspense (Monogram, 1946).
Length, 1 inch
PROVENANCE. Lot 385, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from
the Vault,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017
$400-600

photo: courtesy of Joseff of Hollywood

499

MAE WEST WORN EARRINGS

A pair of silver-plated clip-on earrings with simulated diamond
and pearl clusters. Worn by Mae West in The Heat’s On
(Columbia, 1943).
PROVENANCE. Lot 407, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from
the Vault,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017
$600-800
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BETTY GRABLE AND OTHERS WORN CHATELAINES

A pair of gold-plated chatelaines, one with simulated diamond and sapphire, the other with simulated
diamond and emerald. All done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique; both with bar pin
closures. One signed “Joseff Hollywood.”
Worn by Betty Grable and June Haver in The Dolly Sisters (20th Century, 1945) and one worn by
Gale Page in a studio publicity portrait used to promote Four Daughters (Warner Bros., 1938).
Length, 6 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 388, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,” Julien’s Auctions, Los
Angeles, November 18, 2017
$800-1,200

501

MARLENE DIETRICH
OWNED BROOCH

A silver and turquoise brooch cast in silver
and anodized silver, with scrolled floral
arms emanating from a central stem with
turquoise beads and a seed pearl to top.
The back has a pin fastener and hook to
hang on a necklace.
2 by 1 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Marlene Dietrich
$600-800
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CARY GRANT SIGNED
PHOTOGRAPH

An original photograph of Cary Grant
signed to Carla Beachcomber “To
Carla Beach, with much aloha! Cary
Grant.” Accompanied by a certificate
of authenticity from Global Authentics.
Unframed, 10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Purchased by the
current owner from the Personal
Collection of Carla Beachcomber
$200-400

503

CARY GRANT SIGNED
PHOTOGRAPH

An original photograph signed by
Cary Grant to Donn Beach, of Don the
Beachcomber fame and considered
the founding father of Tiki culture.
Accompanied by a certificate of
authenticity from Global Authentics.
Framed, 14 by 11 inches; sight, 13 by
10 inches
PROVENANCE Purchased by the
current owner from the Personal
Collection of Carla Beachcomber
$400-600
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AUDREY HEPBURN OWNED
MILTON GREENE
PHOTOGRAPH

A silver gelatin photograph of Audrey
Hepburn taken by Milton Greene in Malibu,
California, in 1953 for the March 1954
publication of LOOK magazine. A Christie’s
stamp and several pencil numbers are on
verso.
7 by 5 inches
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 23, “Audrey
Hepburn: The Personal Collection, Part III,”
Sale 16438, Christie’s, Online, May 2-9, 2018
$800-1,200

505

AUDREY HEPBURN OWNED
MY FAIR LADY PROTOTYPE BLOUSE

A chiffon blouse with Edwardian style high neckline
owned by Audrey Hepburn. The blouse is similar to
the one worn by Hepburn in My Fair Lady (Warner
Bros., 1964) during the “The Rain in Spain” and “I
Could Have Danced All Night” numbers, and is likely
a prototype for the film worn blouses.
The blouse is woven with a silk stripe, with cuffs and
neck trimmed with a ruffle. It has hand-finished
seams with cotton facing on the neck or interior for
rigidity purposes. The blouse is believed to have
been designed by Cecil Beaton, who won an
Academy Award for Best Costume Design for his
work in the film. Accompanied by the original
Christie’s lot tag.
PROVENANCE Lot 175, “Audrey Hepburn:
The Personal Collection,” Sale 14904,
Christie’s, London, September 27, 2017
$3,000-5,000
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A group of four letters, all on Joan Crawford’s famous light blue
personalized notepaper, ranging in date from 1962 to 1974, all to
the same woman, Nadine Edwards. Simple and newsy content,
all signed in blue ballpoint or black felt-tip ink in the lower right
“Joan.” Included with the four original transmittal envelopes.

A group of four letters, all on Joan Crawford’s personalized
notepaper (two different styles), ranging in date from 1936 to 1974,
to various people. All simple and newsy content, all signed in either
black fountain pen or blue ballpoint ink in the lower right “Joan
Crawford.” Included with three original transmittal envelopes, the
ones from 1959, 1964, and 1974.

JOAN CRAWFORD SIGNED LETTERS

JOAN CRAWFORD SIGNED LETTERS

7 by 6 inches
9 3/4 by 6 3/4 inches
$600-800
$600-800

508

LANA TURNER PAINTING

An oil on canvas painting done by actress
Lana Turner. The multicolored scene
depicts a sitting room with fancy iron
chairs, side table with fruit and flowers,
and open shutter windows. Signed by
Turner to the bottom left.
24 1/2 by 28 inches
$1,000-2,000
264
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MASSIVE COLLECTION OF
MOVIE STAR SIGNED LOBBY CARDS

A group of approximately 930 lobby cards, ranging in date from the 1930s to
the 1980s, most from the original run of the films, though a few are from
rereleases. All are later signed (at autograph shows and such) in various types
of ink by a star of the film. Some of the film titles include (in alphabetical order)
Advise and Consent, Airport, All the Fine Young Cannibals, Along the Great
Divide, Anatomy of a Murder, Angel Baby, The Asphalt Jungle, The Bad and
the Beautiful, Bad Day at Black Rock, The Bad Seed, Badlands, Best Years of
Our Lives, Beyond the Valley of the Dolls, Birdman of Alcatraz, Black Mama
White Mama, Bride of Vengeance, Call Northside 777, Camelot, Cape Fear,
Carnal Knowledge, The Carpetbaggers, The Children’s Hour, City That Never
Sleeps, Damn Yankees, Dark City, The Dark Past, Day of the Locust, Death
Wish, Detective Story, Distant Drums, Duel in the Sun, Edge of Doom, Edge of
the City, Elmer Gantry, A Face in the Crowd, A Farewell to Arms, The Furies,
The Gift of Love, The Great Escape, The Great Gatsby, In the Cool of the Day,
Julie, Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye, Leave Her To Heaven, The Longest Day, Lovely
to Look At, The Magnificent Seven, My Sister Eileen, Naked City, Night and the
City, The Outlaw, The Out-of-Towners, Pickup on South Street, The Rose
Tattoo, She Couldn’t Say No, The Shootist, Slaughter on 10th Ave., Somewhere
I’ll Find You, The Sound and the Fury, The Spiral Staircase, The Spirit of St.
Louis, Storm Warning, The Story on Page One, The Strange Love of Martha
Ivers, Strangers When We Meet, The Street with No Name, The Three Faces of
Eve, The Venetian Affair, The Very Thought of You, A Walk in the Sun, and You
Can’t Beat Love, among many others. Some of the signees include (in alphabetical order) Muhammad Ali, Dana Andrews, Fred Astaire,
Lauren Bacall, Anne Baxter, Milton Berle, Ernest Borgnine, Lloyd Bridges, Charles Bronson, Raymond Burr, James Cagney, Cyd Charisse,
Joan Collins, Chuck Connors, Joseph Cotten, Broderick Crawford, James Darren, Doris Day, Yvonne De Carlo, Dom DeLuise, Bruce Dern,
Angie Dickinson, Kirk Douglas, Buddy Ebsen, Tom Ewell, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Nina Foch, Jane Fonda, Joan Fontaine, Glenn Ford, Eva
Gabor, Ava Gardner, James Garner, Paulette Goddard, Farley Granger, Virginia Grey, Pam Grier, Andy Griffith, Eileen Heckart, Charlton
Heston, Celeste Holm, Bob Hope, Rock Hudson, Tab Hunter, Van Johnson, Brian Keith, Gene Kelly, Deborah Kerr, Evelyn Keyes, Dorothy
Lamour, Burt Lancaster, Janet Leigh, Jack Lemmon, Fred MacMurray, Dean Martin, Walter Matthau, Joel McCrea, Roddy McDowall, Ann
Miller, Robert Mitchum, Harry Morgan, Kim Novak, Maureen O’Hara, Gregory Peck, George Peppard, Jean Peters, Vincent Price, Tony
Randall, Lee Remick, Ginger Rogers, Gilbert Roland, Jane Russell, George C. Scott, Randolph Scott, Ann Sothern, Barbara Stanwyck,
James Stewart, Rod Taylor, Gene Tierney, Claire Trevor, Lana Turner, Esther Williams, Shelley Winters, and Loretta Young, among many
others. (A complete listing is available upon request.)
14 by 11 inches
$3,000-5,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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FRED ASTAIRE SIGNED LETTER

A handwritten letter from Fred Astaire to Anne Kramer, signed by Astaire at
the bottom and again on the corresponding original envelope (postmarked
October 1960). The letter mentions a recent trip to Australia where Astaire
was working on location with Anne’s husband, director Stanley Kramer, on
the apocalyptic nuclear war film On the Beach (Kramer, 1959). Matted and
framed together with a photograph of Astaire.
Framed, 18 by 22 inches
$300-500

511

JAMES DEAN PHOTOGRAPH
SIGNED BY ROY SCHATT

A black and white photograph of James
Dean taken by photographer Roy Schatt
circa 1954-1955 and signed in white
marker by the photographer on the
bottom right. Not examined out of
frame.
20 1/2 by 16 1/2 inches, overall; 11 1/2
by 8 1/2 inches, sight
$800-1,200
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LUCILLE BALL
PRESCRIPTION BOTTLE
A prescription medication bottle
with Thrifty Drug Store, Beverly
Hills, label prescribed to Lucille
Morton on May 6, 1988. The
prescription is for Imodium,
prescription number 014890. The
bottle came from the personal
collection of Trudy Arcudi, Lucille
Ball’s private nurse.
Height, 2 1/2 inches
$400-600

513

LUCILLE BALL
WORN BRIDAL CORSET

A vintage ivory corset worn by
Lucille Ball on her second wedding
to Desi Arnaz on June 19, 1949, at
Our Lady of the Valley Church in
Canoga Park, California. No size or
maker labels. Accompanied by a
certificate of authenticity signed
by Ball and Arnaz’s daughter,
Lucie Arnaz Luckinbill.
$800-1,200

514

LUCILLE BALL COSTUME
DESIGN BY ELOIS JENSSEN

A pen and gouache on artist vellum paper
costume design of Lucille Ball for I Love Lucy
(CBS, 1951-1957) by the show’s costume
designer, Elois Jenssen. The sketch shows Ball
wearing a bronzed yellow off-the-shoulder
dress.
19 by 11 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Elois
Jenssen
$600-800
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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GLENN FORD THE LADY IN QUESTION WORN SUIT

A two-piece tweed suit with unique geometric pattern and subtle colorful flecks throughout
worn by Glenn Ford in The Lady in Question (Columbia, 1940). A Western Costume
Hollywood label within the jacket reads “No. 25263” and “Glenn Ford Chest 39 1/2.” A
Western Costume label is present in the trousers with very faded writing. The trousers
additionally have a stamp that reads “H#200 Double.” Accompanied by a vintage keybook
photograph of Ford, Evelyn Keyes, Irene Rich, and Brian Aherne from a scene in the film
that shows Ford wearing the suit. Ford has also been photographed wearing the suit while
on set with Rita Hayworth.
$800-1,200

516

THE MARK OF ZORRO GUARD
WORN JACKET

A red and blue military jacket with tailcoats
and a “Z” cutout on the front, worn by one of
the guards in The Mark of Zorro (20th Century,
1940). A Western Costume Company label
within reads “No. 2490-1/ Mex Lancers/ Chest
46.” The jacket has a red padded decoration
on the epaulet with a white stripe.
Accompanied by a copy of the film.
$800-1,200
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GUY WILLIAMS
SCREEN USED AND SIGNED RAPIER

A silver-tone rapier from the television program Zorro (ABC, 19571959) signed “Best wishes Guy Williams ‘Zorro.’“ A label affixed to
the hilt reads “Zorro Prop Dept: Z-4613 Walt Disney Productions.”
Some distress from age and screen use. Zorro used his trusty sword
to slash a “Z,” marking his avenging presence. The sword was
personally given to a member of the production staff by Williams,
who played the character of Zorro. The sword was used in 20 to 25
episodes of the television program. Accompanied by a copy of a
letter of authenticity from a Disney Studios employee who worked
on the production of the program and befriended Williams.
Approximately 40 inches
$4,000-6,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES TEN
COMMANDMENTS MEN’S
WARDROBE SIGN

A thin, hard piece of plywood painted brick red
with white lettering noting useful information for
the cast and crew of the 1956 epic film The Ten
Commandments. The sign was obtained on the
Paramount lot circa 1972 by a young production
assistant when he saw that it was slated for the
trash bin. (Please note there is wear evident due
to use and age.)

519

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS MOSES SKETCH PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of eight costume sketch photographs produced by MGM and given to jewelry
designer Albert Grumes to create jewelry for the film The Ten Commandments
(Paramount, 1956). The Arnold Friberg and Dorothy Jeakins costume designs for the
character Moses, played by Charlton Heston, were photographed by the studio and
distributed to the creative department. Stamped on verso by the Paramount Research
Department with other notes. Special thanks to Randall Thropp and Jaci Rohr at
Paramount Pictures for verifying these items.
$1,000-2,000

24 by 20 inches
$500-700

520

DEBRA PAGET THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS
COSTUME PHOTOGRAPH

A set of eight vintage black and white
photographs of Debra Paget in
costume #4 for her role as Lilia in the
film The Ten Commandments
(Paramount, 1956). These
photographs were made by the
studio and given to jewelry designer
Albert Grumes to create jewelry for
the costume. The photographs are
stamped on verso “Mar 18 1955.”
5 by 4 inches
$1,000-2,000
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CECIL B. DeMILLE
SIGNED LETTER

A typed, signed letter from Cecil B.
DeMille to Jerry Juroe at Films
Paramount, France, thanking Juroe for
sending him the March 1957 issue of
the UNESCO Courier, which brought
back memories of their stay in the
Monastery of the Burning Bush. The
letter is dated May 5, 1958, and is
typed on Paramount Pictures
Corporation West Coast Studios
letterhead and containing an
additional Office of Cecil B. DeMille
stamp below that states “Current
Production ‘The Ten Commandments.’
“ Accompanied by a vintage
photograph of DeMille on set.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$400-600

522

CLEOPATRA ORIGINAL SCRIPT

An original shooting script from Cleopatra (20th Century, 1963) with a red cover that bears the film title and the date “15th July 1960.” The script is
hand numbered “55” on the title page and is 147 pages in total. A typed note on the last page from first director Rouben Mamoulian reads
“Note: The dialogue in several scenes of the script including that of the last sequence has to be improved. -R.M.” Mamoulian was originally hired
to direct the film, but in January 1961 Elizabeth Taylor, the star of the film, became ill and production was shut down. Production had taken over
four months and cost more than $7 million by then. 20th Century Fox was reimbursed by the insurance company and Mamoulian was fired.
Cleopatra ended up costing $31 million and became the most expensive film ever produced at the time.
11 by 8 3/4 inches
$800-1,200
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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ANDY WARHOL SIGNED
ELIZABETH TAYLOR POSTER

A poster of Elizabeth Taylor from the Andy Warhol et le Pop Art
show at the Jeannie Abeille Galerie in Toulouse, France, from
January 29 to March 4, 1975, signed in black marker by Warhol.
Accompanied by the original packing tube in which Warhol
mailed the poster, with his return address in New York City and
the postmark.

524

ANDY WARHOL SIGNED POSTER

An exhibition poster for Andy Warhol’s The American Indian Series in
1976, signed in black marker by Warhol. Warhol has additionally
drawn a river above his signature. For the series, Warhol painted 18
different portraits of Native American activist Russell Means, one of
the leaders of the Wounded Knee incident in 1973. The poster was
commissioned by Ace Gallery in Los Angeles.
50 by 35 inches

25 by 17 1/4 inches
$2,000-3,000
$2,000-3,000
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526

A French linen-backed poster for the 9th International Cannes Film
Festival, April 10-24, 1956. The flags of several countries are featured
over the block letters, including those of the United States, Great
Britain, and Sweden. The artist Marcel Huet is credited on the lower
right, and “Printed in France” is also noted.

A limited edition “Lorraine” serigraph from 1981, signed by artist Patrick
Nagel on the bottom right and numbered 69/250. The print is marked
“1981 Mirage Editions.”
25 by 17 inches

50 by 23 inches

$800-1,200

1956 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL POSTER

PATRICK NAGEL SIGNED SERIGRAPH

$400-600
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527

TONY CURTIS SIGNED COLLAGE ARTWORK

A multimedia on canvas work rendered by Tony Curtis in the early 1990s, depicting a central photographic
image of Curtis himself titled “Little Angel!” and signed in the lower right corner “Tony Curtis.”
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Tony Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch
Matted and framed, 35 by 28 inches; work only, 28 by 21 inches
$1,000-1,500
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529

An acrylic on canvas painting rendered by Tony Curtis in the early
1990s, depicting an abstract still life titled “Patterns,” signed in the
lower right corner “Tony Curtis.”

An acrylic on canvas painting rendered by Tony Curtis in the
early 1990s, depicting an abstract still life titled “Nap Time,”
signed in the lower right corner “Tony Curtis.”

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Tony Curtis’ fifth
wife, Lisa Deutsch

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Tony Curtis’ fifth
wife, Lisa Deutsch

36 by 24 inches

36 by 24 inches

$1,000-1,500

$1,000-1,500

TONY CURTIS SIGNED PAINTING

TONY CURTIS SIGNED PAINTING
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531

An acrylic on canvas painting rendered by Tony Curtis in the
early 1990s, depicting an abstract still life, signed in the lower
right corner “Tony Curtis” and further signed in black felt-tip
ink on the verso “Elaine Warren/ with Love/ Tony Lisa.”

An acrylic on canvas painting rendered by Tony Curtis in the early
1990s, depicting an abstract still life, signed in the lower right corner
“Tony Curtis” and further signed in blue acrylic paint on the verso
“Tony/ Loves/ Lisa.”

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Tony Curtis’
fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Tony Curtis’ fifth wife,
Lisa Deutsch

Framed, 40 1/2 by 28 1/2 inches; work only, 36 by 24 inches

40 by 30 inches

$1,000-1,500

$1,000-1,500

TONY CURTIS TWICE-SIGNED PAINTING
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TONY CURTIS TWICE-SIGNED PAINTING

532

TONY CURTIS SIGNED PAINTING

An acrylic on canvas painting rendered by Tony Curtis in the early 1990s, depicting an abstract still life
titled “The Bust,” signed in the lower right corner “Tony Curtis.”
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Tony Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch
36 by 24 inches
$1,000-1,500
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533

TONY CURTIS SIGNED PAINTING

An acrylic on canvas painting rendered by
Tony Curtis in the early 1990s, depicting an
abstract still life titled “Blue Cat,” signed in
the lower right corner “Tony Curtis.”

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection
of Tony Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch
30 by 24 inches
$1,000-1,500

534

TONY CURTIS SIGNED PAINTING

An acrylic on canvas painting rendered by Tony
Curtis in the early 1990s, depicting an abstract still
life titled “Red,” signed in the lower right corner
“Tony Curtis.”
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of
Tony Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch
36 by 24 inches
$1,000-1,500
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TONY CURTIS SET OF SIGNED
NUDE DRAWINGS

A pair of rust-colored pastel on paper drawings
rendered by Tony Curtis in 1993. Both preliminary
sketches depict Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch.
Both are signed in black felt-tip ink in the lower
right corners “Tony Curtis.”
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of
Tony Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch
11 by 16 1/2 inches
$300-500

536

TONY CURTIS SET OF SIGNED
NUDE DRAWINGS

A pair of rust-colored pastel on paper drawings
rendered by Tony Curtis in 1993. Both preliminary
sketches depict Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch.
Both are signed in black felt-tip ink in the lower
margins “Tony Curtis.”
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of
Tony Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch
11 by 16 1/2 inches
$300-500
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538

A group of four black or blue felt-tip ink on paper sketches
rendered by Tony Curtis in 1994. Three are preliminary drawings
of hands and one is a still life; two have further annotations on
the lower margins reading in part “the Mansion” (referring to
Hugh Hefner’s Playboy Mansion in the Holmby Hills section of
Los Angeles). All are signed in black or blue felt-tip ink in the
lower right corners “Tony Curtis.” (Please note there is slight
water damage on the lower margins of all.)

A group of four black felt-tip ink on paper sketches rendered by
Tony Curtis in the early 1990s. All are preliminary drawings of
still lifes, all signed in black felt-tip ink in the lower right corners
“Tony Curtis.” (Please note there is slight water damage on the
lower margins of all.)

TONY CURTIS GROUP OF SIGNED SKETCHES

TONY CURTIS GROUP OF SIGNED SKETCHES

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Tony Curtis’
fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Tony Curtis’
fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch

12 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches
$400-600

12 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches
$400-600

539

TONY CURTIS GROUP OF SIGNED
SKETCHES

A group of four black felt-tip ink on paper sketches
rendered by Tony Curtis in the early 1990s. All
preliminary drawings are of still lifes, three further
annotated in the lower left corner “La,” one noting
“Bali.” All are signed in black felt-tip ink in the lower
right corners “Tony Curtis.” (Please note there is
slight water damage on the lower margins of all.)
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of
Tony Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch
12 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches
$400-600
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TONY CURTIS SIGNED SHADOWBOX COLLAGES

A pair of multimedia shadowboxes with a female face as the central image of both, rendered by Tony Curtis possibly
in 1959 (as indicated on the verso of the larger one). Signed in blue paint or ink on the versos “Tony Curtis.”
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Tony Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch
10 1/4 by 7 3/4 by 2 1/4 inches and smaller
$1,000-1,500

541

TONY CURTIS MEDICAL ID CARDS

A group of eight medical ID cards, dating from
1993 to 1995, from various institutions such as
the Screen Actors Guild, AFTRA, Delta Dental,
and Blue Cross, all showing Tony Curtis’ name
on the front.

PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of
Tony Curtis’ fifth wife, Lisa Deutsch
2 by 3 1/2 inches
$400-600
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MANFRED KREINER GERMAN
IDENTIFICATION CARDS AND LICENSES

A group of five identification cards and driver’s licenses issued to
Manfred Kreiner: one from 1944 with Nazi emblem on the cover; a
student ID from the academy of visual art in Vienna from 1943; a
Viennese driver’s license from 1951; a United States International
Driving Permit from May 1965; and an Austrian identity card from 1947.
Largest, 6 1/4 by 4 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$300-500

543

HENRY MILLER PHOTOGRAPHS AND SLIDES

A group of 31 black and white photographs of author and artist Henry
Miller taken by Manfred Kreiner. Fifteen of the photographs are on
boards. Accompanied by five slides and two stylized silkscreen portraits
that read “Manfred Linus The Artist As Photographer.” Some of the
photographs have the photographer’s stamp on verso. Some of the
photographs are duplicates.
13 1/4 by 9 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$600-800
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MANFRED KREINER
SLIDE CAROUSELS

A pair of slide carousels. One is housed in a box
labeled “Phoenicia/ Bermuda/ DBCC -BW
[illegible]/ edit: 2000.” Images appear to be of a
resort (approximately 50 slides). The other
carousel is housed in a box labeled “edit 2000/
Mostly/ Outtakes.” These images are primarily
nature photographs and of several unidentified
models posing in bikinis (approximately 70
slides).
Boxes, 10 by 10 by 2 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$600-800

545

MANFRED KREINER
SLIDE CAROUSELS

A pair of slide carousels. One is housed in a
box labeled “2000 BN-Show” including
models, nature images, and a rocket launch
(approximately 20 slides). The other carousel is
labeled “Best/ Shots/ edit 2000.” These images
are all nature photographs (approximately 30
slides).
Boxes, 10 by 10 by 2 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$600-800

546

MANFRED KREINER
SLIDE CAROUSELS

A group of three slide carousels: one housed in
a box labeled “Manfred/Linos/Presentation”
(approximately 60 slides); one labeled “Arizona”
featuring images of wildlife (approximately 20
slides); and one labeled “Chassahowitzka der
[illegible] River 90 Originals von S.R. Wallace
text liegt bei 4.Okt.1981” (approximately 35
slides). The slides are primarily marked
“Kodachrome Film/ Kodalux/Processing
Services.”
Boxes, 10 by 10 by 2 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$600-800
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MUHAMMAD ALI 1980 NEGATIVES AND
CONTACT SHEETS WITH COPYRIGHT

A pair of contact sheets, one set marked in red grease pencil with
more than 55 black and white negatives of Muhammad Ali training
in 1980. Taken by photographer Manfred Kreiner. Accompanied by
two large negatives of Ali speaking to reporters and a color slide
of one of these images.
The black and white negatives are sold with copyright.
Contact sheets, 11 by 8 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$800-1,200

548

FRANK SINATRA AND LOUIS ARMSTRONG NEGATIVES
AND CONTACT SHEETS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of Frank Sinatra black and white negatives and two identical contact sheets taken
at John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York. The photographs are believed to
have been taken in 1962. The contact sheets have the photographer’s stamp on verso. A
group of black and white negatives show Louis Armstrong at an unknown event, believed
to have been in New Jersey. Approximately nine negatives include Armstrong.
The negatives are sold with copyright.
Contact sheets, 11 by 8 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$800-1,200
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KIRK DOUGLAS AND ERROL FLYNN NEGATIVES
AND CONTACT SHEETS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of three strips of black and white negatives of photographs of Kirk
Douglas (approximately 14 images) and a group of black and white negatives
from the 1958 premiere of the film The Roots of Heaven (20th Century, 1958) that
starred Errol Flynn. Also featured in the images are Juliette Gréco and other members
of the production. Accompanied by three contact sheets with photographer’s stamp on
verso (approximately 10 images include Flynn).
The negatives are sold with copyright.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-2,000

550

GRACE KELLY AND GLORIA SWANSON NEGATIVES
AND CONTACT SHEETS WITH COPYRIGHT
A group of Princess Grace of Monaco black and white negatives and
contact sheets taken in 1958 on a visit to the United States, many with
her husband, Prince Rainier. The negatives and photographs
include additional images of an unknown performance. More
than 50 negatives include images of Princess Grace. Three of
the contact sheets are stamped with the photographer’s stamp.
With a strip of four black and white negatives of Gloria Swanson at
an unknown Broadway premiere.
The negatives are sold with copyright.
Contact sheets, 10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,500-3,000
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MANFRED KREINER NEGATIVES
OF EVENTS, WITH COPYRIGHT

A collection of envelopes containing negatives, contact sheets, and
prints taken by Manfred Kreiner. Includes: a folder labeled “Triumph
in New York” featuring a fashion show (11 contact sheets and 11
sleeves of negatives); photographs taken on the set of Big Country
(UA, 1958) starring Gregory Peck and Jean Simmons (12 contact
sheets, 2 partial contact sheets, 18 sleeves of negatives); photographs
taken at the premiere of Big Country (3 contact sheets, 2 sleeves of
negatives); an envelope labeled “Saigon before the fall” containing
22 prints; photographs taken at the 1960 Winter Olympics (7 contact
sheets, 20 strips of negatives); an envelope labeled “Broadway Shell/Cooper” and dated 1959 (5 contact sheets, 3 sleeves of
negatives); envelope labeled “1958 - Naked Maja Publicity Stunt” (11
contact sheets, 8 sleeves of negatives); envelope labeled “Tickertape
Parade for DeGaulle” and “Tony Perkins - Broadway” (3 contact
sheets, 4 sleeves of negatives); envelope labeled “Largo Strippers” (5 contact sheets, 5 sleeves of negatives); an envelope marked “Off Broadway
Che Guevara - Play. N.Y.C.” (2 contact sheets, 8 sleeves of negatives); an envelope marked “Quick Redo” that may have been taken at Quick
magazine (2 contact sheets, 2 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “Negatives to Print” (2 contact sheets, 2 sleeves of negatives); an
envelope labeled “Models German” (1 contact sheet, 10 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled ‘’ ‘Bormann’ in Venezuela” (18 contact sheets,
4 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “Gaslite 62 5th Avenue” (1 contact sheet, 4 sleeves of negatives, 2 small sheets of notes); an
envelope labeled “Naked Venus” (2 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “58 - Premiere Certain Smile” (2 contact sheets, 3 sleeves of
negatives); an envelope labeled “58 Premieres Bravados - The Hunters” (3 contact sheets, 3 sleeves of negatives, press release and celebrity list);
an envelope containing photographs from unknown events (16 contact sheets, 20 sleeves of negatives); and 11 sleeves of negatives taken by
photographer Dennis Brock (copyright not included).
The negatives are sold with copyright.
Sizes vary. Envelopes, approximately 13 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-2,000
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MANFRED KREINER NEGATIVES INCLUDING
LUMINARIES, PREMIERES, ACTRESSES AND
MODELS, WITH COPYRIGHT

A collection of envelopes containing negatives, contact sheets, and prints
taken by Manfred Kreiner. Includes: an envelope labeled “Erika Peters
Christmas in Hollywood 1959” (5 contact sheets, 5 sleeves of negatives);
two envelopes relating to Caterina Valente (10 contact sheets, 12 sleeves
of negatives); an envelope labeled “June 1962 Romy Schneider” (7 contact
sheets, 11 slides, 9 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “Rita Thiel”
(16 contact sheets); an envelope labeled “1963 Elke Sommer” (7 contact
sheets, 7 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “1959 Ruth Henderson
(Germans in America)” (9 contact sheets, 7 sleeves of negatives); an
envelope labeled “59 Laya Raki” (6 contact sheets, 8 sleeves of negatives
with 4 contact sheets of an unknown man); an envelope labeled “59 - Tanya
Velia” (3 contact sheets, 2 sleeves of negatives, one newspaper clipping);
envelope labeled “1972 Rose Crawford” (8 contact sheets, 4 sleeves of
negatives); an envelope labeled “Gila Golan” (9 sleeves of negatives); an
envelope labeled “61 Dorothy McGowan” (10 contact sheets, 7 sleeves of
negatives); an envelope labeled “Jane - Heinz Nouhuys” (3 contact sheets,
3 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “71 Jeanne King” (1 print, 2 contact sheets, 2 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “67
*Roberta Scott” (16 contact sheets, 15 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “Willy Brandt” (1 contact sheet, 1 sleeve of negatives, 1 slide);
an envelope labeled “Renee Pasquay” (2 contact sheets, 2 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “59 Sigrid Maier” (5 contact sheets, 4
sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “Princess Margaret - Tony/ Honeymoon” (13 contact sheets, 16 sleeves of negatives); an envelope
labeled “Madame Rubenstein” (19 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “62 Michi” (5 contact sheets, 11 sleeves of negatives); an envelope
labeled “59 Horst Buchholz” (11 contact sheets, 12 sleeves of negatives); and an envelope labeled “58 on Board Nautilus” (3 contact sheets).
The negatives are sold with copyright.
Sizes vary. Envelopes, approximately 13 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-2,000
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MANFRED KREINER NEGATIVES INCLUDING
POLITICIANS, ACTORS AND LUMINARIES,
WITH COPYRIGHT

A collection of envelopes containing negatives, contact sheets, and
slides taken by Manfred Kreiner. Includes: an envelope labeled “62
Roosevelt Funeral” taken at the funeral of Eleanor Roosevelt that
includes photographs of President John F. Kennedy and wife
Jacqueline (2 contact sheets, 3 sleeves of negatives); an envelope
labeled “1958 Bob Hope Party NYC” (5 contact sheets, 4 sleeves of
negatives); an envelope labeled “Taunus - Queen Frederica” (5
contact sheets, 4 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “71
Walter Hayland” (2 contact sheets, 2 sleeves of negatives); an
envelope labeled “1972 [John] Goddard” (3 contact sheets, 2 sheets
of negatives); an envelope labeled “Arnold Merz” (2 contact sheets, 2
sleeves of negatives, and a note in German); an envelope labeled
“Trip with Nixon August 1968” (4 contact sheets, 2 sleeves of
negatives, 5 slides); an envelope labeled “Dr. Deuson Gerbe” (1
contact sheet, 1 sleeve of negatives); an envelope labeled “60 Charlie
Kaufmann” (7 contact sheets, 6 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “59 Ben Gazarra” (6 contact sheets, 6 sleeves of negatives); an
envelope labeled “Rossmeisl Story” (9 contact sheets, 7 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “To be printed: x-mas Kizbubel” (2 contact
sheets, 2 sleeves of negatives); an envelope labeled “59 (2) USA Trip Khrushchev” (7 sleeves of negatives, 3 slides, a guest list); and an envelope
labeled “60 Khruschevs - TV [illegible] (2 contact sheets, 1 sleeve of negatives).
The negatives are sold with copyright.
Sizes vary. Envelopes, approximately 13 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-2,000
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MANFRED KREINER PHOTOGRAPHS
ASSOCIATED WITH CHARLES MANSON WITH
COPYRIGHT

A group of more than 450 black and white negatives taken by Manfred
Kreiner investigating the sites relating to Charles Manson and his
followers’ murders. Accompanied by copyright. It is believed these
photographs were taken in 1970. They include images taken outside of
10050 Cielo Drive at the home where Sharon Tate was murdered;
photographs of Barker Ranch, where the Manson “Family” lived; and
photographs outside Gary Hinman’s home in Topanga Canyon,
California. Accompanied by a typewritten page of information about
the negatives written in German. A group of negatives taken on an
unknown beach are also included in this collection.
The negatives are sold with copyright.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,500-3,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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ANGIE DICKINSON AND HENRY FONDA NEGATIVES
WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of negatives of Angie Dickinson and one negative of Henry Fonda taken
by Manfred Kreiner. Sold with copyright. The Dickinson photographs are believed
to have been taken in 1963. Accompanied by a contact sheet containing more
than 30 images of Dickinson.
Contact sheet, 11 by 8 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$800-1,200

556

MANFRED KREINER ASSORTED
MOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of nine black and white photographs mounted on
foam core board including a photograph of Richard Nixon,
two images of Melvin Belli, and unknown models.
Accompanied by a vintage image of a couple marked on
verso “Frau Karolina Herpich” and “Martin Herpich”; one
photograph of Marilyn Monroe exiting a plane stamped on
verso with photographer’s stamp; and a group of 13 various
black and white photographs.
Sizes vary. Largest, 8 1/2 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$800-1,200
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MANFRED KREINER
ASSORTED STAMPED OR
SIGNED PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of nine black and white
photographs by Manfred Kreiner of Marilyn
Monroe (2), Sophia Loren, Richard Nixon,
Henry Miller, Ursula Andress, and Michele
Mercier, among others, and one unsigned
unstamped photograph of Clark Gable. Six
of these photographs are mounted to board
or paper. Accompanied by five modern
prints and one print on paper.
Largest, 11 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$600-800

558

MANFRED KREINER NEGATIVES OF SOPHIA
LOREN, JAYNE MANSFIELD, DIANA DORS,
AND OTHERS INCLUDING COPYRIGHT
A collection of black and white negatives of Sophia Loren and Tab
Hunter on the set of That Kind of Woman (Paramount, 1959) with 13
contact sheets and two slides (more than 50 images of Loren); a
group of black and white portrait photographs of Ursula Andress
with two contact sheets; a group of black and white negatives and
contact sheets (three unduplicated) of Jayne Mansfield; a group of
Diana Dors black and white negatives and contact sheets (2) taken
on the set of The Steve Allen Show in 1958; a group of black and
white negatives and contact sheets (4) of Abbe Lane during a 1958
performance; a group of black and white negatives and contact
sheets taken at the Playboy Club in Jamaica, 1971 (11 contact
sheets); and a group of negatives and two contact sheets in an
envelope marked “July 16 - 1956/ Miss Universe Contest/ Roof of
Plaza/ Sophia Loren - Central Park.”
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-2,000
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JACQUELINE KENNEDY ONASSIS SLIDES

A group of six black and white slides of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis taken by
Manfred Kreiner, including two identical images of Kennedy in a crowd.
Copyright is not included with slides.

560

JACQUELINE KENNEDY ONASSIS
SLIDES

A group of four black and white slides of Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis taken by Manfred Kreiner. Copyright
is not included with slides.

Each, 2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$400-600

Each, 2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$300-500

561

PRESIDENT JOHN F.
KENNEDY SLIDES

A group of three unique and a pair of
duplicate black and white slides of
President John F. Kennedy taken by
Manfred Kreiner. Copyright is not
included with slides.
Each, 2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$400-600
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PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY
SLIDES
A group of four black and white slides of
President John F. Kennedy taken by Manfred
Kreiner. Copyright is not included with slides.
Each, 2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$400-600

563

JOHN F. KENNEDY, JACQUELINE
KENNEDY, AND SHAH AND
EMPRESS OF IRAN NEGATIVES
WITH COPYRIGHT
A group of five sleeves of multiple black and
white negatives of the Shah and Empress of Iran
(Farah Pahlavi) with President John F. Kennedy
and wife Jacqueline during a state visit to
Washington in 1962. The photographs were
taken by Manfred Kreiner and are accompanied
by copyright. Also present are three contact
sheets.
Contact sheets, 11 by 8 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$1,000-2,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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564

JOHN F. KENNEDY AND
JACQUELINE KENNEDY
PHOTOGRAPHS BY
MANFRED KREINER

A group of 14 unique black and white
photographs of John F. Kennedy and wife
Jacqueline, taken by Manfred Kreiner in
New York City and Venezuela circa 1960 and
1962. Accompanied by 12 duplicate prints
of some of these photographs. Some of the
photographs have Kreiner’s notes or stamps
on verso, five are mounted to foam core
board, and one is signed.
Sizes vary. Largest, 11 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$2,000-4,000

565

JOHN F. KENNEDY AND JACQUELINE
KENNEDY PHOTOGRAPHS BY
MANFRED KREINER

A group of nine unique black and white and three color
photographs of John F. Kennedy and wife Jacqueline,
taken by Manfred Kreiner, with five duplicate prints of
some of these photographs. Accompanied by a pair of
photographs showing Kreiner in The Oval Office
photographing President Kennedy. Seven of these
images are mounted to board; some of the images have
photographer’s stamps or snipes on verso.
Sizes vary. Largest, 11 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$2,000-4,000
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566

JOHN F. KENNEDY AND ROBERT KENNEDY FUNERAL NEGATIVES OF
PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BY MANFRED KREINER WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of three envelopes containing 15 contact sheets, 21 sleeves of negatives, together with approximately seven sheets of
negatives of Manfred Kreiner photographs taken at John F. Kennedy’s inauguration, at the funeral of Robert Kennedy, and from
a meeting of JFK with ambassadors in Washington, D.C. Accompanied by copyright.
Largest envelope, 9 3/4 by 13 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$2,000-4,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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567

JOHN F. KENNEDY AND JACQUELINE KENNEDY NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of three envelopes containing approximately 34 contact sheets and 30 sleeves of negatives of images taken by Manfred Kreiner of John
F. Kennedy and wife Jacqueline. Accompanied by copyright. The photographs were taken during the Kennedys’ trips to South American countries
and during the Cuban Missile Crisis.
The negatives are sold with copyright.
Largest envelope, 10 by 13 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$2,000-4,000
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568

JOHN F. KENNEDY AND JACQUELINE KENNEDY NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH COPYRIGHT
A group of three envelopes containing eight contact sheets, three sleeves of negatives, and one envelope of negatives of
images of President John F. Kennedy and wife Jacqueline, taken by Manfred Kreiner and accompanied by copyright. The items
are contained in envelopes labeled “President Kennedy Portraits,” “JFK ‘Halo’ picture” and “JFK + Jackie Tickertape Parade
Broadway New York.”
The negatives are sold with copyright.
Envelopes, 8 3/4 by 11 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$2,000-4,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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570

A black and white slide taken on the set of The Misfits
(Seven Arts, 1961) with photographer Manfred Kreiner.
Copyright is not included with slide.

A group of three identical black and white portrait slides of Marilyn
Monroe. The image was taken by Manfred Kreiner in 1959. Copyright
is not included with slides.

2 by 2 inches

Each, 2 by 2 inches

PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

$300-500

$400-600

MARILYN MONROE SLIDE

MARILYN MONROE SLIDES

571

MARILYN MONROE SLIDES

A group of three black and white slides showing Marilyn Monroe in a vehicle in Chicago in 1959 taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by three slides showing the crowd that gathered to see Monroe. Copyright is not included with slides.
Each, 2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$600-800
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572

MARILYN MONROE AND
ARTHUR MILLER SLIDE

573

MARILYN MONROE SLIDES

A pair of black and white slides of Marilyn Monroe beside an airplane taken by Manfred
Kreiner in 1959. Copyright is not included with slides.

A black and white slide of Marilyn Monroe
and Arthur Miller speaking to reporters at
the premiere of Some Like It Hot (UA, 1959)
taken by Manfred Kreiner. Copyright is not
included with this slide.

Each, 2 by 2 inches

2 by 2 inches

$600-800

PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$300-500

574

MARILYN MONROE SLIDES

A group of three black and white slides of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner when Monroe was in Chicago to promote Some Like It
Hot (UA, 1959). Copyright is not included with slides.
Each, 2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$600-800
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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575

MARILYN MONROE SLIDES

A group of five black and white slides of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner. Four of the
slides show Monroe getting ready in front of a mirror. Copyright is not included with slides.
Each, 2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-1,500

576

MARILYN MONROE SLIDES

A group of four black and white slides of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner. Copyright is not included with slides.
Each, 2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-1,500
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577

MARILYN MONROE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MANFRED
KREINER

A group of 10 black and white photographs of
Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner,
including an image of Monroe and then
husband Arthur Miller at the premiere of Some
Like It Hot (UA, 1959) mounted to board; an
image of Monroe outside a plane, mounted to
foam core; a smaller print of that same image; an
image of Monroe that the photographer has
titled “Tinker Bell Has Arrived” with an identical
image untitled; among others. Accompanied by
a stylized silkscreen portrait of Monroe.
Largest, approximately 10 1/4 by 13 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$600-800

578

MARILYN MONROE MANFRED KREINER PRINTS

A group of 15 prints of black and white Marilyn Monroe photographs taken by photographer Manfred Kreiner. The
prints appear to be more contemporary. One of the images includes Arthur Miller and bears a photographer’s stamp.
Sizes vary. Largest, 10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$600-800
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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579

MARILYN MONROE
STAMPED OR SIGNED
MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of six black and white
photographs of Marilyn Monroe taken
by Manfred Kreiner that are signed or
stamped by the photographer. The
photographs were taken when Monroe
was in Chicago to promote Some Like
It Hot (UA, 1959).
Sizes vary. Largest, 10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-2,000

580

MARILYN MONROE
SIGNED OR STAMPED
MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of six black and white
photographs of Marilyn Monroe taken
by Manfred Kreiner that are signed or
stamped by the photographer. Three of
the photographs also include Monroe’s
husband, Arthur Miller, including an
image at the premiere of Some Like It
Hot (UA, 1959). One image is of
Monroe at a Time-Life Building
construction celebration. Accompanied
by one additional image of a crowd of
fans waiting for Monroe.
Sizes vary. Largest, 11 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-2,000
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581

MARILYN MONROE MANFRED
KREINER PHOTOGRAPHS

A group of three black and white photographs of
Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner, signed by
the photographer, copyright to “Manfred Linus.” Two
of the images bear the photographer’s blind stamp.
Each, 10 1/4 by 8 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$800-1,200

582

MARILYN MONROE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY
MANFRED KREINER,
MOUNTED TO BOARD
A group of seven black and white
photographs of Marilyn Monroe
mounted to board or foam core
board, taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Sizes vary. Largest, 10 3/4
by 7 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the
Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$800-1,200

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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583

MARILYN MONROE AND ARTHUR MILLER AT THE PREMIERE OF SOME LIKE IT HOT WITH
COPYRIGHT

A group of six sleeves of black and white negatives taken at the premiere of Some Like It Hot (UA, 1959), including two sleeves of negatives
featuring Marilyn Monroe and Arthur Miller, taken by Manfred Kreiner. Accompanied by copyright.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000
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584

MARILYN MONROE AND ARTHUR MILLER AT THE PREMIERE OF SOME LIKE IT HOT WITH
COPYRIGHT

A group of six sleeves of black and white negatives taken at the premiere of Some Like It Hot (UA, 1959), including three sleeves of negatives
featuring Marilyn Monroe and Arthur Miller, taken by Manfred Kreiner. Accompanied by copyright.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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585

MARILYN MONROE
CONTACT SHEETS

A group of seven contact sheets of
black and white images of Marilyn
Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner. The
images are from Monroe’s trip to
Chicago to promote Some Like It Hot
(UA, 1959). Not all of the sheets are
complete.
Sizes vary. Largest, 11 by 8 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$1,500-3,000

586

MARILYN MONROE
CONTACT SHEETS

A group of nine contact sheets of black
and white images of Marilyn Monroe
taken by Manfred Kreiner. The images
are from Monroe’s trip to Chicago to
promote Some Like It Hot (UA, 1959).
Many of the sheets are marked with
red grease pencil by the photographer.
Sizes vary. Largest, 11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$1,500-3,000
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587

MARILYN MONROE CONTACT SHEETS

A group of 10 contact sheets of black and white images of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner. The
images are from Monroe’s trip to Chicago to promote Some Like It Hot (UA, 1959). Many of the sheets are
marked with red grease pencil by the photographer. Not all of the contact sheets are complete.
Sizes vary. Largest, 11 by 8 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,500-3,000

588

MARILYN MONROE
CONTACT SHEETS

A group of nine contact sheets of black
and white images of Marilyn Monroe taken
by Manfred Kreiner. Many of the images
are from Monroe’s trip to Chicago to
promote Some Like It Hot (UA, 1959).
There are additional images of Monroe
and husband Arthur Miller at the premiere
of the film. Many of the sheets are marked
with red grease pencil by the
photographer. Accompanied by an
additional contact sheet of images that
also may have been taken at the premiere.
Not all of the contact sheets are complete.
Sizes vary. Largest, 11 by 8 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$1,500-3,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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589

MARILYN MONROE CONTACT SHEETS

A group of eight contact sheets of black and white images of Marilyn Monroe taken
by Manfred Kreiner. Many of the images are from Monroe’s trip to Chicago to
promote Some Like It Hot (UA, 1959). Accompanied by an additional contemporary
print of a contact sheet of Monroe at this same time and a sheet of images from the
premiere of the film that do not include Monroe. Many of the sheets are marked with
red grease pencil by the photographer. Not all of the contact sheets are complete.
Sizes vary. Largest, 11 by 8 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,500-3,000

590

MARILYN MONROE
CONTACT SHEETS

A group of 10 black and white contact
sheets of images of Marilyn Monroe
taken by Manfred Kreiner while Monroe
was in Chicago promoting the film Some
Like It Hot (UA, 1959). Many of the sheets
are marked with red grease pencil.
Most, 11 by 8 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$1,500-3,000
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591

MARILYN MONROE
CONTACT SHEET

A contact sheet of 12 images of Marilyn
Monroe taken in 1957 at a celebration for
the construction of the Time-Life Building
in New York. Monroe arrived two hours
late to the event. Some of the images are
marked in red grease pencil.
8 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$600-800

592

MARILYN MONROE 1957 MANFRED KREINER NEGATIVES WITH COPYRIGHT
A group of 12 black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner in 1957 at the celebration of
construction of the Time-Life Building at New York’s Rockefeller Center.
The negatives are sold with copyright.
All approximately 2 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$5,000-7,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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593

MARILYN MONROE
PHOTOGRAPHS SIGNED OR
STAMPED BY MANFRED
KREINER, ON BOARD

A group of nine black and white photographs of
Marilyn Monroe signed or stamped by Manfred
Kreiner and mounted to board. Accompanied
by three almost identical images of one of the
photographs, also mounted on board.
Sizes vary. Largest, 13 3/4 by 9 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$800-1,200

594

MARILYN MONROE
SIGNED OR STAMPED MANFRED KREINER PHOTOGRAPHS

A collection of six black and white photographs of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner while
Monroe was in Chicago promoting Some Like It Hot (UA, 1959). The photographs are either signed
or stamped by the photographer.
Sizes vary. Largest, 9 1/2 by 13 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$1,000-2,000
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595

MARILYN MONROE
PORTRAIT NEGATIVES
WITH COPYRIGHT
A group of 10 black and negatives
of portrait photographs of Marilyn
Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by copyright.

PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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596

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of six sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe portraits taken by Manfred
Kreiner. Accompanied by copyright. The images show Monroe at an airport.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000
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597

MARILYN MONROE
PORTRAIT NEGATIVES
WITH COPYRIGHT
A group of 12 black and white
portrait negatives of Marilyn
Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by copyright.

PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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598

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of four sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by copyright. Images are primarily of Monroe on the telephone.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000

599

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of four sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by copyright. Images show Monroe being interviewed and dining.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000

314
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600

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of four sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by copyright.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000

601

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of four sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by copyright. Many of the images show Monroe on stage.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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602

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER PHOTOGRAPHS WITH
COPYRIGHT

A group of three sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner. Accompanied by copyright.
The images primarily show Monroe at a makeup table.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000

603

MARILYN MONROE
NEGATIVES OF
MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH
COPYRIGHT

A group of five sleeves of black and
white negatives of Marilyn Monroe
taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by copyright. One
sleeve is labeled “Venus in Furs.”
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000
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604

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED
KREINER PHOTOGRAPHS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of five sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe
taken by Manfred Kreiner. Accompanied by copyright. The images show
Monroe at an airport.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000

605

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER PHOTOGRAPHS WITH
COPYRIGHT

A group of six sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner. Accompanied by copyright.
The images primarily show Monroe at a photoshoot.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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606

MARILYN MONROE PORTRAIT
NEGATIVES WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of six sleeves of black and white
negatives of Marilyn Monroe portraits taken by
Manfred Kreiner. Accompanied by copyright.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$4,000-6,000
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607

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of eight sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by copyright. Many of the images are of Monroe being interviewed by reporters.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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608

MARILYN MONROE
NEGATIVES OF MANFRED
KREINER PHOTOGRAPHS
WITH COPYRIGHT

A group of six sleeves of black and white
negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by
Manfred Kreiner. Accompanied by copyright.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred
Kreiner
$4,000-6,000
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609

MARILYN MONROE
NEGATIVES OF MANFRED
KREINER PHOTOGRAPHS
WITH COPYRIGHT
A group of approximately 10 black and
white negatives of Marilyn Monroe in a
vehicle, taken by Manfred Kreiner.
Accompanied by copyright.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Manfred Kreiner
$4,000-6,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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610

PLAYBOY PINBALL MACHINE GAME TRANSLITE

A Playboy screened translucent flexible plastic backbox artwork by Stern
Pinball Inc.
19 by 26 inches

611

BETTIE PAGE AND HUGH HEFNER
SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH

A limited edition large-scale Cibachrome print of Bettie Page
decorating a Christmas tree while topless and wearing a
Santa hat. Numbered to the lower left 58/750 and signed to
the lower right by Page and Playboy founder Hugh Hefner.

$800-1,200
35 by 26 inches
$800-1,200

612

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PLAYBOY BOOK

A copy of The Playboy Book: Forty Years (General Publishing Group, 1994) signed and inscribed
by Hugh Hefner to Tom Hanks. Message reads “To Tom Hanks/ Best Wishes/ Hugh Hefner.”
12 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches
$600-800
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FASTER, PUSSYCAT! KILL! KILL!
LIMITED EDITION BLACK AND
WHITE PHOTOGRAPH

A photograph taken in 1965 on the set of
the cult classic film Faster, Pussycat! Kill!
Kill!, signed by one of the stars of the
movie, Susan Bernard, the petite beauty in
the bikini whose mother, Ruth Brande, took
the photo. Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill! is
credited as both John Waters’ and Quentin
Tarantino’s favorite film. Offered for sale
for the first time by Bernard. Edition 1 of
30.
20 by 16 inches
$600-800

614

615

An evocative image photographed in 1966 at the Playboy Club in
Jamaica. Never before published and offered for the first time by
the Estate of Bernard of Hollywood. Edition 1 of 30, estate signed.

A photograph taken in 1956 at Jayne Mansfield’s famous show at
The House of Love in the Dunes Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas.
Edition 20 of 90, estate signed.

20 by 16 inches

20 by 16 inches

$600-800

$600-800

PLAYBOY BUNNIES BERNARD OF HOLLYWOOD
LIMITED EDITION COLOR PHOTOGRAPH

JAYNE MANSFIELD BERNARD OF HOLLYWOOD
LIMITED EDITION COLOR PHOTOGRAPH

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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616

MARILYN MONROE BERNARD
OF HOLLYWOOD LIMITED
EDITION BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH

A photograph titled “Poolside,” taken in
1949 at the Palm Springs Racquet Club
during the trip when Marilyn Monroe met
Johnny Hyde, vice president of the William
Morris Agency, an encounter that led to a
seven-year contract with Fox Studios.
Edition 20 of 90, estate signed.
20 by 16 inches
$1,000-1,500

617

MARILYN MONROE BERNARD
OF HOLLYWOOD LIMITED
EDITION COLOR PHOTOGRAPH

A photograph titled “Blue Bathing Suit,”
taken in 1949 at the Palm Springs Racquet
Club during the trip when Marilyn Monroe
met Johnny Hyde, vice president of the
William Morris Agency, an encounter that led
to a seven-year contract with Fox Studios.
Edition 5 of 50, estate signed, rolled.
40 by 30 inches
$2,000-3,000
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MARILYN MONROE BERNARD OF HOLLYWOOD PHOTOGRAPH

A limited edition large-format color photograph of Marilyn Monroe receiving makeup from “Whitey” Snyder. Monroe is wearing
her iconic white dress from the film The Seven Year Itch (Feldman Group, 1955). Numbered 6/90 and signed by the Estate of Bruno
Bernard to the lower margin.
20 by 16 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Bruno Bernard
$5,000-7,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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619

MARILYN MONROE PREMIERE ISSUE OF
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

A copy of the first issue of Playboy magazine (HMH Publishing, 1953)
featuring Marilyn Monroe on the cover. Monroe also appears on the
interior of the premiere issue in an article on pages 17 and 18 titled
“What Makes Marilyn” and a color pin-up of Monroe taken by Tom
Kelley during the 1949 Red Velvet session on page 19. Monroe is called
“Sweetheart of the Month,” which evolved into Playmate of the Month.
No date appears on the cover because Hugh Hefner has stated that he
didn’t know if there would be a second issue. The magazine hit
newsstands in December 1953 and sold for 50 cents. The copy has
been graded 8.0 by Certified Guaranty Company (CGC).
14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall
$3,000-5,000
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620

PLAYBOY MAGAZINE FIRST ISSUE

A first issue of Playboy magazine (HMH Publishing, 1953) featuring
Marilyn Monroe on the cover. The magazine, which launched in
December 1953, sold for 50 cents a copy.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
$2,000-3,000

621

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PLAYBOY MAGAZINE FIRST ISSUE

An original first issue copy of Playboy magazine (HMH Publishing, 1953) featuring Marilyn Monroe on the
cover and signed by Hugh Hefner. The magazine, which launched in December 1953, sold for 50 cents a
copy. Housed in a protective plastic case and graded 8.0 by Certified Guaranty Company (CGC).
Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from JSA.
14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall
$6,000-8,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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622

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED
JANET PILGRIM
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

A copy of the Playboy magazine
(HMH Publishing) featuring Janet
Pilgrim on the cover, dated
December 1955. Signed by Hugh
Hefner in black marker on the cover.
Together with original mailing
sleeve. Accompanied by letter of
authenticity.
11 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches
$600-800

623

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PAINTING

A canvas painting of Hugh Hefner by Victoria Fuller,
signed by the artist on the bottom right and
additionally signed by Hefner in silver marker.
Accompanied by two candid photographs of Hefner
signing the painting at a gallery.
60 1/2 by 50 1/2 inches
$2,000-3,000
328
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624

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED
PREMIERE ISSUE OF PLAYBOY MAGAZINE (RARE “PAGE 3” COPY)

A rare “page 3” copy of the first issue of Playboy magazine (HMH Publishing, 1953) featuring Marilyn Monroe
on the cover and signed by Hugh Hefner. The magazine hit newsstands in December 1953 and sold for 50
cents a copy. Encapsulated and graded 5.0 by the Certified Guaranty Company (CGC). Accompanied by a
letter of authenticity.
14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall
$6,000-8,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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625

626

An original copy of Playboy magazine from May 1954 (HMH Publishing)
signed on the cover in purple felt pen “Ray Bradbury 4/29/90.”
Bradbury’s famous novel Fahrenheit 451 was originally serialized in
Playboy before becoming a stand-alone novel. Housed in a protective
plastic case and graded 4.5 by Certified Guaranty Company (CGC).
Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from JSA.

An original copy of Playboy magazine from March 1954 (HMH
Publishing) signed on the cover “Ray Bradbury April 29, 90.” Bradbury’s
famous novel Fahrenheit 451 was originally serialized in Playboy before
becoming a stand-alone novel. Housed in a protective plastic case and
graded 6.0 by Certified Guaranty Company (CGC). Accompanied by a
certificate of authenticity from JSA.

14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall

14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall

$2,000-4,000

$3,000-5,000

RAY BRADBURY SIGNED PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

330
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RAY BRADBURY SIGNED PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

627

RAY BRADBURY SIGNED
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

An original copy of Playboy magazine
from April 1954 (HMH Publishing) signed
on the cover in purple felt pen “Ray
Bradbury 4/29/90.” Bradbury’s famous
novel Fahrenheit 451 was originally
serialized in Playboy before becoming a
stand-alone novel. Housed in a protective
plastic case and graded 7.5 by Certified
Guaranty Company (CGC). Accompanied
by a certificate of authenticity from JSA.
14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall
$3,000-5,000

628

RAY BRADBURY SIGNED LIMITED EDITION FAHRENHEIT 451

A limited edition hardcover leatherbound copy of Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 (Norwalk,
Connecticut: The Easton Press, 2011) signed by Bradbury in blue pen. Edition number 366
of 700 copies. The book contains color illustrations by Joseph Mugnaini and monochrome
illustrations by Adrian Chesterman. The cover design is by Gwen Ackley. Accompanied by
a slipcover.
10 1/2 by 7 inches, overall
$6,000-8,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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630

A copy of Playboy magazine from March 1980 (HMH Publishing)
with Bo Derek on the cover, signed by Hugh Hefner and Derek
in blue marker. Housed in a protective plastic case and graded
6.5 by Certified Guaranty Company (CGC).

A copy of Playboy magazine from June 1998 (HMH Publishing)
with “The Babes of Baywatch” on the cover, signed in blue
marker by Hugh Hefner and Traci Bingham on the cover and by
Marliece Andrada on the gatefold. Housed in a protective plastic
case and graded 8.5 by Certified Guaranty Company (CGC).

HUGH HEFNER AND BO DEREK
SIGNED PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

HUGH HEFNER AND OTHERS
SIGNED PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall
14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall
$2,000-4,000
$2,000-4,000

631

HUGH HEFNER AND
MATT GROENING SIGNED
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

A copy of Playboy magazine from
November 2009 (HMH Publishing) with
Marge Simpson on the cover, signed by
Hugh Hefner and Simpsons creator Matt
Groening. Groening has dated his signature
“2011.” Housed in a protective plastic case
and graded 8.0 by Certified Guaranty
Company (CGC).
14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall
$2,000-4,000
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633

A copy of the second issue of Playboy magazine (HMH Publishing)
dated January 1954 and signed by Hugh Hefner on the cover. Housed
in a protective plastic case and graded 8.0 by Certified Guaranty
Company (CGC).

An original copy of Playboy magazine from September 1966 (HMH
Publishing) signed by Hugh Hefner on the cover. Housed in a protective
plastic case and graded 5.0 by Certified Guaranty Company (CGC).

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall
14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall
$6,000-8,000
$6,000-8,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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634

PLAYBOY MAGAZINE ARCHIVE

An archive of approximately 660 Playboy magazines, including the
first issue of Playboy (HMH Publishing, 1953) featuring Marilyn
Monroe on the cover. The magazine, which launched in December
1953, sold for 50 cents a copy. The archive also contains 11 early
issues of Playboy magazine from March 1954 to January 1955.
Almost every issue is contained in this archive starting from
January 1965 to November 2005.
Largest, 11 1/4 by 8 1/2 inches
$10,000-20,000
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HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PREMIERE ISSUE OF PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

A copy of the first issue of Playboy magazine (HMH Publishing, 1953) featuring Marilyn Monroe on the
cover and signed by Hugh Hefner. The magazine hit newsstands in December 1953 and sold for 50
cents a copy. Housed in a protective plastic case and graded 5.0 Certified Guaranty Company (CGC).
Accompanied by letter of grading and authenticity.
14 by 10 inches, overall
$10,000-20,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE PERSONAL
SHOPPING RECEIPTS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A
grouping of shopping receipts for various items,
including a June 9, 1960 receipt for a candlestick
from David Orgell, a November 17, 1959 receipt
for a clock from Schwab’s Pharmacy, a February
18, 1958 receipt from Brandt & Opis Silver and
Gold Plating-Repairing, and a receipt dated
November 8, 1958, together with the bottom half
of a bill, for “teardrop glass.”
8 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

637

MARILYN MONROE PERSONAL
JURGENSEN’S RECEIPTS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: Four
receipts from the famed Jurgensen’s grocery
store, all dated in December of 1959, addressed
to Marilyn Monroe at the Beverly Hills Hotel,
Bungalow 21. Hazel Washington, Marilyn’s maid,
signed one of the receipts. Marilyn was filming
Let’s Make Love at this time.
7 1/2 by 4 3/8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

638

MARILYN MONROE PERSONAL
RECEIPTS FOR BEAUTY
PRODUCTS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A
grouping of shopping receipts for various beauty
products, including a November 3, 1959 Elizabeth
Arden receipt, a July 10, 1958 Westwood Drug
receipt for shampoo, an undated receipt from
Milton F. Kreis for mascara and a brush, and a July
8, 1958 receipt from Alan Chudacoff Pharmacy for
tweezers and a comb.
8 by 5 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500
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MARILYN MONROE PERSONAL RECEIPTS FOR CLOTHING ITEMS AND ACCESSORIES

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A grouping of shopping receipts for various clothing items and accessories, including
a September 14, 1960 receipt from Rex, Inc. for two feather boas, one black and one white, a January 22, 1960 receipt from
Robbins Ltd. for a handbag, and a May 26, 1960 receipt from Portofino in Beverly Hills for shirts, sweaters, a slack set, and a hat.
8 1/2 by 7 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

640

MARILYN MONROE PERSONAL RECEIPTS
FOR CLOTHING ITEMS AND ACCESSORIES

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: Two receipts from
Maurice Renter Inc. Gowns, dated July 11 and August 4, 1958, for
clothing items and accessories.

641

MARILYN MONROE DRYCLEANING RECEIPTS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A group of three receipts and
one invoice from B.J. Denihan Cleaner-Dyer for the repair and cleaning of
Marilyn Monroe’s personal garments.
8 1/2 by 6 1/2 inches (largest)

8 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property

PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

$300-500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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642

MARILYN MONROE FUR
STORAGE RECEIPT FROM
MAXIMILIAN FUR COMPANY

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe:
An October 19, 1959 invoice for the storage
of several of Marilyn’s furs, including a white
ermine coat, a black fox stole trimmed with
silk, a ranch mink coat, a white beaver coat,
a white fox stole, a black fox stole, and a
white fox stole and muff, among others.
Nearly all of the furs listed on this receipt
are instantly recognized in photos of Marilyn
at publicity and red carpet events.
8 3/8 by 5 5/8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of
Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

643

MARILYN MONROE BEAUTY RECEIPTS FROM LILLY DACHE BOUTIQUE AND BEAUTY SALON

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An extensive collection of statements from Lilly Dache Boutique and Beauty Salon in New York, with
dates throughout 1958 and 1959, together with a letter addressed to Marilyn informing her that she has an overdue balance of $238.40.00. Eleven
documents total.
11 by 7 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700
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MARILYN MONROE JAX RECEIPTS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A grouping of shopping
receipts addressed to Marilyn Monroe Miller for various purchases, one
receipt specifies an alteration to a tweed item for Janie Miller. Also
included is an envelope from the famed clothing line address to Jax in
Beverly Hills. Six documents total.

645

MARILYN MONROE BLOOMINGDALE’S
RECEIPTS AND STATEMENTS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A grouping of shopping
receipts and statements from the famed department store
Bloomingdale’s in New York, made out to Mrs. Arthur Miller and Arthur
Miller, with purchases for a sewing kit, clothes hangers, sheets, and
pillow cases. Eight documents total.

7 7/8 by 6 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property

6 3/4 by 4 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property

$300-500
$300-500

646

MARILYN MONROE
BERGDORF GOODMAN
RECEIPT AND STATEMENTS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A
June 28, 1960 shopping receipt from Bergdorf
Goodman made out to Mrs. Arthur Miller,
specifying the purchase of an item in gold and
an item in silver at the cost of $2.00 each. Also
included, three statements from the same
department store from this same timeframe.
Four documents total.
7 by 4 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE
I. MAGNIN & CO. RECEIPTS
AND STATEMENTS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A
grouping of shopping receipts and statements
for various items, dated January of 1960. One
receipt, addressed to Mrs. Arthur Miller, was
for the purchase of a raincoat that was picked
up by May Reis, Marilyn’s secretary at the time.
Seven documents total.
6 1/4 by 4 3/4 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

648

MARILYN MONROE I. MAGNIN & CO. RECEIPT
FOR CHANEL NO. 5 PERFUME

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A receipt from I. Magnin &
Co. addressed to Mrs. Arthur Miller at the Beverly Hills Hotel, dated
December 23, 1959, for the purchase of “5# Original,” indicating a
purchase for the famed perfume, widely believed to be a favorite of
Monroe’s. Interestingly, the order was specified to be delivered to
“Dorothy Blass,” a name Marilyn occasionally used for past purchases
and deliveries to disguise her identity. During this period Marilyn was
completing filming of Let’s Make Love. Research indicates she actually
called out sick on this date.
6 1/4 by 4 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$700-900
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MARILYN MONROE INVOICE
FOR BOARDING OF HUGO

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An
invoice from Southdown Kennel in Roxbury,
Connecticut, for boarding and food for Hugo, the
loveable basset hound owned by Marilyn and
then husband Arthur Miller. The invoice is dated
from November of 1958, and is addressed to Mrs.
Arthur Miller. Dates specified for boarding of
Hugo are July 4-10, July 28-August 5, August 2224, and August 27-October 30. Also listed is “1
case beef” at a cost of $11.50.
7 1/4 by 7 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$150-300

650

MARILYN MONROE SIGNED CHECK

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A Marilyn Monroe signed counter check, written entirely in her own hand, dated February 2, 1952,
made payable to Brooks Oxford Baths in the amount of six dollars. Marilyn was living at the Beverly Carlton Hotel at this time, as annotated under
her signature on the check. On this date, Marilyn attended UCLA’s Junior Prom, and photos from that night show her dancing with university
students.
7 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$1,500-3,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE PERSONAL MEXICAN NEWSPAPER
CLIPPING AND TRANSLATION REGARDING HER 1962
VISIT TO A LOCAL ORPHANAGE AND $1,000.00
DONATION

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An original clipping from a Mexican
newspaper detailing Marilyn’s visit to the National Institute for the Protection of
Children on March 1, 1962, and her donation of $1,000.00 to the institute. Also
included is a document translating the article, reading in part, “The American
actress Marilyn Monroe yesterday visited the National Institute for the Protection
of Children where she greeted the president of that organization, Mrs. Eva
Samano de Lopez Mateos, to whom she gave 12,500 pesos - one thousand
dollars - for the needy children.” Marilyn flew to Mexico to purchase furniture
and decorative items for her new home in Brentwood, a Mexican-styled
hacienda. This article documents unequivocally that Marilyn donated $1,000.00
to the facility, and not $10,000.00 as is often incorrectly reported.

11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700

652

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED FAN
LETTER FROM A YOUNG CHILD

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A handwritten
letter from a young child, undated, reading, “Dear Marilyn,
How are you? Daddy and mommy saw you. I wish I could
of. I am writing you to see if you rember (sic) me. First you
saw me playing on the grass at Chaire’s house and then at
Patty’s. I went to East Hampton and I got a new bike. It is
beautiful.” The letter is signed Emily Hedda Liss. The
letterhead reads “Mrs. Joseph Liss, 445 East 68th Street,
New York, New York,” indicating Emily is likely the young
daughter of television writer and editor Joseph Liss.
7 by 6 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property
$300-500

653

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED
GET WELL CARDS FROM FANS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: Two
greeting cards sent to Marilyn from fans with get well
wishes. One card’s handwritten inscription reads, “To
a wonderful actress. My best wishes to you. Palma
Urso, 1958.” The other is simply signed, “Judy
Bawber.”
8 by 3 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

342
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MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED HEARTFELT
LETTER FROM A FAN AND TYPED RESPONSE

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A two-page handwritten letter from a fan by the name
of Pete Monti, dated June 1, 1959, in which Monti expresses his love and admiration for Marilyn.
Passages from the letter read, “…every year I send you a gift with my address on the present for
you to answer, and tell me if you liked it, but you never answered it. I think the reason for that
was because you never received the gifts,” “...I have been a fan of yours since 1950, I even have
every book that ever came out with your picture in it,” “there is only one thing I would like you to
do for me...is to win the Academy Award for best actress of the year, to show them in Hollywood
that your (sic) a real good actress. Everybody tries to imitate you, but they can’t...there is only one
Marilyn Monroe, and that’s you.” The letter is signed, “Yours Truly, Pete Monti.” A photo of
Monti in formal attire, together with a female companion, is stapled to the letter. Included also is
a typed response to this letter, dated June 19, 1959, reading, “Miss Monroe has asked me to
thank you most kindly for your birthday remembrance and good wishes. She appreciates your
thoughtfulness very much.” The letter is signed “Yours sincerely, Secretary to Marilyn Monroe.”
The letter was likely prepared by May Reis, Monroe’s secretary for several years.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

655

MARILYN MONROE
RECEIVED LETTER AND TYPED RESPONSE

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A typed letter dated June
10, 1960 from the Sunday Express requesting Marilyn’s participation in
a series of articles on the theme, “Why I believe in God.” The letter
reads in part, “We are asking people who have won distinction in many
different fields to contribute to the series, and I should like to include
you among them.” and, “...the core of the article will be the writer’s
own view of what God is and why one believes in His existence.” The
letter is signed by Gordon Robinson, Features Editor. Also included is
a copy of a letter sent in response to the request dated August 3, 1960
reading in part, “Miss Monroe wishes me to thank you for your
interest, but, because of her heavy work schedule, she must regretfully
decline.” The response letter was sent by Rupert Allan, who handled
Marilyn’s publicity and press inquiries for several years.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$300-500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE SECRETARIAL CORRESPONDENCE

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: Three letters from Hedda Rosten to Cherie Redmond, both women being employed by
Marilyn to provide secretarial and administrative support to the star. Rosten, the wife of famed poet and close personal friend of Marilyn’s
Norman Rosten, resided on the east coast, Redmond lived on the west coast. The February 24 letter references Hedda’s W4 form,
postage expenses and a salary increase. The second letter, dated “May 22 or 23,” references mailing a photo and petty cash. The third
and final letter, dated July 10, references two bills that were evidently enclosed, along with a line reading “They say all business comes to
a standstill in N.Y. in the summer.” As Cherie Redmond began working for Marilyn in 1962, these letters reference business conducted
during the final year of Marilyn’s life. Overall an interesting look into the levels and types of administrative support Marilyn needed.
10 1/2 by 8 1/4 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$150-300

657

MARILYN MONROE
RECEIVED TELEPHONE MESSAGES

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A group of eight
telephone messages from April, May and June 1961 while
Marilyn was staying at the Beverly Hills Hotel. Messages from
those instantly recognized in Marilyn’s inner-circle include
Frank McCarthy of Twentieth Century-Fox, comedian Ernie
Kovacs, and director George Cukor. Interestingly, Marilyn
received a message from a “Dr. Goddard” on May 28. Dr.
Goddard is presumably the husband of Grace Goddard, who
fostered Marilyn as a young child. Also included are two
envelopes for telephone messages from the famed hotel.
6 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property
$300-500

344
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MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED BIRTHDAY
CARD FROM STAND-IN EVELYN MORIARTY

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An undated birthday
card to Marilyn from Evelyn Moriarty. Moriarty was Monroe’s
stand-in on three films: Let’s Make Love, The Misfits, and
Something’s Got To Give. Moriarty was also used as a bodydouble for Marilyn in publicity photos for Some Like It Hot.
9 1/4 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$500-700

659

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED
BIRTHDAY CARD FROM MAKEUP ARTIST
ALLAN “WHITEY” SNYDER

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An undated birthday
card to Marilyn from Allan “Whitey” Snyder. Snyder was
Monroe’s makeup artist from her very first screen-test in 1946
and also for most of her films and public appearances, and even
photo shoots. Marilyn gifted “Whitey” with a gold money clip
with the inscription, “Whitey Dear, while I’m still warm, Marilyn,”
indicating that she wanted him to do her makeup for her funeral.
Snyder followed through on Marilyn’s request, applying her
makeup for the final time prior to her burial on August 8, 1962.
Snyder was also a pallbearer at Marilyn’s funeral. By all accounts
he was an important figure in her life.
9 1/4 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$500-700
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED BIRTHDAY CARD
FROM AUGUSTA AND ISADORE MILLER

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An undated birthday card
to Marilyn from Augusta and Isadore Miller, the parents of Marilyn’s
third husband Arthur Miller. The handwritten message from the Millers
reads, “And Lots of Mazel + Brucha, Love Mom + Dad.” In Yiddish this
phrase means “happiness and blessing.” Arthur Miller’s mother
Augusta passed away in March 1961, and Marilyn remained close to
Isadore, visiting him in Florida and even taking him as her date to the
President Kennedy Birthday Gala on May 19, 1962. In written
correspondence to the elder Miller, Marilyn often referred to him as
“Dad,” even after she was divorced from Arthur.
8 3/16 by 3 5/8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$500-700

661

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED BIRTHDAY CARD
FROM GRACE AND ERVIN “DOC” GODDARD

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An undated birthday card to Marilyn from “Grace +
Daddy,” the latter being Ervin “Doc” Goddard. Grace’s handwritten note in the card reads, “We
couldn’t love you more if you were our real daughter.” Grace was a pivotal figure in Marilyn’s life,
having been a close friend of her mother’s and eventually becoming Marilyn’s legal guardian in
1936. As a child, Marilyn lived with the Goddards on and off for several years. It was Grace
Goddard who made arrangements for Jim Dougherty to marry Marilyn in 1942, as Grace and her
family were relocating to West Virginia and could not take Marilyn with them.
5 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$400-600
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MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED
CHRISTMAS CARD FROM MARIE DI
MAGGIO

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An undated
Christmas card to Marilyn from Marie DiMaggio, the
sister of Marilyn’s second husband, baseball great Joe
DiMaggio. The card reads, “A Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year,” with Marie’s name printed at the
bottom of the card’s message. No personal greeting
from Marie is included.

663

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED CHRISTMAS CARD
FROM HALF-SISTER BERNIECE MIRACLE

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An undated Christmas card to
Marilyn from her half-sister Berniece Miracle. The card reads, “Whatever
makes Christmas day merry, and the season a happy one, too. Whatever
you want in the new year, that’s what this wishes for you.” The card is signed
“Berniece” in her own handwriting.

7 by 3 7/8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property

6 by 4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

$300-500

664

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED HANDWRITTEN
LETTER FROM HALF-SISTER BERNIECE MIRACLE

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A handwritten letter to Marilyn and then husband Arthur
Miller from Marilyn’s half-sister Berniece Miracle, postmarked April 28, 1960. The letter reads in part,
“My! How I would love to hear from you and all about what you are doing. I see where Arthur has
written a movie, The Misfits. When will the filming start? Hope it’s a big success.”
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An unsigned carbon-copy
of a letter, likely from May Reis, Marilyn Monroe’s secretary, to
hairdresser Kenneth, dated July 16, 1958. The letter reads in part,
“Thank you for sending on Miss Monroe’s chignon but I am sorry it has
not turned out as she had ordered it so it is being returned to you
under separate cover.” Kenneth styled Marilyn’s hair many times
toward the end of her life, most famously, for her unforgettable
rendition of “Happy Birthday Mr. President” for JFK on May 19, 1962.

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A one-page handwritten
letter from press agent Patricia Newcomb to Marilyn, dated June 2,
1956. The letter reads in part, “Enclosed is a copy of your eye
perscription (sic) which I got this morning from Lee Seigel. I am also
sending you another bottle, in case you might be running short.” Also,
“I mailed your records and hair dryer today, so they should arrive by the
end of the week.” Newcomb was Marilyn’s press agent and friend for
several years, and had stayed at Monroe’s home the night of August 3,
1962. Marilyn’s passing was announced to the world the morning of
August 5.

MARILYN MONROE SECRETARY 1958 CARBONCOPY LETTER TO HAIRDRESSER KENNETH

10 by 6 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$150-300

MARILYN MONROE
RECEIVED LETTER FROM PATRICIA NEWCOMB

8 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$300-500

667

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER FROM JAMIE, INC
REGARDING REPORTS OF MARILYN’S DAMAGED HAIR

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A typed letter on Jamie, Inc. letterhead
dated July 24, 1958 in regards to a newspaper article reporting that Marilyn’s new white
platinum bleach is breaking off her tresses. The letter, from the president of Jamie, Inc.
reads, “Enclosed is a clipping from one of our daily newspapers regarding damage to
your hair. We are sending you under separate cover our hair conditioner. If used
according to directions, it will allow you to bleach your hair as light and as often as you
desire. I am sure you will find that you will no longer have hair damage of any kind,
and you will also be able to obtain a truer color.” Enclosed with the letter is the
original newspaper clipping referencing Monroe’s hair.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500
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From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A one-page typed letter to
Marilyn from Nunnally Johnson, dated February 1, no year specified.
The letter reads in part, “This is to put it on paper that I’ve rarely had a
merrier evening. There’s no question about it, the only way to discuss
business is over a bottle or two of champagne, with occasional
reflections on sex to keep everything in balance. And if ever the
occasion rises you may cite me as a bloke who also likes to sit and talk
with you.” The letter is hand-signed. A well-known screenwriter,
Johnson worked on a number of projects related to Monroe, including
We’re Not Married, How to Marry a Millionaire, and Something’s Got to
Give. He also developed two screenplays for films in which Marilyn was
to have starred: Pink Tights and How to Be Very, Very Popular.

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A grouping of
correspondence to Marilyn from Anne Karger, including three
telegrams wishing Marilyn a happy birthday. One telegram is dated
June 2, 1957. Interestingly, the other two telegrams are both from 1961,
one is dated May 31, and the other is dated June 1. Also included is an
undated holiday card with greetings for Christmas and the new year.
Anne was the mother of Fred Karger, whom Marilyn fell deeply in love
with near the start of her film career. It is widely reported that she had
wanted to marry Karger. While the relationship ultimately didn’t last,
Marilyn remained very close with his mother. Anne was one of a very
few guests from Marilyn’s inner circle who was invited to her funeral.

MARILYN MONROE
RECEIVED LETTER FROM NUNALLY JOHNSON

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED
CORRESPONDANCE FROM ANNE KARGER

8 by 6 1/2 inches
8 by 6 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property

PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$400-600

$400-600

670

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED INVITATION
AND PHOTOS FROM COWBOY TEX WEINSTEIN

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A typed form letter from
Dorothy Frooks, publisher of The Murray Hills News, inviting Marilyn
to the annual Pro-American Rally on September 25, 1959, which
would take place “between 37th and 38th Streets.” Included is a
handwritten letter from Cowboy Tex Weinstein asking Marilyn to
attend. Weinstein included three photos of himself with his letter,
which are also included in this lot.
11 by 8 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$300-500
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED TELEGRAM FROM LAUREN BACALL

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A telegram to Marilyn from Lauren Bacall, dated January 18, 1954, congratulating Marilyn on her
marriage to baseball legend Joe DiMaggio. The telegram reads, “All the best luck always. Couldn’t be more delighted for you. Now you’ll really
know how wonderful life can be. Love, Schatze Bogart.” Interestingly, Bacall signed the telegram using the first name of her character in How to
Marry a Millionaire, the film she had starred in with Marilyn the year prior to the Monroe/DiMaggio wedding, and the last name of her movie star
husband, Humphrey Bogart. The telegram is addressed to “Mrs. Joe DiMaggio” at Marilyn’s apartment on North Doheny Drive in Beverly Hills.
8 by 5 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700

672

MARILYN MONROE
RECEIVED CORRESPONDENCE
FROM JACK BENNY

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A one-page
typed letter to Marilyn from television personality Jack
Benny, dated July 13, 1961. The letter reads in part,
“This little note is merely to say that I do hope you will be
feeling much better and that I miss seeing you - even
though it is on rare occasions.” The letter is signed,
“Love - Jack,” in his own handwriting. Also, a holiday
card from Mary and Jack Benny from 1954. Marilyn’s firstever television appearance was on the Jack Benny Show
on September 13, 1953. They remained friends
throughout her entire life.
10 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property
$500-700

350
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From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A grouping of correspondence to
Marilyn from John Moore, including a Western Union telegram dated May 31, 1961,
which reads, “Wish you were here to celebrate it. Love you.” This message is likely in
reference to Marilyn’s birthday, which was on June 1, the day after the telegram is
dated. Also included, an undated, hand-signed Christmas card, and a note that
likely accompanied a bouquet of flowers with a message that reads, “Will you be my
Valentine? John Moore.” Moore was a fashion designer, interior decorator and close
friend of Marilyn’s. He worked for Talmack, and designed many of Marilyn’s clothes;
including the gown she wore during the private wedding ceremony in which she
married Arthur Miller. He also assisted Marilyn in redecorating the apartment she
and Miller shared on East 57th Street in New York City.

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A one-page
handwritten letter to Marilyn from poet and friend
Norman Rosten, apparently while he was vacationing in
the Arctic Circle. The letter reads in part, “This bar of
chocolate and paperclip were both bought in this Eskimo
village north of the Arctic Circle! Who says the world isn’t
round? It’s too round!” The actual chocolate bar wrapper
is affixed to the letter using the aforementioned paperclip.
Also included is the original envelope, postmarked
January 27, 1959, addressed to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Miller
at 444 East 57th Street, New York, NY.

6 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches (largest)

10 by 6 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property

MARILYN MONROE
RECEIVED CORRESPONDENCE FROM JOHN MOORE

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED
LETTER FROM NORMAN ROSTEN

$300-500
$500-700

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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675

MARILYN MONROE
RECEIVED LETTERS FROM
THE ACTORS’ STUDIO

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe:
Two letters from the Actors’ Studio, dated
January 10 and 12, 1961, regarding the
Actors’ Studio Benefit scheduled for March
13, 1961. The January 10 letter announces,
“Marilyn Monroe will be one of the stars who
will draw the lucky tickets for our door prizes
and for the Dance Contests.” The letter is
signed by Lee Strasberg, Cheryl Crawford and
Elia Kazan (facsimile signatures). The second
letter, sent by the benefit’s coordinator, asks
Marilyn if it would be possible to take a photo
of her wearing a fur coat that will be raffled as
a door prize. The letter further requests that
Marilyn write to executives at United Artists
asking them to reserve tables at the event.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

676

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTERS RELATED TO POSSIBLE FILM PROJECTS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: Three letters, all dated in January of 1961, referencing possible film projects for Marilyn’s
consideration. The January 3 letter from George Chasin is on MCA letterhead and references Touch of Mink, written by Stanley Shapiro. The
January 26 letter, also on MCA letterhead, references a screenplay entitled The Notorious Lady, and is signed by Marvin Birdt with a copy to
Chasin. The January 31 letter is on Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation letterhead and references A Lost Lady, and is signed by Frank
McCarthy, Director of Public Relations at the studio. In this same letter McCarthy writes, “Congratulations again on The Misfits and I hope it
will achieve the great success it deserves.”
11 by 8 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

352
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MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED
HANDWRITTEN NOTE FROM
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An
undated, handwritten note from Joseph M. Schenck
to Marilyn, reading simply, “Dear Marilyn, I am with
you. I know you are right. Joe Schenck.” Schenck
was co-founder of 20th Century Pictures in 1933.
When his studio merged with Fox Film Corporation
in 1935, Schenck was named chairman. He was an
important figure in Marilyn’s early career, helping her
get a small part in Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay!,
released in 1948. He also convinced Harry Cohn at
Columbia to sign Marilyn after Fox dropped her.
3 3/4 by 3 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700

679

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED NOTE FROM BUS STOP PRODUCER BUDDY ADLER

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A small notecard to Marilyn from producer Buddy Adler. The notecard reads, “Darling,
It’s wonderful having you home again. Best wishes, Buddy Adler.” Adler was the producer of Bus Stop, released in 1956, which was
the first of two films from Marilyn’s personal production company, Marilyn Monroe Productions. This card is likely in reference to
Marilyn’s return to Hollywood in 1956 after having spent the entirety of 1955 in New York City. Adler won Academy Awards and a
Golden Globe award. Other films he produced include From Here to Eternity and Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing.
4 by 3 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER
FROM PHOTOGRAPHER JOHN BRYSON

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A two-page typed
letter on Algonquin Hotel letterhead to Marilyn from
photographer John Bryson, dated August 6, 1960, in reference to
the August 15, 1960 issue of LIFE magazine, in which his photos
of Marilyn on the set of Let’s Make Love were published. The
letter reads in part, “I am very happy, however, to report that we
close with a larger than full page of the picture of Arthur
swabbing off your back after a hard day’s rehearsal. I think the
little girl look in this is the best picture I ever took of you.” The
letter goes on to read, “Anyway, it is done and I hope you like it.
If you do or do not I would like for you to remember that I think
you are one of the best women I have ever known and if you ever
need a friend for anything just call day or night. I do not say such
things casually.” The letter closes with, “Very sincerely,” and is
hand-signed by Bryson.
8 by 6 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property
$300-500

681

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED TELEGRAM
FROM MARY LEATHERBEE REGARDING 1958 LIFE MAGAZINE PHOTOS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A Western Union telegram from Mary Leatherbee of LIFE magazine dated June 26, 1958, regarding
photos of Marilyn taken by Richard Avedon in which she recreated images of famous actresses for a spread entitled “Fabled Enchantresses.” The
telegram reads, “Dear Marilyn, The pictures are stupendous. We have been crying with joy all day. Thank you, thank you.” Avedon
photographed Marilyn as Jean Harlow, Clara Bow, Lillian Russell, Theda Bara and Marlene Dietrich. The images were published on December 22,
1958, together with a story written by Arthur Miller entitled, “My Wife Marilyn.”
8 by 5 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700

354
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MARILYN MONROE
RECEIVED LETTER FROM EMMELINE SNIVELY

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A one-page typed letter to Marilyn from
Emmeline Snively, dated July 31, 1958. Snively was the owner and manager of the
Bluebook Modeling Agency. Marilyn, still Norma Jean at the time, signed with the
agency in 1945, and Snively is believed to have assisted her in transforming into
Marilyn Monroe. The letter reads in part, “We have been following your steady
progress over the years, and our students at Blue Book Models regard your success
and constant development as an inspiration.” Included with this letter is a torn portion
of the original mailing envelope with Snively’s typed mailing address. Pencil scribbles
are visible on the envelope fragment, possibly written in Marilyn’s own hand. It is
interesting to note that Snively attempted to stay in contact with Marilyn throughout
the star’s career. In fact, she was one of a very few guests from Marilyn’s inner circle
who was invited to her funeral.

683

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED
LETTER REGARDING CHARLES
SCHULZ’S NEW BOOK SNOOPY

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A onepage typed letter to Marilyn, dated June 17, 1958, in
regards to the release of SNOOPY, the new book by
famed cartoonist Charles Schulz, creator of the
comic strip Peanuts. The letter reads, “Dear Miss
Monroe, As I promised some weeks ago I am having
sent to you under separate cover a few copies of
Charles Schulz’s new “Peanuts” book, SNOOPY,
which just came in from the bindery. I hope you like
SNOOPY as much as we like publishing him.” The
letter is signed, “Sincerely yours, Theodore S.
Amussen, Vice President.”

8 1/4 by 8 7/8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700

8 1/2 by 6 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn
Monroe’s Personal Property
$300-500

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE SIGNED CHECK

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A Marilyn Monroe signed check dated October 8, 1958, made payable to May Reis, Monroe’s
secretary, in the amount of $15.75. During this time in Marilyn’s life, she was filming the comedy classic Some Like it Hot.
6 1/4 by 7 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$1,500-3,000
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MARILYN MONROE CORRESPONDENCE WITH BEN HECHT REGARDING MONROE’S LIFE STORY

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: Six documents referencing an agreement, and the dissolution thereof, between Marilyn Monroe and
Ben Hecht regarding his authoring her life story. Included is a facsimile copy of the originally signed agreement between Monroe and Hecht,
dated March 16, 1954, in which the terms of the agreement are exceedingly clear. Three unsigned carbon copies of this same agreement are
included. Also included is a facsimile copy of a two-page letter sent to Hecht by Marilyn’s attorney Lloyd Wright, Jr., in which he demands that
Hecht “surrender to us on behalf of our client, Miss Marilyn Monroe, all, and I repeat all, copies of any material concerning Miss Marilyn Monroe
written by Mr. Ben Hecht, pursuant to his contract of March 16, 1954 with Marilyn Monroe, or otherwise.” Marilyn partnered with Hecht to write
her life story, stating specifically that the article could be published only in the Ladies’ Home Journal magazine. Ultimately, for reasons unknown,
Hecht sold the text without Marilyn’s knowledge or approval, and the story was published in London’s Empire News from May through August of
1954.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700

686

MARILYN MONROE DOCUMENTS RELATED TO THE 1957
DISSOLUTION OF MARILYN MONROE PRODUCTIONS

From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A two-page typed memo from Robert H.
Montgomery, Jr. to John F. Wharton regarding “Proposed settlement of dispute
between Milton H. Greene and Marilyn Monroe. “The document clarifies that
Monroe will pay Greene $50,000.00 for his stock in Marilyn Monroe Productions, Inc.
in five equal annual installments, and also that she will sell to Greene her stock in
Milton Greene Studios. The document further states, “all agreements existing
between them are cancelled and of no further force and effect.” A second two-page
original document outlines the distribution of furniture and equipment, including
paintings, rugs, a vacuum cleaner, a lamp, a chair and a sofa, typewriters, and other
items. Overall an undeniably interesting look into the breakup of Marilyn and Milton.
11 by 17 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property
$500-700
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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687

MARILYN MONROE HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE FANCY BATHING ROBE

A now tan-colored terrycloth piece, sleeveless, A-line cut, hip length, with decorative rhinestone trim at collar and on the
two front faux pockets, circular weights inserted at front hem (so garment would hang properly during filming), pyramidshaped rhinestone-encrusted button at neck; inside label penned in black fountain pen ink reads “1-19-1-0919/ M.
Monroe/ A705-68.” Worn by Marilyn Monroe as Pola Debevoise in the funny scene in How to Marry a Millionaire (20th
Century, 1953) where Monroe is modeling a red bathing suit with this matching robe as she trips to her chair. The terrycloth
has now faded over the last 60+ years, but the collar (which is made of cotton and not terrycloth) still shows the original
red color. Also, the Technicolor film would have made the robe appear more red than it was in real life. Interestingly,
Monroe used this robe in a number of still photoshoots during the time she was promoting this film, which co-starred
Lauren Bacall and Betty Grable. (Please note there is rhinestone loss on the back of the collar and on the button.)
$20,000-40,000
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MARILYN MONROE ERNO LASZLO POWDER

A container of Erno Laszlo Duo Phase face powder owned by Marilyn Monroe, with a single hair strand within.
3 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 112, “Fine Manuscripts Including a Collection of Marilyn Monroe Memorabilia sold to Benefit Hollygrove
Children’s Home,” Sale 9814, Christie’s, Los Angeles, September 12, 2001
$1,000-2,000

689

MARILYN MONROE CAST
HAND AND FOOT PRINTS

A cast of Marilyn Monroe’s hand and foot
prints from Grauman’s Chinese Theatre in
Hollywood. Monroe and Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes (20th Century, 1953) co-star Jane
Russell immortalized their hand and foot
prints on June 26, 1953. A single crystal is
affixed on the “I” of “Marilyn.” A mold
was taken of Monroe’s hand and foot
prints as part of a 1970s project to create a
work of art for sale that did not reach
fruition. A sticker from Iconicus Studios,
which has obtained the official license for
the molds, reads “Iconicus Studios #0005.”
40 by 36 inches
$10,000-20,000
360
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MARILYN MONROE OVERBLOUSE

A black chiffon overblouse with dolman sleeves and elastic waistband, with a single clasp closure. Label reads “Rudi Gernreich
Design for Walter Bass.” A separate paper label reads “Style 104 M. Monroe.” Accompanied by the original Christie’s lot tag
from the 1999 sale.
PROVENANCE Lot 295, “The Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, October 27 & 28, 1999
$15,000-20,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS

361

691

MARILYN MONROE VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPHS

A collection of 10 original vintage film stills featuring Marilyn Monroe: five for Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (20th Century, 1953); two for The
Seven Year Itch (Charles K. Feldman, 1955); and three for The Misfits (Seven Arts, 1961). Together with approximately 25 publicity image
photographs of Monroe (printed circa 1970s and 1980s).
Unframed, 8 by 10 inches (each)
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Morgan Fairchild
$200-400

692

MARILYN MONROE VINTAGE PUBLICATIONS

A collection of approximately 30 vintage magazines, books,
and other publications featuring Marilyn Monroe, including
Movieland magazine (October 1952); Silver Screen magazine
(October 1953); Song Fan magazine (July 1954); LIFE magazine
(November 1959); TV and Movie Screen magazine (September
1960); LOOK magazine (January 1961); LIFE magazine (August
1964); the cover of Show magazine (September 1972) (framed);
Parade magazine (framed); and the August 6, 1962, edition of
the Los Angeles Times with the headline “Marilyn Monroe
Found Dead.” Together with six books on the life of Monroe,
several greeting cards with Monroe’s image, and a poster
produced from a photo by Philippe Halsman showing Monroe
at the gym.
22 by 16 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Morgan Fairchild
$300-500
362
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A group of three vintage Marilyn Monroe film posters: a framed
American one-sheet poster for the film Some Like It Hot (Ashton,
1959); an American one-sheet poster for the film The Prince and the
Showgirl (Warner Bros., 1957) (mounted on wood); and an unframed
American one-sheet poster for the film Marilyn (20th Century, 1963).

A collection of 33 vintage Marilyn Monroe lobby cards: one card
for How to Marry a Millionaire (20th Century, 1953); four cards
(title card included) for Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (20th Century,
1953); two cards for the 1961 rerelease of River of No Return
(20th Century, 1954); two cards for The Seven Year Itch (Charles
K. Feldman, 1955); three cards for The Prince and the Showgirl
(Warner Bros., 1957); two cards for Some Like It Hot (Ashton,
1959); eight cards (title card included) for Let’s Make Love (Jerry
Wald, 1960); eight cards for The Misfits (Seven Arts, 1961); and
three cards for Marilyn (20th Century, 1963).

MARILYN MONROE VINTAGE POSTERS

Framed, 44 by 30 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Morgan Fairchild

MARILYN MONROE VINTAGE LOBBY CARDS

$600-800
22 by 14 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Morgan Fairchild
$800-1,200

695

MARILYN MONROE
VINTAGE INSERT POSTERS

A collection of five vintage Marilyn
Monroe insert posters: The Seven
Year Itch (Charles K. Feldman, 1955);
Gentleman Prefer Blondes (20th
Century, 1953); Bus Stop (20th
Century, 1956); The Misfits (Seven
Arts, 1961); and Marilyn (20th Century,
1963). Together with two vintage
Monroe window card posters: The
Prince and the Showgirl (Warner
Bros., 1957) and How to Marry a
Millionaire (20th Century, 1953).
36 by 14 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Collection
of Morgan Fairchild
$600-800
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE
ANDRE DE DIENES PHOTOGRAPH

A silver gelatin photograph print of Marilyn Monroe on the beach
taken by Andre de Dienes and printed on double-weight paper,
with photographer stamp on verso.

697

MARILYN MONROE NIAGARA TRANSPARENCY

A color transparency of Marilyn Monroe posing in a red dress
and stiletto heels taken during a shoot for Niagara (20th
Century, 1953).
10 by 8 inches

20 by 16 inches
$400-600
$600-800

698

MARILYN MONROE STUDIO
TRANSPARENCY FOR NIAGARA

A color studio transparency showing two images of
Marilyn Monroe in a red dress taken during a shoot
for Niagara (20th Century, 1953).
8 by 10 inches
$600-800
364
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A later print with a matte finish, depicting Marilyn Monroe
holding a glass of champagne, signed in black felt-tip ink in the
lower left corner “George Barris,” verso stamped in black ink
“The Private Collection of/ Kim Goodwin.”

A group of seven color slides, all showing Marilyn Monroe in Korea when she
was there to perform for the U.S. troops in 1954. Four slides show Monroe
wearing a purple spaghetti-strapped dress on stage, three show her wearing a
bomber jacket and pants in the camp, and one has a further handwritten
annotation in black fountain pen ink reading in part “6 Feb 54 - A little/ closer
this time.”

MARILYN MONROE GEORGE BARRIS
SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH

MARILYN MONROE COLOR SLIDES FROM KOREA

7 by 5 inches
Each Slide, 2 by 2 inches
$400-600
$600-800

701

MARILYN MONROE RARE
COLOR SLIDES
A group of 21 color slides depicting
images of Marilyn Monroe from the
1950s until 1962. Some are candid
shots, others are posed studio
shots, all are somewhat rare and not
the typical ones seen of Marilyn.
Each Slide, 2 by 2 inches
$1,000-1,500

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS

365

photo: mptv images
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MARILYN MONROE A TICKET TO TOMAHAWK PERIOD COSTUME

A two-piece ensemble, the top portion made of pale yellow textured cotton, short puffy sleeves adorned with green velvet, ribbon, and
white lace on the left sleeve only, pleated lace trim at neck, four green velvet bows on front, two on left sleeve, one on right sleeve,
peplum waist, and hook-and-eye back closure. A matching skirt short, pleated, with green ribbon band at hips, zip-up back closure,
additional snap-on two-tiered train, label reading “A581-04 Marilyn Monroe.” The green velvet details were later replacements, likely for
another actress’ use. Sotheby’s lot tags still attached. Worn by the star in the role of Clara in the 1950 20th Century Fox musical where she
and the other gals sing “Oh, What a Forward Young Man You Are.”
$40,000-60,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE
NEGATIVE TAKEN BY
MILTON GREENE

A black and white negative of
Marilyn Monroe from the
“Hooker Sitting” series taken
by Milton Greene in the 20th
Century Fox back lot in 1956.
The negative is numbered
Kodak TMY 6053. Accompanied
by a small black and white print
of the negative.
2 1/2 by 2 inches
$600-800

704
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A large screenprint of Marilyn Monroe by Milton Greene. Signed in
pencil lower right and numbered in pencil lower left 216/300.

A screenprint on paper of Marilyn Monroe by Milton Greene.
Signed in pencil lower right and numbered in pencil lower left
282/300.

MARILYN MONROE MILTON GREENE PRINT

MARILYN MONROE MILTON GREENE PRINT

Unframed, 46 by 35 inches
Unframed, 46 by 35 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Morgan Fairchild
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Morgan Fairchild
$1,000-2,000
$1,000-2,000
368
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MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD
PHOTOGRAPH

A large-format color photograph taken by
Harold Lloyd of Marilyn Monroe lounging
poolside in a pink coral swimsuit with
rhinestone accents. Numbered 21/250 on
the verso and bearing the Harold Lloyd
Trust seal to the lower right corner of the
recto.
Unframed, 23 1/2 by 19 1/2 inches (sheet);
17 1/4 by 16 inches (image)
PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold
Lloyd
$600-800

707

708

A large-format color photograph taken by Harold Lloyd of
Marilyn Monroe reading a book in a pink negligee.
Numbered 23/250 on the verso and bearing the Harold Lloyd
Trust seal to the lower right corner of the recto.

A large-format color photograph taken by Harold Lloyd of Marilyn
Monroe reading a book in a pink negligee. Numbered 21/250 on the
verso and bearing the Harold Lloyd Trust seal to the lower right
corner of the recto.

Unframed, 24 by 20 inches (sheet); 17 1/4 by 16 inches (image)

Unframed, 23 1/2 by 19 1/2 inches (sheet); 17 1/4 by 16 inches (image)

PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold Lloyd

PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold Lloyd

$600-800

$600-800

MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD PHOTOGRAPH

MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD PHOTOGRAPH

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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A large-format color photograph taken by Harold Lloyd of Marilyn
Monroe playing records in a black negligee. Bearing the Harold
Lloyd Trust seal to the lower right corner of the recto.

A large-format color photograph taken by Harold Lloyd of Marilyn
Monroe standing near a Jeep. Bearing the Harold Lloyd Trust seal
to the lower right corner of the recto.

MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD PHOTOGRAPH

MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD PHOTOGRAPH

Unframed, 24 by 20 inches (sheet); 17 1/4 by 16 inches (image)

Unframed, 25 1/2 by 24 inches (sheet); 21 1/2 by 20 inches (image)

PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold Lloyd

PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold Lloyd

$400-600

$600-800

711
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A large-format color photograph taken by Harold Lloyd of Marilyn
Monroe in a white cocktail dress. Numbered 21/250 on the verso
and bearing the Harold Lloyd Trust seal to the lower right corner of
the recto.

A large-format color photograph taken by Harold Lloyd of Marilyn
Monroe reading a book in a black negligee. Numbered 22/250 on
the verso and bearing the Harold Lloyd Trust seal to the lower right
corner of the recto.

Unframed, 23 1/2 by 19 1/2 inches (sheet); 17 1/4 by 16 inches
(image)

Unframed, 24 by 20 inches (sheet); 17 1/4 by 16 inches (image)

MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD PHOTOGRAPH

MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD PHOTOGRAPH

PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold Lloyd
PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold Lloyd
$600-800
$600-800
370
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A large-format color photograph taken by Harold Lloyd of Marilyn
Monroe lounging poolside in a pink coral swimsuit with rhinestone
accents. Numbered 21/250 on the verso and bearing the Harold
Lloyd Trust seal to the lower right corner of the recto.

A large-format color photograph taken by Harold Lloyd of Marilyn
Monroe lounging poolside in a pink coral swimsuit with rhinestone
accents. Numbered 21/250 on the verso and bearing the Harold
Lloyd Trust seal to the lower right corner of the recto.

Unframed, 23 1/2 by 19 1/2 inches (sheet); 17 1/4 by 16 inches
(image)

Unframed, 20 by 16 inches (sheet); 14 by 13 inches (image)

MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD PHOTOGRAPH

MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD PHOTOGRAPH

PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold Lloyd
PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold Lloyd
$400-600
$600-800

715

MARILYN MONROE
HAROLD LLOYD PHOTOGRAPH
A large-format color photograph taken by
Harold Lloyd of Marilyn Monroe lounging
poolside in a pink coral swimsuit with
rhinestone accents. Numbered 21/250 on
the verso and bearing the Harold Lloyd
Trust seal to the lower right corner of the
recto.
Unframed, 23 1/2 by 19 1/2 inches (sheet);
17 1/4 by 16 inches (image)
PROVENANCE From the Trust of Harold
Lloyd
$600-800
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE OWNED NECKLACE

A six-stranded iridescent crystal necklace in purple and green
owned by Marilyn Monroe; fastens with a hook. Accompanied by
the original lot tag from the Christie’s sale.
Adjustable drop, 8 3/4 to 10 inches
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 248, “The Personal Property of Marilyn
Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, October 27 & 28, 1999
$10,000-20,000
372
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MARILYN MONROE RHINESTONE EAR CLIPS

A pair of drop rhinestone ear clips with three strands of teardropshaped rhinestones, unmarked. Accompanied by the original lot card
from the Christie’s sale.
Length, 4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 211A, “The Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number 9216, October 27 & 28, 1999
$30,000-40,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MARILYN MONROE BERT STERN SCREENPRINT

A screenprint on paper made from an image of Marilyn Monroe
taken during the Bert Stern photo session known as the “Last
Sitting.” Signed in pencil lower right by Stern and marked in pencil
lower left “A.P.” [Artist’s Proof]. Together with a large photograph
of Monroe taken in 1957 (printed later).
Unframed, 28 1/2 by 22 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Morgan Fairchild
$300-500

719

LET’S MAKE LOVE ORIGINAL SCRIPT

A Let’s Make Love script dated December 30,
1959, and completed January 6, 1960. Yellow
paper cover, reads at upper right “Revised
Shooting Final,” 162 pages with some pages of
revision on blue paper. Distribution leaf has a
piece clipped off. The comedic film starred Marilyn
Monroe opposite Yves Montand. The pair were
rumored to have had an affair during the
production of the film.
11 1/2 by 9 inches
$2,000-3,000
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720

MARILYN MONROE
SOMETHING’S GOT TO GIVE SCRIPT

A revised final script for Something’s Got to Give (20th
Century, 1962) dated August 30, 1961, on the cover and
numbered “902.” The red cover has a “Property of
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation” stamp. The
111-page script was Marilyn Monroe’s personal copy, and
the first page reads “This script should be treated as
confidential and remain in the possession of the person
to whom it has been issued.” The script contains 25
pages on blue paper, each with the date on top, showing
revisions to the original script. Accompanied by the
original Christie’s lot card and binder from the 1999 sale.
11 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 488, “The Personal Property of
Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, October 27 & 28,
1999
$10,000-15,000
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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PREFERRED MEMBER PROGRAM
Receive a Five Year Julien’s Auctions Catalog Subscription
and Access to Every Worldwide VIP Events
Julien’s Auctions invites you to join its exclusive membership program (the “Preferred Member Program”). Enjoy VIP status with
entrance to VIP events and a full-color catalog for each of our Rock ‘n’ Roll, Hollywood and single-owner celebrity estate
exhibitions and auctions for the next five years.
The cost of your five-year Preferred Membership is $2,000. This is an approximate savings of $5,000 during the five year period
over the cost of purchasing each of our printed auction catalogs on an a la carte basis. As a Julien’s Auctions Preferred Member,
you will receive special VIP invitations to our high-profile auctions, receptions and exhibitions worldwide.
Your Julien’s Auctions Preferred Membership gives you special access to our prestigious world-class receptions and events and you
will receive all of our auction catalogs. After you purchase your membership, you will receive a confirmation letter in the mail.
Our membership program offers you inside access to the exciting world of celebrities and their collections.
Call us at (310) 836-1818 or visit our website at www.juliensauctions.com to learn more!
Please note that Preferred Membership is not a substitute for auction registration, which you must continue to do on a per-auction
basis. If you wish to bid in an auction, you are still required to complete a Bidder Registration Form, and to set up a Member
Account in connection with online auction bidding.
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BIDDER RE GIS TRATION FO RM
Julien’s Auctions invites you to complete and submit this Bidder Registration Form. You acknowledge your proposed registration to bid in the aboveidentified Auction is subject to verification of the information that you provide, and approval of your registration is at the sole and complete discretion
of Julien’s Auctions. We will provide you with written confirmation if and when your application is approved.
This auction sale will be conducted in accordance with Julien’s Auctions’ Auction Terms and Conditions (“Terms and Conditions”) in the form set out in
our auction catalogue, which are incorporated herein by reference. You should read the Auction Terms and Conditions which describe the charges
payable by you on the purchases you make and other terms relating to bidding and buying at the auction, which you accept by signing this form. You
should ask us any questions you have about the Terms and Conditions before signing this Bidder Registration Form.

PLeASe check One OF the FOLLOwIng:
! I will be attending the live auction
! I will be placing absentee bids
! I will be phone bidding
name: _____________________________________________________ company: _________________________________________________
email: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
city: _____________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ______________________________________
ZIP/Postal code: ________________________________________ country: ______________________________________________________
Day Phone: _______________________________ cell Phone: _______________________________ Fax: _____________________________
! check here if different billing address

! Absentee Bid(s)

! Phone Bid(s)

Absentee Bidders: Please state your MAXIMUM bid in United States Dollars (USD$) for each Lot
(excluding Buyer’s Premium, Online Fee, taxes, shipping fees or other charges):
Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________
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Bidder Registration Form

continued

Billing Address (if different than previous page):
name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
city: __________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ____________________________________
ZIP/Postal code: _______________________________________ country: ___________________________________________________
type of Credit Card:
! Visa
! Mastercard

! American express

card number: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
expiration Date: ________________________________________________ Security code: _____________________________________
Upon credit card verification, if you are approved for registration as a Bidder, you hereby authorize Julien’s Auctions to
charge the above listed card for any purchases you make at Auction pursuant to the Auction terms and conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________________________________________
shipping: Please review the shipping terms for your items. Shipping is not included in the hammer Price of your auction items, and winning Bidders are responsible
for all shipping costs. Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot(s) to you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of the Auction, the destination address
of the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the Lot. Julien's Auctions and Shippers are not responsible for returned or undeliverable shipments.
Buyer’s Premium: I hereby request approval for registration to bid in this auction sale with Julien’s Auctions (“the Auctioneer”). I acknowledge that I have read, understood and agreed to the Auction terms and conditions applicable to the Auction for which I now register and request the Auctioneer to approve such registration as
an authorized participant as a Floor Bidder (Bidder at live event), Absentee Bidder (Bidder by phone or proxy) or Online Bidder. A Buyer’s Premium will be added to
the successful bid price and is payable by the Purchaser as part of the total Purchase Price. Successful online bids are subject to the Buyer’s Premium, plus an
additional service fee of three percent (3%) of the hammer Price, payable by the Purchaser as part of the total Purchase Price. I acknowledge and agree that Buyer’s
Premium will be added to the hammer Price on each individual lot as follows:
Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00: twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including $200,000.00: twenty-five percent (25%).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above: twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s
Premium of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount above $200,000.00.
I further acknowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium for such lot(s), as well as additional
applicable fees as stated in the Auction terms and conditions. All invoices must be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction. I authorize Julien’s
Auctions to charge my credit card listed on this form for all items purchased (including shipping) at this auction, and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in,
if not otherwise paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction.
Representations, Warranties And Acknowledgements: I, the undersigned, represent and warrant to Julien’s Auctions that (i) the information I have provided on
this Bidder registration Form is truthful, complete and accurate; (ii) I have full power and authority to execute and deliver this Bidder registration Form; (iii) this
Bidder registration Form is a legally valid and binding obligation; and (iv) the execution, delivery and/or performance of this Bidder registration Form and the Auction
terms & conditions does not conflict with any agreement, understanding or document to which the proposed registered bidder is a party. I acknowledge receiving
a copy of the Auction terms and conditions attached hereto, and agree to comply with all provisions therein. I understand that each and every Bid that I place in
the Auction creates a binding obligation to purchase the Lots for which I am the winning Bidder, and that all purchases are subject to additional fees as detailed in
the Auction terms and conditions.
Any future reproduction or commercial use of the photographs consigned by Si Litvinoff in this auction, must credit "Si Litvinoff- executive Producer of 'the Man
who Fell to earth' as the photographer.

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________________________________________
Print name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
company (if applicable): ________________________________________ title: _________________________________________

Please return completed forms via fax at (310) 388-0207 or e-mail to Bidding@JuliensAuctions.com
Forms must be received by 12:00 pm (noon) Pacific time on the day prior to the auction day in order for your registration information to be timely reviewed and verified.

MAIL OnLy: Julien’s Auctions | 8630 hayden Place | culver city, cA 90232
phone: (310) 836-1818 | fax: (310) 388-0207 | email: info@juliensauctions.com
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Auction terms and conditions
Julien entertainment.com, Inc., a california corporation
d/b/a Julien’s Auctions ( “Julien’s Auctions”, “company”, “we”, “our”, or “us”) hereby provides the
following terms (“Auction terms and conditions”) to
apply to sales by Bids conducted by Julien’s Auctions
(each an “Auction” and collectively, the “Auctions”). By
completing a Bidder registration Form, you agree that
you have read, understood and agree to be bound by
these Auction terms and conditions.
Any future reproduction or commercial use of the photographs consigned by Si Litvinoff in this auction, must
credit "Si Litvinoff- executive Producer of 'the Man who
Fell to earth' as the photographer.
PLeASe reAD theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD cOnDItIOnS cAreFULLy. theSe AUctIOn terMS
AnD cOnDItIOnS IncLUDe An AgreeMent tO
MAnDAtOry ArBItrAtIOn, whIch MeAnS thAt
yOU Agree tO SUBMIt Any DISPUte ArISIng
UnDer, reLAteD tO, Or In cOnnectIOn wIth
the AUctIOn tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL ArBItrAtIOn rAther thAn PrOceeD In cOUrt. the
DISPUteS/ArBItrAtIOn
PrOVISIOn
ALSO
IncLUDeS A cLASS ActIOn wAIVer, whIch
MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO PrOceeD wIth
Any DISPUte InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt
OF A cLASS ActIOn. thIS AgreeMent ALSO
IncLUDeS A JUry wAIVer.

1. aUCtIOns.
each Auction conducted is of a designated set of items
(each a “Lot”) on a designated date. Lots are provided
by the party that wishes us to sell property on their
behalf (each such party a “consignor”). we will provide
the pertinent information for each Auction, including:
date, start time of auction, each Lot to be sold, and
location. Auctions may be conducted live in-person,
online via http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or
both. All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and
these Auction terms and conditions, are governed by
the laws of the State of california. Julien’s Auctions
maintains a bond on file with the california Secretary of
State as required by california civil code §1812.600.

2. regIstratIOn.
In order to participate in an Auction, registration is
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”). Any
person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, or in
person will complete a Bidder registration Form. Online
Bidders will submit a completed electronic form through
the Service, where they may also establish an online
account (“Member Account”). each Auction requires a
separate registration; Bidders with a Member Account
may register for Auctions via their account.
(a) Information required. to register, Bidders are
required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information. you hereby represent that all information
you submit in connection with registration is truthful and
accurate. By submitting your information, you consent
to have your personal information processed by Julien’s
Auctions in the United States. Julien’s Auctions has
implemented commercially reasonable technical and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or disclosure. however, we cannot guarantee that unauthorized
third parties will never be able to defeat those measures
or use your personal information for improper purposes.

you acknowledge that you provide your personal information at your own risk.
(b) First time Bidders. For verification purposes,
Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are
required to submit a copy of their (A) official
government-issued identification (driver’s license /
passport / state identification card), and (B) credit card.
copies of such documents may be submitted in person,
via facsimile to 310-388-0207 or via email to
bidding@juliensauctions.com. Failure to do so may
inhibit your ability to register.
(c) Credit Card authorization. we (and/or our thirdparty payment processor) may verify credit card
information in order to register. to verify your card, we
will charge $1.00 to it. After the card is verified, we will
immediately refund the card. your card issuer will
credit your card balance within thirty (30) days from
the date of the refund. In the event you add or
replace a credit card, we may also verify such new or
replacement credit card.
(d) Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an emancipated
minor. written consent must acknowledge the terms
and conditions of sale. this written consent constitutes
an agreement to be bound thereby on behalf of the
Bidder. If you are under 18 years of age you may
participate in Auctions only if you are either an
emancipated minor, or possess legal parental or
guardian consent, and are fully able and competent to
enter into the terms, conditions, obligations,
affirmations, representations, and warranties set forth in
these Auction terms and conditions, and to abide by
and comply with these Auction terms and conditions.
IF yOU Are A PArent Or gUArDIAn AnD yOU PrOVIDe yOUr cOnSent tO the regIStrAtIOn OF
yOUr chILD, yOU Agree tO Be BOUnD By thIS
AgreeMent wIth reSPect tO, thrOUgh, AnD In
cOnnectIOn wIth SUch regIStrAtIOn AnD AUctIOn PArtIcIPAtIOn.
(e) Online Member accounts. Bidder can elect to
set up a Member Account on the Service in accordance
with the policies set forth on the Service. Bidder
acknowledges and agrees that all Bids placed under a
Member Account are considered to be placed by the
Member or with Member’s authorization.
(f) approval of registration. Julien’s Auctions, in its
sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right to
approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any time.
we are under no obligation to accept your application
for registration.
(g) term of registration. Upon approval by Julien’s
Auctions, your registration is effective throughout the
applicable Auction for which you registered and any
post-Auction obligations you incur in connection with
Bids you placed during such Auction.

3. BIddIng.
Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.
(a) Placement; Payment authorization. when a Lot
at the Auction goes live, you are free to place bids on
such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an Auction con-

ducted both in-person and online, until the individual
conducting the sale for Julien’s Auctions (the
“Auctioneer”) determines that bidding on such Lot has
closed, or (ii) if an online-only Auction, in accordance
with the parameters set forth on the Service for such
Lot. As bids are placed, Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to authorize your credit card for any bid amount
placed. If an authorization was made on a Bid and you
are subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release
that authorization.
(b) notifications. If you are placing Bids via the Service or by proxy, each time you are outbid Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message notification
advising you of such. If you are a telephone or in-person Bidder, it is your responsibility to monitor the Lot(s)
for which you placed Bid(s) in the event you are outbid.
If you are the winning Bidder for a given Lot, Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message confirmation.
(c) Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to accept or decline any Bid. Bids must be for an
entire Lot. each Lot constitutes a separate sale. All
Bids are per Lot unless otherwise announced at a live
sale by the Auctioneer. All winning Bids are subject to a
Buyer’s Premium (as defined herein). Live auction Lots
will be sold in their numbered sequence unless the
Auctioneer directs otherwise. Julien’s Auctions may
cancel any Lot and have it removed from an Auction
prior to acceptance of a winning Bid. In the event a Lot
is removed from an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if
an online Auction, by a posting on the Service and by
email to Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via
the Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction. In such
instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any Bids
previously placed on such Lot prior to its removal from
the Auction shall be cancelled, and Julien’s Auctions will
not receive any further Bids on such Lot.
(d) Purchase Obligations. In connection with making Bids, Bidders agree that the registered Bidder with
the highest Bid at the close of the Auction will be obligated to purchase the Lot. By bidding on any Lot, you
agree to purchase the Lot at the price you have Bid. you
agree that should you Bid on a Lot and that Bid is the
winning Bid, that you are bound to pay Julien’s Auctions
the winning bid amount for the Lot. All sales are final and
winners cannot cancel. no exceptions will be made.
you further acknowledge and agree that the winning Bid
you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i) additional fees,
including the Buyer’s Premium and Online Service Fee
(if applicable), and (ii) additional costs, including taxes,
shipping (if applicable), storage (if applicable), and customs (if applicable), and that you are obligated to pay
such fees and costs in connection with your winning
Bid.
(e) Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders to
collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay less
than the fair value for Lot(s). Bidders participating in
both live and online auctions acknowledge that the law
provides for substantial penalties for those who violate
these provisions.
(f) disputes Between Bidders. For live auctions the
Auctioneer will have final discretion in the event that any
dispute should arise between Bidders. the Auctioneer
will determine the successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or
re-offer and resell the Lot or Lots in dispute. Julien’s
Auctions will have final discretion to resolve any
disputes arising after the sale and in online auctions. If
any dispute arises our sale record is conclusive.
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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(g) absentee Bids. Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids as a
courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the live
auctions. notwithstanding the foregoing, we take no
responsibility for any errors or omissions in connection
with this courtesy.
(h) Online Bids. Our online auction Service is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.” high speed
internet access is required to access the Service
effectively. the Service is subject to limitations, delays
and other problems inherent in the use of the Internet
and electronic communications. Julien’s Auctions is not
responsible for any delays, delivery failures, or other
damage resulting from such problems.
(i) reserve. All of the Lots offered at Auction are
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable to
the consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the
“reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell the
Lot unless the reserve is met. A Lot or Lots may be
withdrawn from an Auction if there is no Bid equal to or
above the reserve.
During a live auction the Auctioneer may open any Lot
by bidding on behalf of the consignor and may bid up
to the amount of the reserve, by placing successive or
consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in response to other
Bidders. Online sales may do the same by employing
the use of a starting Bid which will commence bidding
at or below the reserve price agreed to by the
consignor.

4. WInnIng BIds.
At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot will
be considered the “hammer Price”, and the successful
Bidder shall be informed by email (the “winning Bidder”
or the “Purchaser”). the winning Bidder is responsible
for paying to Julien’s Auctions the hammer Price,
Buyer’s Premium, and all applicable taxes, plus shipping
costs (if applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee (if the
winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the Service)
and any applicable customs and/or duties (such
amounts collectively, the “total Purchase Price”). Upon
conclusion of the Auction, we will provide the winning
Bidder with an accounting statement of the total Purchase Price by email.
(a) risk of loss; release of lots. Upon establishment of the hammer Price for the purchase of the Lot
(the “Sale”), the winning Bidder immediately thereafter
assumes full responsibility for all risk of loss or damage
(including, without limitation, liability for or damage to
frames or glass covering prints, paintings, photos, or
other works) and will immediately pay the total Purchase Price or such part as Julien’s Auctions may
require. All Sales are final. Lots will be released to you
(or the shipping company, as applicable) upon our
receipt of payment of the total Purchase Price in full
from you.
(b) Buyer’s Premium. winning Bidder agrees that in
addition to the hammer Price, the Lot will be subject to
an additional charge on the hammer Price as part of the
total Purchase Price (the “Buyer’s Premium”). the
Buyer’s Premium is as follows:
Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00. For individual Lots with a hammer Price of up to and including one
hundred United States Dollars and zero cents ($100.00),
the Buyer’s Premium is twenty-five United States Dollars
and zero cents ($25.00).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including $200,000.00. For individual Lots with a hammer
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Price of one hundred United States Dollars and one cent
($100.01) to two hundred thousand United States Dollars and zero cents ($200,000.00), a Buyer’s Premium of
twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer
Price.
Example: the hammer Price on a Lot is one hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($150,000). the
winning Bidder would pay a Buyer’s Premium of 25%,
i.e., thirty-seven thousand five hundred United States
Dollars ($37,500.00) on such Lot.
Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above.
For individual Lots with a hammer Price of two hundred
thousand United States Dollars and one cent
($200,000.01) and above, a Buyer’s Premium of twentyfive percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price
up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s Premium
of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount
above $200,000.00.
Example: the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00).
the winning Bidder would pay a total Buyer’s Premium
of sixty thousand United States Dollars ($60,000.00) on
such Lot, calculated as follows: 25% of the first
$200,000.00, i.e. fifty thousand United States Dollars
($50,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining $50,000.00, i.e.
ten thousand United States Dollars.
(c) Online service Fee. For all Lots where the winning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
additional three percent (3%) of the hammer Price (the
“Online Service Fee”) will be added to the Buyer’s Premium amount detailed immediately above.
Example: the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00),
with the highest Bid being placed online via the Service.
the winning Bidder would pay, in addition to the Buyer’s
Premium, an Online Service Fee of seven thousand five
hundred United States Dollars ($7,500.00).
(d) taxes. winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all applicable
taxes due in connection with such Lot, including but not
limited to sales tax, use tax, and value-added tax (VAt).
All items picked up in california will be charged california state sales tax, as will all items sent to california
residents. All items sent to new york residents will be
charged new york state sales tax.
(e) lot retrieval. All Lots must be removed from our
premises by the winning Bidder within thirty (30) calendar days of the conclusion of the Auction at the winning
Bidder’s own expense.
In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you intend to pick up
your items as the winning Bidder, arrangements must be
made upon payment of the total Purchase Price for the
Lot. Pick-ups are by appointment only, Monday-Friday
between 10:00am and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days
following your payment of the total Purchase Price, the
Lot is not removed: (A) a handling charge of eight dollars
($8.00) per day or one percent (1%) of the total Purchase Price per month, whichever is greater, will be
payable to us by the winning Bidder, with a minimum of
five hundred dollars ($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the
total Purchase Price for any Lot not so removed within
sixty (60) calendar days after the Sale, whichever is
greater (the “Storage Fees”); and (B) we may send the
Lot to a public warehouse or storage facility, at winning
Bidder’s sole risk and expense. If winning Bidder fails
to remove the Lot within one hundred and eighty (180)
days following the Sale, then, in addition to the Storage
Fees, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right (but not the
obligation) to dispose of or retain any such Lot. All costs

incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection with the
removal or disposal of any such Lot shall be paid by
winning Bidder within ten (10) days of our demand
therefor.
Shipping. winning Bidders are responsible for all costs
to ship their items. Shipping is not included in the hammer Price of your auction items. Please review the
shipping terms for your items. Some items may be
shipped directly by Julien’s Auctions, or we may contract with an outside shipping company (“Shippers”), to
ship your Lot to you. Please allow 2-12 weeks for the
delivery of your Lot to you; delivery time is dependent
upon the size of the Auction, the destination address of
the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the
Lot. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible
for returned or undeliverable shipments.
International. Julien’s Auctions will provide you with a
customs document detailing the value of items purchased. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not
responsible if there are any delays in customs. Purchasers are responsible for compliance with all laws and
regulations applicable to the international purchase and
shipment of items. Purchaser understands that the
shipment of Lots internationally is subject to United
States export controls and trade and economic sanctions laws, and agrees to comply with all such laws and
regulations, including the export Administration regulations maintained by the United States Department of
commerce, and the trade and economic sanctions
maintained by the United States treasury Department’s
Office of Foreign Assets control.
(f) Invoices and Payments. All invoices must be
paid within ten (10) calendar days after the close of the
Auction.
Payments. Julien’s Auctions accepts payment by
cashier’s check, personal check, wire transfer, American
express, Mastercard, and Visa. winning Bidders who
wish to pay by check may do so by making checks
payable to: Julien’s Auctions, 8630 hayden Place, culver city, cA 90232.
Credit Card Authorization. Bidder authorizes Julien’s
Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card provided at
registration for all items purchased at any Auction that
Bidder may participate in, if not paid in full within ten (10)
calendar days after the close of the Auction. Processing
fees for credit card payments may apply. All invoices
under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00)
will automatically be charged to the credit card on file
unless prior arrangements are made.
Lot Rights. In the event Julien’s Auctions has agreed in
writing prior to the auction to provide payment terms or
an extended period of time for payment to you, you
acknowledge and agree that you shall have no right,
title, or interest in and to any property purchased by you
until all amounts owed by you are paid in full.
If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment plan
or extended payment period, upon your default, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the unequivocal right, at its sole
discretion, to sell some or all of the property on which
you were the winning Bidder, and to apply the proceeds
toward the balance of any monies owed by you to
Julien’s Auctions. If the monies received through the
sale of the items do not meet your outstanding
obligations, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right to
pursue any and all remedies available under the law
against you pursuant to the provisions set forth herein.
If the monies received through the sale of the items
exceed your outstanding obligations, the excess, minus
any fees or costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in
connection with and arising out of the sale of the

properties, shall be refunded to you.
Late Payment Fees. commencing with the tenth day
following the Sale, payments not received by Julien’s
Auctions will incur a late charge of one-and-a-half percent (1.5%) per month (or the highest rate allowable by
law, whichever is lower) on the outstanding total Purchase Price.
Excess Fund Return. In the event you are the winning
Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you provided us
with a deposit for your Bid which exceeds the total Purchase Price, we will return any such excess within thirty
(30) business days of the conclusion of the Auction,
unless delay is compelled by (A) legal proceedings, or
(B) our inability, through no fault of our own, to transfer
title to the Lot or comply with any provision of california
civil code Section 1812.600-1812.609, the california
commercial code, the california code of civil Procedure, or other provision of applicable law.
(g) defaults; Company’s remedies. If winning
Bidder does not comply with the conditions herein, such
winning Bidder will be in default. In addition to any and
all other remedies available to Julien’s Auctions and the
consignor by law and at equity, including, without
limitation, the right to hold the winning Bidder liable for
the total Purchase Price, including all fees, charges and
expenses more fully set forth herein, we, at our option,
may: (a) cancel the Sale of the subject Lot, or any other
lots sold to the defaulting Purchaser at the same or any
other Auction, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments made by the Purchaser; (b) resell the
purchased property, whether at public auction or by
private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof. In any
case, the Purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, any
and all costs, handling charges, late charges, expenses
of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our
regular rates, legal fees and expenses, collection fees
and incidental damages.
we may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of
sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the
Purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the Purchaser to us or any affiliated
company, where or not intended to reduce the
Purchaser’s obligations with respect to the unpaid Lot
or Lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to
us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a defaulting
Purchaser will be deemed to have granted and assigned
to us and our affiliated companies, a continuing security
interest of first priority in any property or money of our
owing to such Purchaser in our possession or in the
possession of any of our affiliated companies, and we
may retain and apply such property or money as
collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any
affiliated company of ours. Payment will not be deemed
to have been made in full until we have collected good
funds. In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all
of the total Purchase Price for any Lot and Julien’s
Auctions elects to pay the consignor any portion of the
sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that
Julien’s Auctions shall have all of the rights of the
consignor to pursue the Purchaser for any amounts
paid to the consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under
these Auction terms and conditions.
Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for
registration at future Auctions.

5. lIMItatIOn OF lIaBIlIty.
(a) exclusion of Consequential damages. tO the
MAXIMUM eXtent PerMItteD By APPLIcABLe LAw,
In nO eVent ShALL JULIen’S AUctIOnS, ItS AFFILIAteS, OFFIcerS, DIrectOrS, eMPLOyeeS,

AgentS, Or ItS LIcenSOrS Be LIABLe FOr Any
DIrect, InDIrect, PUnItIVe, IncIDentAL, SPecIAL,
cOnSeQUentIAL Or eXeMPLAry DAMAgeS,
IncLUDIng wIthOUt LIMItAtIOn DAMAgeS FOr
LOSS OF PrOFItS, gOODwILL, USe, DAtA Or
Other IntAngIBLe LOSSeS, ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD cOnDItIOnS, regArDLeSS OF the theOry OF LIABILIty,
eVen IF ADVISeD OF the POSSIBILIty OF SUch
DAMAgeS. thrOUghOUt the AUctIOn, JULIen’S
AUctIOnS IS nOt reSPOnSIBLe FOr the cOnDUct (whether OnLIne Or OFFLIne) OF Any
BIDDer, cOnSIgnOr, Or nOn-cOMPAny PerSOnneL.
(b) liability Cap.
cOMPAny’S MAXIMUM
AggregAte LIABILIty ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO thIS AgreeMent, regArDLeSS OF
the theOry OF LIABILIty, wILL Be LIMIteD tO the
greAter OF FIVe hUnDreD DOLLArS ($500) AnD
the tOtAL PUrchASe PrIce PAID Or PAyABLe By
yOU tO JULIen’S AUctIOnS. the eXIStence OF
MOre thAn One cLAIM ShALL nOt eXPAnD SUch
LIMIt. the PArtIeS AcknOwLeDge thAt the FeeS
AgreeD UPOn Between yOU AnD JULIen’S AUctIOnS Are BASeD In PArt On theSe LIMItAtIOnS,
AnD thAt theSe LIMItAtIOnS wILL APPLy
nOtwIthStAnDIng Any FAILUre OF Any eSSentIAL PUrPOSe OF Any LIMIteD reMeDy. the
FOregOIng LIMItAtIOn OF LIABILIty ShALL APPLy
tO the FULLeSt eXtent PerMItteD By LAw In
the APPLIcABLe JUrISDIctIOn.

6. IndeMnIty.
you agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and other
affiliated companies, and the employees, contractors,
agents, officers and directors of each, from and against
any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but not
limited to attorney’s fees) arising from your violation of
any term of these Auction terms and conditions, including without limitation, (i) your breach of any of the
representations and warranties herein; (ii) your violation
of any law, rule or regulation of the United States or any
other country.

7. lOts.

(c) Catalogues. while Julien’s Auctions customarily
produces printed catalogues of all Lots available for an
Auction, such catalogues are for illustrative purposes
only.
Descriptions of Lots therein are not
comprehensive and may contain errors. we do not
warrant any aspect of content in our catalogues other
than the Attribution of Lots.
(d) Condition reports. Bidders may request a written
report of the Lot’s repair and restoration history (a
“condition
report”)
by
emailing
info@juliensauctions.com for a condition report. Other
than Attribution, we do not make any representations or
warranties, express or implied, concerning any content
in a condition report. we will customarily provide
condition reports so long as we receive a written
request from you at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to
the Auction. you agree that any condition report(s) we
provide to you are the confidential information of Julien’s
Auctions, are to be utilized for your personal purposes
only, are to be treated by you with the same degree of
care that you utilize to protect your own confidential
information (provided, however, that you must at least
use reasonable care), and are not to be disclosed to
third parties unless mandated by law. If you breach any
obligations in this Section, Julien’s Auctions shall be
entitled to seek equitable relief to protect its interest
therein, including but not limited to injunctive relief as
well as money damages.
these confidentiality
obligations will survive the conclusion of any Auction.
(e) Pricing. All Lot pricing is listed in United States
Dollars. we may offer certain programs, tools, and site
experiences of particular interest to international users,
such as estimated local currency conversion and international shipping calculation tools, but these are offered
for convenience only.

8. attrIBUtIOn Warranty.
(a) attribution. “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of
origin, as the case may be as stated in the (i) heading
set forth in bold type of a Lot in a live auction catalogue,
as amended by any statements by the Auctioneer
and/or written salesroom notices and announcements
(“Bold type heading”) or (ii) the lot title of an online
auction, as amended by any online notices and
announcements (“Online Lot heading”) (Bold type
heading and Online Lot heading collectively,
“headings”).

(a) Warranty; disclaimers.
Julien’s Auctions
warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as defined
below) of property listed in the catalogue or online as
stated in the Attribution warranty in Section 8 below.
except for the Attribution warranty, all property is sold
“As Is”. we make no warranties, nor does the
consignor, as to the merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose, the correctness of the catalogue or
other description of the physical condition, size, quality,
rarity, importance, medium, provenance, exhibitions,
literature or historical relevance of any property. no oral
or written statements made in the catalogue, online
listing, advertisement, condition report, bill of sale, and
announcement or elsewhere made by employees
(including affiliated and related companies) shall be
considered a warranty. we and the consignor make no
representations and warranties, express or implied, as
to whether the purchaser acquires any Intellectual
Property rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property. we and the
consignor are not responsible for errors and omissions
in the catalogue, online listings or any other
supplemental material.

(b) attribution Warranty. Subject to the exclusions
below, we make no warranties to information not
contained in headings. Subject to the exclusions listed
below, Julien’s Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot
for a period of one (1) year from the date of Sale and
only to the original Purchaser on record at the auction.
If it is determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution
is incorrect, the Sale will be rescinded if the Lot is
returned to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility in
the same condition in which it was at the time of Sale.
In order to satisfy us that the “Attribution” of a lot is
indeed incorrect we reserve the right to require the
Purchaser to obtain, at the Purchaser’s expense, the
opinion of two experts in the field, mutually acceptable
to Julien’s Auctions and the Purchaser, before we agree
to rescind the Sale under the warranty. this warranty is
not assignable and applies only to the original Purchaser
on record with Julien’s Auctions. this warranty does not
transfer to any subsequent owners of any purchased
property (this includes without limitation, heirs,
successors, beneficiaries or assigns).

(b) evaluation; Item descriptions. It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to make
the determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.

(c) remedies. Should a Sale be rescinded and the
total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically understood
that this will be considered the sole remedy. It is
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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exclusive and in lieu of any other remedy available as a
matter of law, or in equity.
(d) exclusions. exclusions will be made and this
warranty does not apply to Attribution which on the date
of sale was in accordance with the then generally
accepted opinion of scholars and specialists, or the
identification of periods or dates of execution which may
be proven inaccurate by means of scientific processes
not generally accepted for use until after publication of
the catalogue or listing online, or which were
unreasonably expensive or impractical to employ.

9. IntelleCtUal PrOPerty.

may invite you to, submit comments or ideas about our
Auctions, including without limitation about how to
improve our operations, our Service, and/or our products (“Ideas”). By submitting any Idea, you agree that
your disclosure is gratuitous, unsolicited and without
restriction and will not place Julien’s Auctions under any
fiduciary or other obligation, that we are free to disclose
the Ideas on a non-confidential basis to anyone or otherwise use the Ideas without any additional
compensation to you. you acknowledge that, by acceptance of your Idea submission, Julien’s Auctions does
not waive any rights to use similar or related ideas previously known to Julien’s Auctions, or developed by its
employees, or obtained from sources other than you.

Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property
rights) in and to the items outlined in this Section, and
all derivatives, modifications, or enhancements thereto.
you agree to take any action reasonably requested by
Julien’s Auctions to evidence, maintain, enforce or
defend our Intellectual Property rights. you shall not take
any action to jeopardize, encumber, limit or interfere in
any manner with Julien’s Auctions ownership of and
rights with respect to the items outlined in this Section.
All rights not expressly licensed to you in these Auction
terms and conditions are expressly reserved by Julien’s
Auctions.

10. dIsPUtes.

(a) definition. “Intellectual Property right” means any
patent, copyright, trade or service mark, trade dress,
trade name, database right, goodwill, logo, trade secret
right, or any other intellectual property right or proprietary information right, in each case whether registered
or unregistered, and whether arising in any jurisdiction,
including without limitation all rights of registrations,
applications, and renewals thereof and causes of action
for infringement or misappropriation related to any of the
foregoing.

you and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute, controversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise between
us relating in any way to your use of or access to the
Auction, the Service, any interpretation, breach, enforcement, or termination of these Auction terms and
conditions, or otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in
any way (collectively, “covered Matters”) will be
resolved in accordance with the provisions set forth in
this Section 10.

(b) Content. the Auction, the Service, and all materials, including, without limitation, software, images, text,
graphics, illustrations, logos, catalogues, condition
reports, patents, trademarks, service marks, copyrights, photographs, audio, videos and music (the
“content”), and all Intellectual Property rights related
thereto, are the exclusive property of Julien’s Auctions
and its licensors. except as explicitly provided herein,
nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to create a
license in or under any such Intellectual Property rights,
and you agree not to sell, license, rent, modify, distribute, copy, reproduce, transmit, publicly display, publicly
perform, publish, adapt, edit or create derivative works
from any materials or content made available to you by
Julien’s Auctions orally or in writing regardless of form
of media. Use of the content for any purpose not
expressly permitted by these Auction terms and conditions is strictly prohibited.
(c) trademarks. “Julien’s Auctions”, “the Auction
house to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions the Auction
house to the Stars”, and other logos and service names
are trademarks, registered trademarks or trade dress of
Julien entertainment.com, Inc. Julien’s Auctions trademarks and trade dress may not be used in connection
with any product or service that is not ours, in any manner that is likely to cause confusion among customers,
or in any manner that disparages or discredits Julien’s
Auctions.
(d) data. Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate, statistical, and sales data related to, derived from, and
concerning its Auctions, and reserves all Intellectual
Property rights to utilize such data for its own business
purposes.
(e)
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Ideas and Comments. you may choose to, or we

LEGENDS

PLeASe reAD thIS SectIOn cAreFULLy. It
IncLUDeS A MandatOry arBItratIOn PrOVIsIOn, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO
SUBMIt Any DISPUte reLAteD tO yOUr USe OF
Any OF the SIteS tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL ArBItrAtIOn rAther thAn PrOceeD In cOUrt.
thIS PrOVISIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A Class
aCtIOn WaIVer, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU
Agree tO PrOceeD wIth Any DISPUte InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt OF A cLASS ActIOn.
thIS SectIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A JUry WaIVer.

(a) Informal resolution. If you have any dispute with
us, you agree that before taking any formal action, you
will contact us at info@juliensauctions.com, provide a
brief, written description of the dispute and your contact
information (including your username, if your dispute
relates to an account) and allow sixty (60) days to pass,
during which we will attempt to reach an amicable resolution of your issue.
(b) applicable law. the laws of the State of california, and applicable federal law, will govern all covered
Matters. california conflicts of law rules shall apply.
(c) arbitration. subject only to the optional exceptions in Paragraph 10(e) below, you and Julien’s
auctions each agree that any and all disputes,
claims, or controversies that have arisen, or may
arise, between you and Julien’s auctions relating in
any way to or arising out of this or previous versions
of the auction terms and Conditions or the breach,
termination, enforcement, interpretation or validity
thereof, your use of or access to our services, or any
products or services sold, offered, or purchased
through Company’s services shall be resolved exclusively through final and binding arbitration, rather
than in court. Any claims arising out of, relating to, or
connected with these Auction terms and conditions not
resolved through Informal resolution pursuant to paragraph 10(a) above must be asserted individually in a
binding arbitration to be administered by JAMS in Los
Angeles county, california pursuant to the JAMS comprehensive Arbitration rules and Procedures. Both
parties further agree that the arbitration shall be conducted before a single JAMS arbitrator who is a retired
california or federal judge or justice. the arbitrator shall
strictly apply california substantive law and the california rules of evidence. By AgreeIng tO ArBItrAte,
yOU wAIVe Any rIght yOU hAVe tO A cOUrt Or

JUry trIAL. the arbitrator shall not conduct any form
of class or collective arbitration nor join or consolidate
claims by or for individuals. the arbitrator, and not any
federal, state, or local court or agency, shall have exclusive authority to resolve any dispute relating to the
interpretation, applicability, enforceability or formation of
these Auction terms and conditions, including, any
claim that all or any part of these Auction terms and
conditions is void or voidable or that a particular claim
is subject to arbitration. Judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court of
competent jurisdiction.
(d) award. you agree and acknowledge that in any
award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your rights and
remedies against us or any distributor of financier or
other party related to the Auction or Service shall be limited to an action at law for money damages, and you
hereby waive all other rights and remedies you may
have at law or in equity (including, without limitation,
injunctive relief, rescission, cancellation, and termination
of this Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain the
advertisement, promotion, marketing or exploitation by
Julien’s Auctions or any third party in connection with
the Auction and/or any rights or activities hereunder in
any and all manner of media whatsoever, whether now
known or hereafter devised). For matters where the
relief sought is over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will
include the essential findings and conclusions upon
which the arbitrator based the award. the arbitrator will
decide the substance of all claims in accordance with
applicable law, including recognized principles of equity,
and will honor all claims of privilege recognized by law.
the arbitrator’s award of damages must be consistent
with the terms of the “Limitation of Liability” section as
to the types and the amounts of damages for which a
party may be held liable. the arbitrator shall not be
bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving different
users, but is bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving the same Julien’s Auctions user to the extent
required by applicable law. the arbitrator’s award shall
be final and binding and judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court
having jurisdiction thereof. the ArBItrAtOr MAy
AwArD reLIeF (IncLUDIng MOnetAry, InJUnctIVe, AnD DecLArAtOry reLIeF) OnLy In FAVOr OF
the InDIVIDUAL PArty SeekIng reLIeF AnD OnLy
tO the eXtent neceSSAry tO PrOVIDe reLIeF
neceSSItAteD By thAt PArty’S InDIVIDUAL
cLAIM(S). Any reLIeF AwArDeD cAnnOt AFFect
Other USerS.
(e) exceptions. there are only two exceptions in
which the parties may elect to seek resolution outside of
Arbitration before JAMS:
(i) First, if we reasonably believe that you have in any
manner infringed upon or violated or threatened to violate or infringe any of our Intellectual Property rights,
privacy rights, publicity rights, or data security, in which
case you acknowledge that there may be no adequate
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or other
appropriate relief in any court of competent jurisdiction,
without any attempt at informal resolution pursuant to
paragraph 10(a) above.
(ii) Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the
option of the claiming party, be resolved in small claims
court in Los Angeles county, california, if the claim and
the parties are within the jurisdiction of the small claims
court and so long as the matter remains in such court
and advances only on an individual (non-class, non-representative) basis.
(f) Costs of arbitration. Payment of all filing, administration, and arbitrator fees will be governed by JAMS
rules, unless otherwise stated in this agreement to arbi-

trate. If the value of the relief sought is $5,000 or less,
at your request, Julien’s Auctions will reimburse you for
all filing, administration, and arbitrator fees associated
with the arbitration following the earlier of the arbitrator’s
decision or settlement. In the event the arbitrator determines the claim(s) you assert in the arbitration to be
frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is relieved of its obligation to
reimburse you for any fees associated with the arbitration. the prevailing party shall be entitled to an award
of all attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses incurred by it
in connection with the dispute. “Attorneys’ fees and
expenses” includes, without limitation, paralegals’ fees
and expenses, attorneys’ consultants’ fees and
expenses, expert witness’ fees and expenses, and all
other expenses incurred by the prevailing party or its
attorneys in the course of their representation of the prevailing party in anticipation of and/or during the course
of the litigation, whether or not otherwise recoverable as
“attorneys’ fees” or as “costs” under california law; and
the same may be sought and awarded in accordance
with california procedure as pertaining to an award of
contractual attorneys’ fees.
(g) Future amendments to the agreement to arbitrate. notwithstanding any provision in the Auction
terms and conditions to the contrary, you and we agree
that if we make any amendment to this agreement to
arbitrate in the future, that amendment shall not apply to
any claim that was filed in a legal proceeding against
Julien’s Auctions prior to the effective date of the
amendment. the amendment shall apply to all other
disputes or claims governed by the agreement to arbitrate that have arisen or may arise between you and
Julien’s Auctions. If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty (30)
days of the posting or notification and you will not be
bound by the amended terms.
(h) Judicial Forum for legal disputes. Unless you
and we agree otherwise, in the event that the agreement
to arbitrate above is found not to apply to you or to a
particular claim or dispute, either as a result of your
decision to opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, as a
result of a decision by the arbitrator or a court order or
because of an election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e)
above, you agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute
that has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state, federal, or small claims court located in Los Angeles
county, california. you and Julien’s Auctions agree to
submit to the exclusive personal jurisdiction of the
courts located within Los Angeles county, california for
the purpose of litigating all such claims or disputes.
(i) Opt-Out. IF yOU Are A new JULIen’S AUctIOnS USer, yOU cAn chOOSe tO reJect the
AgreeMent tO ArBItrAte PrOVISIOn (“OPt-OUt”)
By eMAILIng US An OPt-OUt nOtIce tO ArBItrAtIOnOPtOUt@JULIenSAUctIOnS.cOM (“OPt-OUt
nOtIce”) Or VIA US MAIL tO: Julien
entertainment.com, Inc., 8630 hayden Place, culver
city, cA 90232. the OPt-OUt nOtIce MUSt Be
receIVeD nO LAter thAn thIrty (30) DAyS AFter
the DAte yOU AccePt theSe terMS FOr the
FIrSt tIMe. IF yOU Are nOt A new JULIen’S AUctIOnS USer, yOU hAVe UntIL thIrty (30) DAyS
AFter the POStIng OF the new terMS tO SUBMIt An ArBItrAtIOn OPt-OUt nOtIce.
(j) Procedure. In order to opt-out, you must email
your name, complete address (including street address,
city, state, and zip code), and email address(es) associated with your Member account(s) to which the opt-out
applies and an unaltered digital image of a valid driver’s
license or valid government issued photo ID which
matches the name on your account to: arbitra-

tionoptout@juliensauctions.com. this procedure is the
only way you can opt out of the agreement to arbitrate.
If you opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, all other
parts of these Auction terms and conditions and its Disputes Section will continue to apply to you. Opting out
of this agreement to arbitrate has no effect on any previous, other, or future arbitration agreements that you
may have with us.
(k) WaIVer. By AgreeIng tO theSe AUctIOn
terMS AnD cOnDItIOnS, yOU hereBy IrreVOcABLy wAIVe Any rIght yOU MAy hAVe tO A cOUrt
trIAL (Other thAn SMALL cLAIMS cOUrt AS PrOVIDeD ABOVe), A JUry trIAL, Or tO SerVe AS A
rePreSentAtIVe, AS A PrIVAte AttOrney generAL, Or In Any Other rePreSentAtIVe
cAPAcIty, Or tO PArtIcIPAte AS A MeMBer OF A
cLASS OF cLAIMAntS, In Any LAwSUIt, ArBItrAtIOn Or Other PrOceeDIng FILeD AgAInSt US
AnD/Or reLAteD thIrD PArtIeS.
(l) statUte OF lIMItatIOns and WaIVer OF
ClaIMs. regArDLeSS OF Any StAtUte Or LAw
tO the cOntrAry, Any cLAIM Or cAUSe OF
ActIOn ArISIng OUt OF Or reLAteD tO USe OF
the SIte, SerVIce, Or thIS AgreeMent MUSt Be
FILeD wIthIn One (1) yeAr AFter SUch cLAIM Or
cAUSe OF ActIOn ArISeS Or It wILL Be FOreVer
wAIVeD AnD BArreD.

11. MIsCellaneOUs PrOVIsIOns.
(a) governing law. these Auction terms and conditions will be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the State of california and the applicable federal laws of the United States of America.
california conflicts of law rules shall apply.
(b) Force Majeure. except for the obligation to pay
money, neither party will be liable for any failure or delay
in its performance under these Auction terms and conditions due to any cause beyond its reasonable control,
including acts of war, acts of god, earthquake, flood,
weather conditions, embargo, riot, epidemic, acts of terrorism, acts or omissions of vendors or suppliers,
equipment failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control, provided that
the delayed party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice
of such cause; and (ii) uses reasonable commercial
efforts to correct promptly such failure or delay in performance.
(c) Counterparts; Facsimile. these Auction terms
and conditions may be executed in any number of
counterparts and in facsimile or electronically, each of
which shall be an original but all of which together shall
constitute one and the same instrument.
(d) entire agreement. these Auction terms and conditions contains the entire understanding of the parties
in respect of its subject matter and supersedes all prior
agreements and understandings (oral or written)
between the parties with respect to such subject matter.
(e) Modifications. Any modification, amendment, or
addendum to these Auction terms and conditions must
be in writing and signed by both parties.
(f) assignment. you may not assign these Auction
terms and conditions or any of your rights, obligations,
or benefits hereunder, by operation or law or otherwise,
without our prior written consent.
(g) no third Party Beneficiaries. the representations, warranties and other terms contained herein are
for the sole benefit of the parties hereto and their
respective successors and permitted assigns, and they

shall not be construed as conferring any rights on any
other persons.
(h) severability. If any provision of these Auction
terms and conditions is held by a court or arbitrator of
competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such provision shall be changed by the court or by the arbitrator
and interpreted so as to best accomplish the objectives
of the original provision to the fullest extent allowed by
law, and the remaining provisions of these Auction
terms and conditions shall remain in full force and
effect.
(i) notices. Any notice or communication required or
permitted to be given hereunder may be delivered by
hand, deposited with an overnight courier, sent by email
or mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid to the address for the other
party first written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party hereto to
the other party. Such notice will be deemed to have
been given as of the date it is delivered, if by personal
delivery or email; the next business day, if deposited
with an overnight courier; and five days after being so
mailed.
(j) Headings. the headings of the sections of these
Auction terms and conditions are for convenience only
and do not form a part hereof, and in no way limit,
define, describe, modify, interpret or construe its meaning, scope or intent.
(k) no Waiver. no failure or delay on the part of either
party in exercising any right, power or remedy under
these Auction terms and conditions shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any
such right, power or remedy preclude any other or further exercise or the exercise of any other right, power or
remedy.
(l) survival. Sections of the Auction terms and conditions intended by their nature and content to survive
termination of the Auction terms and conditions shall so
survive.

I HaVe read and Understand tHese
aUCtIOn terMs and COndItIOns and
agree tO COMPly WItH tHeM.
BIdder
By: ____________________________________________
(signature)

name: _________________________________________
(please print)

Date: ___________________________________________

aCKnOWledged By JUlIen’s aUCtIOns
By: ____________________________________________
(signature)

name: _________________________________________
(please print)

title: ___________________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________
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Mailing Address Only:
8630 Hayden Place
Culver City, CA 90232
phone: (310) 836-1818
fax: (310) 742-0155
email: info@juliensauctions.com
www.juliensauctions.com
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